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ernment,
This anniversary has a new place in our
and we come to-dav to its celebration
We
as to a new heaven and a new earth.
teem to breathe the airs of an unfading Spring;
smile
the sky bends above us with a kindlier
and a sweeter love than we have known be-

hearts,

lore—

“A livelier emerald twinfles in the grass,
A purer sapphire melts into the sea.

have risen from the valley of lies, from
the dreary wastes of slavery, from the dismal
swamps whose atmosphere is heavy with murders, treasons and all abominations, to the
broad and luminous table lands which aie
fanned by the healthful breezes of Freedom
and Humanity, and upon which the sun of
Truth shines forevermore. Henceforward, in
our commemoration of this glorious Easterday of Freedom, our worship may be pure and
No longer shall it be fitly
our words sincere.
For

we

celebrated by fumbling the expressions of a
dead creed, hut only by an honest recognition
and a feidnT.il application of vital and practical truths.
That this is a different nation from what it
lias been, no one will deny; that we are in
reality another people, all men feel. And 1
ask you to consider with me, in the brief hour
that has been allotted to us, from what,
throwjh what, and to what, the Kepublic has
been brought in the dreadful and marvellous
years in which Slavery dominant, inexorable
and defiant, rising in treason and rebellion to
blot out the nation’s life with the blood of its
sons, was met and overthrown, and hastened,
amid its groans and curses, to its utter and
final extinction in our land; years in which the
guiltiest of nations proved itself also to be the
most virtuous. In other words, I desire to bring
before you {he condition of the country anterior to the rebellion, to recall to your minds the
trials and experiences of those dread yews of
wrath and sacrifice and doom through which
it has passed, and, finally, to invite your attention to some of the results which have, through
these, been accompilhesd for the country and
for mankind.
I. It is difficult to understand the utter demoralization to which this people had fallen
in those days of political atheism which preceded, and prepared the way for, the slaveholders’ revolt; and, although we realize their
baseness but imperfectly, we cannot recall
them without a pang and a shudder. They
were times in which, if we looked to the opinions and purposes of the most influential classes in Church or State, or in general society,
slavery seemed the most valued interest, the
most cherished idea, the most sacred institution in the country. It shaped all policies, directed all legislation, and dominated all parties in the nation; it listened to no questionings, heeded no remonstrances, and tolerated
no opposition; it reigned supreme as well
upon the hill-sides of New England as
among
the sea-islands of Carolina. In those dqys oi
evil, all fantasies and errors might he tolerated,
all opinions and hopes might be cherished, all
shames and crimes even might be for^ven,
sooner and rather than a denial of the
rightful existence, the absolute justice and the unmingled blessings of slavery. The vital truths
of Christianity concerning the brotherhood of
the human race, the fundamental axioms of
democracy that all men are created free and
equal, and have equal and inalienable rights,
were scouted as self evident lies, or denounced as, at best, miserable rhapsodies—the, passionate manifestoes of an excited and fanatical period. Earnest and public
of the God-given and sacred rights of mankind, was answered by the gaol, the bludgeon,
or the pistol. The recognition, by the most
sagacious, the most philosophical and most unimpassioned of American statesmen, of a law
higher than the statutes of men, was deemed
sufficient cause for social ostracism, and for
giving his name to all the winds of falsehood,
detraction and hate. For the sake of perpetuating and extending the practice of American Slavery, the sanctity of the ballot was
overthrown, and the right of self-government
was practically denied by the executive power,
backed by the dominant political party of the
nation, and the Judges of the highest court in
the land were suborned, and made to pronounce opinions in the service of this inexpiable Curse, bottomed on the most patent and
scandalous falsehoods, and given in opposition
to their own repeated precedents, and in derogation of the plainest provisions of the Constitution. Even the pulpits of our holy religion,
dedicated to the exalted work of elevating,
purifying and saving men, were menaced Into
disgraceml silence upon questions of the highest moral significance and practical interest:
or, if too faithfhl to be dumb, inculcated such
teachings of the Master as those which enjoin upon men the duty of doing to others as
they would have others do to them, and of
loving instead of buying and selling one another, under peril of many annoyances and
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had gone too far to leave tlie question in doubt.
Nevertheless, tlie time had not arrived tor the
war to cease.
The culminating act in this vast
drama had not been reached:Hie authors of
the rebellion, the slave-holders themselves, had
not, uo to this time, acknowledged the freedom of tlie slave, or respected and treated the
nemo as a man and citizen—all this remained
to be done, lint when by the Tequest of Jef-

ing portion of the country rose instantly, and
common impulse, to reaent and crush the
exclaiming, “we will fight, we
giant treason,
will die for the Union!”
from that moment the fate of the rebellion
was virtually sealed—for although there were
many who in the first flush and glow of the
time were brought to their feet as defenders
of the nation’s life, that fell hack into attitudes
of indifference and disloyalty, the uprising
was so general, so splendid and so grand, and
the number who remained faithful was so
large, the power of the demonstration was so
manifest, that there could be no doubt in the
mind of any man of ordinary sagacity and
genuine loyalty as to what the end would be.
But how inadequately did they calculate what
it would cost to reach that end, how poorly did
they apprehend the magnitude and duration of
the war through which alone it was to be approached, how imperfectly did they fore seethe
trials and losses, of this war, its imbecilities and
infidelities, its tragedies and farces, its nameless
barbarisms, its sorrows and heart wastings, its
vicissitudes of fortune, its shipwrecks of reputation, its exhibitions of meanness, its instances of fraud and greed, its loathsome prisons,
its middle passages of brutality, its black-holes
of starvation, its mountains of expenditure,
its rivers of blood, its thousand battle-fields,
its half million of loyal and rebel graves, its
desolated fields and deserted homes, and its
dismantled cities! And as feebly did they
presage its examples of valor and heroism, of
devoted patriotism, sacrifice and faith, of love
stronger than death, of endurance, patience,
submission, of high and stem resolve and of
inextinguishable hope; or picture the multitudinous armies that would be marshalled in
the nation’s cause, the vast moving columns
and immeasurable lines of glistening steel, the
bright and countless banners shining like stars
in the azure firmament below, the girding for
the battle a thousand times repeated, the array, the onset and the shock—the charge, the
shout, and “the earthquake voice of victory,”
the “battle-cry of freedom,” let us hope, forevermore 1
How little did they understand the
character of the citizen-soldier and the volunteer seaman, in discipline and subordination
as in endurance and valor, unsurpassed in the
history of armies and navies 1 And as vain
were their imaginings concerning the commanders by sea and laud who would be called to the nation’s defence—for these extended
only to the mediocre and trifling characters
who have long since vanished into thin air,
and did not comprehend the really great ones
whom the war would produce, like Grant, Farragut, and others—Farragut, the peer of Nelson—Grant, the more than peer of Wellington, and whom iaithful history will describe
as, upon tbe whole, the most consummate
military character of modem times.

by'a

ferson Davis, the advice of Gen. Lee, and the
authority of the rebel Congress, the negro was
made a soldier, and when by those who commenced the war in order to tighten his chains,
he was appointed to perform the highest offices
and (unctions of a freeman and citizen, the fulness of times had come, Richmond fell, Lee
rebellion,
surrendered, and the vast, hideous
“
sighing through all its parts, gave sign of woe
and
all
was
vital
that
lost,” and the Republic,
true from centre to circumference, gave shouts
of cheer that all was gained—for now and forever Liberty and Union were to be one and inseparable!
Shall this stem and impressive lesson be
disregarded in our adjustment of the statu* of
the colored man ? Shall these plain and incisive teachings of the past be lost to the nation ?
Shall this experience, so dearly bought, be to
it like the stem lights of a ship, which illumine
only the track it has passed? or shall it pour
upon our whole pathway the clear, broad, diffusive rays of wisdom, justice and duty ?
The logic : This government was established for the ends of justice and liberty; the
equality of men before the law was its central
idea. In process of time, however, a party

grew up in one section of the country who vehemently denied the equal rights of men, and
maintained that the only wise and true government was founded upon the corner stone
of slavery. And they made war upon the nation because in not being so founded it was a
false nation,—impious, in that it did not aclaw of human bondage
knowledge the
and the divine right of one class or race of
men to hold another as beasts of burden.
It was simply because the flag on Sumter
did not symbolize Slavery that it was shqt down
If it had stood for
on the 14th of April, 1861.
that sum of all villainies,” it might have remained untouched to this hour and indefin-

higher

itely.

Thus, the issue was distinctly presented, and
it could not be avoided. The difference was
fundamental; there was no room for compromise ; the land must be free or slave. To the arbitrament of war the question was referred. The
decision was in favor of liberty; the Declaration of Independence was sustained; the work
of the fathers was vindicated. In this controversy the assistance of the black man was invoked by both sides; it was given to onfe,—and
that aid, if not deeicive', was valuable and efficient. And by force of these facts, authenticating the title of his manhood, the nativeborn negro became a citizen—his letters patent,
written in blood by the bayonet, are beyond
controversy or challenge, and can never be obliterated. The nation that can deny the loyal
black who has tendered his life in its defence,
his equal rights of citizenship, needs emancipation itself And if at the same time it accords
these lights to disloyal white men who have
fought against the government, and whose
hearts are surging with malignity and treason,
it is guilty of terrible injustice, and, sooner or
later, must pay the penalty of its inconsistency and hypocracy. Such a policy would not
only be ungenerous and unju3t, and an outrage upon civilization, but it would be an insult to the common Father, who lias made of
one blood all the nations and tribes of men—
before whose justice no offence is so dark, and
in the presence of whose merey no crime is so
difficult to be forgiven, as the contempt o fany,
even the lowest, of the children of His hand:
a fact which nations as we!) as individuals,
may
wisely heed.
The inconsistency under a republican polity,
of excluding any men who were free from the
was so glaring that Virrlglitw
ginia, in 1788, enacted That all frae persons,
bom within the territory of this Commonwealth, shall be deemed citizens of this ComAt this time in nearly every
monwealth.”
State, free men of color were citizens and clothed with the elective franchise.. And in North
Carolina, Tennessee, and perhaps other slaveholding States, down to a period comparatively
recent, the right of suffrage was exercised by
the negro, if a freeman and native-born. Although the citizenship of the negro was generally denied through the dark age of slavery
domination, it is now as generally acknwledged. Congress has declared it, end on official recognition of it has been made by the President and every member of his Cabinet, and,
finally, the Supreme Court of the United States
has affirmed it. It is familiarly known that the
rule of the State' Department has been to grant
Passports to colored men as readily as to
white—and to both as citizens; that the late
Attorney General Bates vindicated the claim of
the black man to be treated as a citizen, and
that the Supreme Court of the United States
has without hesitation admitted a lawyer of
African descent to practice at the bar of tjiat
tribunal. Chief Justice Chase, in a letter to
President Lincoln, written two days before his
I suppose that since the
assassination, said:
opinion of Attorney General Bates, no one

Kut I may not occupy your time in rehearsthe events, transactions and experiences of
the last four years. They are so recent and
of such supreme interest that their leading
points and most characteristic features are familiar to all. They were years of alternate
sadness and joy, of defeat and triumph, of
gloom and glory, such as the world, in many
centuries, may not witness again.
III. That they were not unprofitable years
altogether, but bore fruit in some proportion
to the vastness of the issues at stake, the magnitude of the efforts put forth, and the extent
and character of the sacrifices made, a glance
at what we may regard as a few of the more
important results and enduring consequences
of the rebellion and
war, may. I hope, con-
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us.

As the rebellion
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And so when the rebel cannonading of Fort
Sumter began,—every shot oi which said,
“The government shall fall, because it is
founded on the false ideas of democracy and
equality the Union shall be broken up, .for
the reason that it does not rest on the true
comer stone of Slavery,”—the non-slavehold-
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was

the

work of the few

against the many—a rebellion of a privileged
class against the people, (for such was its
anomalous character,) so in its subjection and
defeat it may be expected to happen that the
cause of the people will gain new strength and
cbme into the practical enjoyment of rights
previously withheld. The Oligarchy of slaveholders designed, in the end, to enslave the
poor whites, but instead of this they wrought
an enfranchisement of the blacks.
They in-

tended to rear a government upon an aristocracy of wealth—the most odious of aristocracies—of wealth, too, consisting largely in the
minds and sinews of human beings—a wealth,
if such it can be called, of the most disreputable kind, because founded in fraud and theft;
and yet, so far from promoting their cause,
they ruined it altogether, and gave to that of
equal rights, and to the government which
stands as their representative, aids and advantages which they could not have reasonably
looked for in a hundred years.
After the preservation of the TJnion, and
placing it upon a foundation of increased
strength, the most immediate and obvious
gain of the war, is, perhaps, the emancipation
of the slaves in the United States, and the
stamping upon the soil of every State anil
Territory what Daniel Webster said the Ordinance of 1787 stamped upon that of the northwestern Territories—an incapacity to bear Up
slavery in all future time. And in the work of connected with your administration has quesemancipation and abolition accomplished by tioned the citizenship of free colored men, more
than that of free white men.”
the war, 1 include the complete enfranchisement of the negro and his being put in posAnd if the negro is, as these facts clearly
session of all the civil and political rights,
show he is, a citizen, he is undoubtedly entiprivileges and immunities of other men. For tled to the privileges, rights and immunities of
this, I regard as potentially secured already, a citizen, and none the less for the reason that
not that it will be effected hi practice without
his ancestors were Africans, or that his skin is
persecutions.
some labor and attention, but that these arc
And that no example might be wanting to
dark. Among these, perhaps none is more
illustrate the degeneracy of the times and the certain to be bestowed. Nor do I fear that
obvious and vital than the elective franchise.
fail
President
Johnson
will
to
exert
his
influof
the
at
such
a
To exclude an adult freeman, bom upon the
public men, who,
perfidy
periin
such
as
he
shall
ence
deem
the
most
alone
the
of
could
way
occupy
high places {lowod,
soil, and unaccused of crime, from the ballot
practical and wise to secure this end. His on account of his complexion, is to violate the
er, it was found that an administration of the
people’s choice and representing what appear strong sense of justice, his breadth of view, tundamental principles of this Government,
his sagacity, and above all, his deep faith in
ed to be the average opinion and sentiment of
and to contravene the clear intent of the Contrue democratic principles, in the absence of
the country, had deliberately set itself to the
stitution. For, although there are citizens, as
work, in concert with open traitors, of betray- specific information, (although this Ls not women and children for example, who do not
ing and destroying the government it had wholly wanting,) would be to those who know exercise the right of suffrage, their exclusion
been appointed and sworn to preserve. And
him, a sufficient, guaranty of his position on is based upon no anti-republican distinction, as.
this question. Let us not, mv friends, doubt
so well were its plans laid for the accomplishrace, coIot, profession, religious faith and the
for a moment either the wisdom or fidelity of like. The Constitution, in declaring that the
ment of this flagitious purpose that they could
United States shall guarantee to every State
scarcely have failed, if not to accomplish the this able statesman and tried patriot
This most righteous consummation is at
end designed, still to have produced such comin the Union a Republican form of governplications and given the rebellion such addi- once the lesson and the logic of the war.
ment,”' affirms, and secures the practical obThe lesson: The aristocratic South attempttional advantages as would have rendered the
servance of, the doctrine of the Declaration of
preservation of the Union, if possible, a mate ed by force of arms to destroy the Union that Independence, that J Govomments derive their
be
and
ter of vastly greater difficulty and cost than it
strengthened
perpetu- just powers from the consent f the governed,”
Slavery might
has been, had it not been for one of those faated, and so long as the republican North en- Can that be said to be a republican form of
tal blunders which, under the overruling hand deavored to preserve it, willing that Slavery, government which repudiates this normal prinof Providence, men engaged in wicked enteralso, should be saved, the cause of the govern- principle of American republicanism,—which
prises are so apt to make. We tremble when ment met with but dubious success. From instead of leaving the right to govern with
the outbreak of the rebellion to the autumn of the
we think that the salvation of the nation’s
people, ordains that it shall be exerprestige and honor, if not of its life, and of 1802, the history of the dreary months that in- cised by a part only of the people—by men of
the cause o^rfree government everywhere, detervened, was crowded with the records of im- blue eyes, or yellow hair, or white skins, only—
pended upon the accident, as it seemed, of the becility, disaster and loss, but enlivened, here by clergymen, or lawyers, or merchants—by
and there, by some brilliant achievement that
accession in the winter of 1861, of Edwin M.
men of Saxon descent, or Celtic, and no othsufficed to keep the nation’s heart from sinkStanton to the Cabinet of President Buchan
ers ?
Is that a republican form of government,
of
into
the
And
it
an.
He made himself at once the ruling spir
one resting upon the consent of the governed,
despair.
hopelessness
ing
was only subsequent to the first of January,
it and the directing power of that false but
in which all Jews, or Catholics, or Presbyteriweak Administration, and by his own person- 1863—the day upon which Abraham Lincoln, ans, all naturalized foreigners, or colored naafter a most conscientious wrestling with the
al strength, which was “as the strength of
tive-born citizens have no voice? Would it
ten,” by his iron will and his sublime devo- difficulties, as they seemed to him, of the situ- not be clearly the government of a caste, class,
that
unation, feeling his' way slowly and prayerfully or race—in other words, an aristocracy, and
tion, averted that monstrous crime,
utterable disgrace, and that last calamity— along the pathway of duty,—issued the im- just that false and hateful thing which the
mortal Proclamation of Emancipation, closing government has been fighting against these
disunion by consent of the government itself.
The terror of evil-doers generally, the spe- it with those words of sincere and lofty elo- four years ?
cial horror of rebel sympathizers, the disgust quence which you have emblazoned on these
There are m the South 4,000,000 of loyal
of fussy mediocrity, the stumbling-block of walls, never to be removed, I trust, so long as
colored people, as intelligent, as teachable, and
super-serviceable folly, and the anvil upon this edifice shall stand, in which he invoked as well disposed, to say the least, as are 2,000,which ambitious and self-seeking men, and
upon Ills great act “the considerate judgment
000, or perhaps an equal number of poor
demagogues and charlatans, from the Major- of mankind, and the gracious favor of Al- whites,” in the same section of country. The
General to the sutler, have dashed their mighty God”—it was, 1 say, only then that
adult males of the former class fought for the
the tide of fortune began to turn in the naheads, occasioning injury to the latter only
government in its recent struggle; those of the
tion’s favor.
the Secretary who out-voted the slaveholders’
latter against it. How upon what theory of
In 1863, the progress of onr arms, though
President in his own cabinet; the head of the
republicanism, or upon what consideration of
War Department, who raised and equipped hopeful was not decisive; the time had not justice or common sense can the ballot be perthe largest and most efficient army of modem
come for ending the war, for the people, lagmitted to the lalter and withheld from the fortimes, and by it saved his country and the ging behind the President, were not quite rea- mer?
cause of human
To sum up the whole matter, I submit that
liberty in every ciime; the dy to be saved. They had not truly repented;
man who dared do his
duty and could hold the nation, as a whole, was not prepared to do as the war has effected the universal and auhis tongue,—for the part he has performed in justice to the race whose wrongs, by it inflict- thoritative
acknowledgment of the colored nabreaking down the rebellion and upholding ed or permitted, liad been the cause of the war. tive as a citizen, the logic of the war is, Treat
the government—although in his vast work he
the successful seige
And so,
him in all respects as such.
of Vicksburg, and the important victories of
The bladk man, during the entire period of
may, and undoubtedly has, committed errors,
—for his integrity, ability and faith, honest Gettysburg—in which the gallantry of our the war, has been loyal and faithful to the govmen will thank lilm, earnest and true men
own Howardwas so conspicuous,—and Chattaernment, aud has rendered it valuable assistwill honor him, and history will make his
The color of his skin did not weaken
ance.
nooga, when we entered upon the year 1864,
name immortal.
the conflict was still raging; and enlistments.,
his loyalty, impair his courage or abate the
I have been led into this episode, which I
drafts, bounties, and financial schemes to keep warmth of his friendship—shall it debar him
hope you will not regard aa out of place, the gold below 2.50, were still the order and bu- from the privileges and immunities which are
more readily from the fact that
during the siness of the day. Previous to the year 1864, the due to loyalty, corn-age and friendship ? These
first years of the war, I had many opportuni
duty of treating the negro as a man, of em- qualities are monopolized by no race, and what
ties for forming an opinion in reference to the
ploying and trusting him as a man, had been is due to them can be exclusively appropriated
manner in which Mr. Stanton
the
recognized by the President, by some of the by none. In intelligence, Industry and good
duties of his office—the most arduous and difofficers of the army including Gen. Grant, and conduct, the colored man is the equal of hunbeen
laid upon
ficult, perhaps, that have ever
by a portion of the people, but this recognition dreds of thousands who have the ballot, and
a Cabinet Minister in any country—and in
The in earnest attachment to the government there
was the exception rather than the rule.
what X have here said, I feel that I have paid nation had not earned the
are millions whom he distances.
When he
peace which follows
but a just, though in many respects inadepurity; and so the war went on, and its expe- ga\e himself to the nation’s defence, and asquate, tribute to the services and character of riences and teachings were not lost upon the sumed at its solicitation, the highest offices and
this distinguished man and invaluable public P<*>ple. The
negro was made a soldier; he the most perilous duties of a citizen, the jusservant.
the sovereignty of the nation upon his
tice and good faith of the nation were pledged
IL But, alter all, things might have been
“Moulder; bom upon the soil, he was that neither his race nor complexion should
worse. The canker of slavery hail not reachof the United States, for the Reexclude him from the enjoyment of the incied the vitals of the nation. Notwithstanding
n<> one of its children who bears
dents of that relation. And to grant him what
the influence and workings of bad men, faith- no
step to its music, when brave these postulate, is not only demanded by jusless parties and lower-law doctrines, the peoto its defence, to be less
tice, good ftuth and the logic of the war, but
ple, in their myriad homes, were yet, in large
Aai1 then were commenced by every consideration of safety and wisdom.
|
part, undebaucbed, thanks to their inwrought
of the LieuteuUpon this point I desire your attention. The
love of liberty, their native sense of justice, ant
grand-cov- blacks are with us In the country, and they
their knowledge of the practical
workings of enng the entme field from the Safiine to the will remain here, and the question is, In what
republican institutions, their pride in the Potomac, and which m time could
faj] character and to what end? as disfranchised
American name, and, not least, to their faith to break the military power of the
rebellion.
citizens and degraded freemen—as a despised
in God, which,in the
At length the year 1865 opened, and the and contemned
long night of gloom and
class, as outcasts, as Pariahs, or
dishonor with which slavery had
overhung negro was a freeman—the government had political lepers, whom every body is taught,
the land, was not wholly extinguished in their virtually recognized him as a
citizen, and from the way in which they are treated and
breasts.
both government and the people of the North 1
from their legal status, to look upon as mean
—.
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incapable of improvement, and so to be
deprived of every stimulus and instrumentality for rising and bettering their condition ? If
so, then there is organized in our American
Society the elements of certain and terrible
danger; and you vyho consent to it will make
the mistake that our fathers fell into when, in
forming the Constitution, they permitted the
continuance of slavery, and without the excuses which they could plead—tor at that time
slavery was legal in nearly all the States. And
besides, the necessity for extricating the country
from a condition of anarchy was so strong and
exigent that a departure (as it was believed for
a brief period only) from the straight line of
principle, bad an excuse which cannot be set
and

up at this time. There is now no serious difin the way of duty. It is indeed plainand easier to carry out the true policy than
the false. It always is, if men but knew it.
Four millions of people cannot live in this
and outcasts without
country as
bringing upon it a terrible retribution. Let it
pause before committing itself to a policy so
weak and so wicked as to require that they
should, and so utterly inexcusable, too. The
example and condition of these people will operate directly upon the other race. Either the
whites will raise up the blacks, or the latter
will draw down the former—one or the other—
this is the law, Eternal and unchangeable, and
as wise as it is sure.
Are this people struck with judicial blindness, that they will not learn wisdom in any
school, even in that of an experience so fresh
and dear as theirs has been, and whose divinest lesson was—

ficulty
er

underlings

A man’s

a man

for a’ that ?”

If they commence by denying to the negro
his manhood and equal rights, no improvement will be open to him. The gates of education and progress will be closed upon him as
they would by such treatment upon any class:
for in punishment of so bad an act, the fate of the
oppressor would be to go-from worse to worse.
Men hate those whom they injure, and familiarity with wrong and its practice, makes them
not gentler and wiser but harder and more besotted. An avenging Nemesis follows them
with unerring ana relentless certainty. And
in this case we should find that after the adoption of a policy of inequalityand injustice towards the negro, every day’s experience would*
render more difficult the inauguration of a different and better one. Meanwhile, earnest and
wise men would agitate for reform and justice;
they would be persecuted, imprisoned possibly,
perhaps mobbed and murdered; then their adnerents would increase in numbers and power;
until, at length in another convulsion, perhaps
more dreadful than the last, the question of
the nation’s right to live would be tried again.
It is sometimes said that it will be all right
to give the negro the ballot by-and-by, and that
it must be done when he is educated ibr the
trust. But if he cannot be educated with the
ballot and all its aids and encouragements, bow
can he without it?
To secure his education,
these men would close ail its opportunities
against him. To increase his self-respect and
quicken his manly sensibilities, they insist that
he is only fit for mean employments. They
tell him that he is a dog and then punish him
because he is not a philosopher—this is their
justice. They whip him out of church, and
abuse him for not being a Christian. Allow him
no Vote and ask him to love the law.
They
give him np country, but expect him to fight
lor theirs. In' this way, in such schools and
by such incentives they propose to educate the
black man!
The country does better and more wisely,
because more justly, by the
ignorant of our
own race; it furnishes them helps, steps, implements, inducements and encouragements.
Does the black man need these aids
mopeijr"
the white ?—then whv wWilniH 11111111
7*lle
ro^uii-oo UUU.C, wny give him less? We do
not tell the foreigner, who cannot even speak
our language, and who can read and write
in none, “ Prepare yourself, become educated and intelligent, and then you shall have
the elective franchise.” We rather say,
Be
one of us, and that you may be as speedily and
thoroughly as possible, no hand shall bear you
down, no eye shall frown upon you, no heart
shall contemn you—take all the uplifting agencies we can give and use them the best you
may.” This is the uaelou’s pulley■vb-iiuuJu etmj
foreigner, and it is Wise and safe, because it
makes of him and his children, at the earliest
period good and useftil citizens.
Have the nations found security or advantage, is tno poGcj against which I contend?
Ask your own, from which the thunders of
heaven’s wrath have scarcely rolled away, if
the enslavement since its foundation, of a race,
has added to its strength, prosperity, honor,
or whether it has not been the parent of immeasurable woes ? Ask England, whether her
treatment of Ireland has educated and elevated the sons of the Green Island and made them
love her? Whether it has made her secure
and strong, and therefore been a wise policy,
or whether it has been a tremendous mistake ?

Be assured, fellow citizens, the safe policy is
that of truth and principle. Give the negro
freely; give him greatly; give him the best you

confidence, and respectjuid
give you in return security,
and
loyalty. Read, I pray you, the
strength

have for him, your
justice, and he will

Constitution of your country in the broad and
simple light in which our Secretary of State
has informed us he always reads it. Said Gov.
Seward in a speech at Madison, WIs., in I860 :
It has been by a simple rule of interpreta-

tion that I have studied the Constitution of

my country.

That rule has been this:

That

by no word, no act, no combination into which
I might enter, should any one human being of
the race to which I belong, much less any class
of human beings of any nation, race or kindred, be repressed and kept down in the least
degree in their efforts to rise to a higher state
of liberty and happiness. Amid all the glosses of the times, amid all the essays and discussions to which the Constitution of the United
States has been subjected, this has been the

simple, plain,
light in which I have read
every article and every section of that great
and
whenever
it requires of me that
instrument,
this hand shall keep down the humblest of the
human race, then I will lay down power, place,
position, fame, everything, rather than adopt
such a construction or such a rule. If, therefore, in this land there are any that Vouid rise,
I extend to them, in,God’s name, a good
broad

speed.”

ji. worn

more

upon ine question oi wnat

is

demanded by considerations of prudence and

safety. There is now in the recently slaveholding Spates, a population of African descent, of 4,000,000. Before the emancipation,
these people constituted a population for purposes of representation in Congress of 2,400,000, which is- increased by the abolition of
slavery, 1,600,000. Now, as the representatives
in Congress are&mited and fixed by law, the
number required by this enlarged Southern
representative basis, must of course, proportionably reduce the Northern representation.
The former slave-holding States will gain and
the Northern wiil lose, relatively, some twenty-six members of Congress by the removal of
slavery. Unless, then, suffrage goes to the colored man, the act of abolition, in its political
bearing simply, increases the power of his oppressor and diminishes that of his friend. It
strengthens the rebel at the expense of the patriot. The negro, although a part of the population upon which representation is founded,
is to have no voice in the election, and his interests are committed not to his friend, nor to
one indifferent to him, but to his
enemy. For
“
why? he has no rights which a white man
is bound to respect.” No rotten borough system in any country in Europe is half bo indefensible and unjust as this, which makes a man
contribute directly to his own injury and loss.
Again, the colored men are, as a class, the
true and reliable Union men of the South; and
if the Union is to be fully saved, and its interests upheld in that section, their votes are indispensible—without them, the legislation and
policy of the late rebel States will be controlled
by men who will not only take care to reduce
the negro to his former
condition, or to keep
him as low as possible, blit who will endeavor
to embarrass, and, if
they can, arrest the progress of democratic ideas and the
upbuilding of
republican institutions in the country. They
must be made to know and feel that
power is
in the hands of really loyal
men; when that
is done, there will be peace and
hope and good
faith in the South, and harmony every where.
But not before.
If there were some practical difficulties in the
way of extending the elective franchise to the
colored citizens of the revolted States, they
could not stand for a moment
against the dangers which would attend their exclusion from
this right;—but, I am confident, there are no
serious difficulties of this kind. While I do not
accept the doctrine that these States have,
in consequence of the treason of their inhabitants, fallen into a purely territorial condition,
but, on the contrary, hold that, to a certain
extent, their existence as States must be acknowledged, I can see no obstacle in the path
of such a restoration as will
give justice to flic
black man, and security and abiding peace to
nation.
It
is
the
admitted on all lianas, at least
among loyal men, whatever may be their opinions on the abstract question of State suicide,
that in these States there are no loyal and right-

fill governments, no men in administration authorized and qualified to govern, and that, the

Government of the United States has the
power, and it is its duty, to provide for them

provisional governments, military
circumstances may require.

or

other,

as

And these governments must be continued
until the people living under them, shall come
forward and show that they are prepared to
take tmon themselves the functions and privilege of government under republican constitutions. So long as a majority of the people remain disloyal in foot, they are not entitled to
come into power, nor should the States in
which they live be restored to their former relations to the federal government and to each
other. Indeed, the government has no proper
authority to admit them to these relations before they have adopted republican constitutions for themselves. They can claim to be
rehabilitated only when then-loyalty is demon-

strated and their organic law is such as the
Constitution of the United States requires.

Xow, whether

it would be fair to hold that
of no people was sufficiently
avouched who persist in the purpose to form
their institutions upon the aristocratic fonndation of caste or race, and not upon the popular will, it can hardly be denied that the government would violate its own fundamental
law, if it should by an affirmative and voluntary act, enable a State, thus grounded, to be
restored to its former condition and relations.
And now that these States are, by their own
act, legally under the authority of the United
States, they should be kept there until they
provide themselees with rt/Mytican constitutions, and until the federal yaeemment tuts
constitutional authority to accept their return
to their former places in our system. And
there is no injustice or hardship in this. There
would be both, as well as illegality, in any other course. There is nothing oppressive in asking a State to acknowledge the Constitution
of the United States and be republican;—if
there is, the whole government is in fault and
the rebellion was justifiable. If a rebel will
not take the oath of allegiance and agree to
support the Constitution, he cannot complain
if he receives no amnesty—and if a State will
withhold its assent to the requirements of the
Constitution it cannot object if the disabilities
it has brought upon itself are not removed.—
If the Southern people will not consent to
live under such a Constitution as the highest
law of the nation exacts and as the people of
Maine have been content with from the beginning, let them remain as they are. The decision is with them.
the

loyalty

So far from the fact that some of the loyal
States do not admit the black man to the ballot box being an argument against his admission in the disloyal, it furnishes a cogent rear
son in favor of it.
Because the constitutions
of these State are, in so far, anti-republican
and indefensible, we find no authority or justification for the formation of similar one3 in

other States. And to insist upon the adoption
of republican constitutions in those States,
where, in consequence of the acts of the traitorous inhabitants
thereof, this condition
may be fairly and easily imposed, is not only
to secure rightful and just constitution^ for
the States that were in rebellion, but is also to
aid in amending those of the loyal States
which are at fault. If members of Congress,
or men in administration, would in their own
States vote for free suffrage, they must, to be
consistent, labor, by all legal methods, to effect
it in the rebel States.
The objection, that the
government urges this reform in the latter
while it does not enforce it in the loyal States,
befits a pettifogger rather than becomes a
statesman. A statesman seeing what is right
and needful adapts means to ends—consults
times and seasons—does not attemio
.If1 < F rffpossible
possible at the m ompnf
a mwarne-^nOT fiygafc down the relations ot
“What it will cost,” and “What it is worth.”—
Perhaps there is no State Constitution in the
Union which has not some anti-republican
feature in it, and though the United States
may have the strict power to compel the eradication of every such feature, the departure
from the right line may be so small, and the
cost of compelling a return, extending, it may
be, to civil war. might be so great and the
consequences so alarming, if urged without
reference to time and circumstance, as to justify a postponement of the question to a more
-Now, although the coustipropitious,season,
tutions of loyal states wmcli exclude-colored
the
citizens from
ballot-box, are in conflict
with the 'Constitution of the United States,
awl ought- to be amended,-M- -it
Bcoeseary and
expedient to enter upon the work of enforcing
such amendment before the proper Constitutions may be required of the States which
*
took part in the rebellion?
Will not time, and the prevailing influences
all around, adjust matters and set them
right,
sooner than could be anticipated from a
direct,
and, perhaps, forcible intervention of the government?
It, however, a State should persist in maintaining a constitution which in a vital respect
was anti-republican, that excluded loyal aud
good citizens from the exercise of the right of
suffrage upon grounds of caste or color, merely,
should transfer political power from the minority to the minority? to a few families, to a Directory or Dictatorship, the exigency would arise in
which intervention would become the immediate duty of the United States.
The best work of the people and the government at the present time, is not so much
the hanging of traitors as the placing of the
rebel States upon such a footing of justice and
humanity as will make them strong, prosperous, happy, desirable and indispensible parts

in

our

great nationality.

The Government, I am sure, will do nothing in respect to punishment of traitors and
rebels that is unworthy of the most powerftxl,
the most dignified and the most Christian nation on the globe. Such punishments as the
safety of the State, as a wholesome example,
and as justice, tempered with mercy, shall demand, will be inflicted—and no Other. But, if
wise, it will take care that there shall be no
more treasons and rebellions in this
country—
no more slavery and injustice to bring down
the
upon
people another punishment like that
they have so recently received. Its vengeance
will consist in giving the South free States in
lieu of Slave States—its severity, in making
that sunny land a thousand times brighter
and pleasanter than before
in sending
fish for serpents and bread for stones. Such
is the punishment which the loyal country
would visit upon the disloyal South. Let us
hope that it is not greater than she can bear.
2. Another result of this American conflict,
is, I think, the demonstration it has made of
the strength and stability of free institutions.
It has confirmed the republican theory that
lelf-educationgoes with self-government—that
there is no better school for making men eartest, thoughtful, sober, practical and wise than
that of freedom and
responsibility—that no
people can feel the incentives of interest and
duty, and realize the best fruits of experience,
like a self-governing people. In this terrific
strife, in which all that was most false, reactionary and evil in the land struck at the nation, incited by its hate of what in it was most
true and righteous—when it summoned to its
aid in this ungodly work all the ministers of
dishonor and meanness and treachenr, of ingenious and varied torture, and of foul and deliberate murder, the self-disciplined, earnest
and true-hearted
people who were assailed, employed in defence of ail that was precious to
them, only the agencies of the most iawflil and
htunane war. There has been no spirit of retaliation, no thirst for vengeance at any time
among our loyal people. Not a life has been
—

taken illegally

unjustly by the government
uom the first.
Foreign nations believed it impossible to crush the proslavery rebellion—their
or

most eminent statesmen and the ablest of their
officers concurred in this
we consider the extent and
character of the country occupied by the feb
cis, their numbers and their advantages hi
many respects, over the loyal country, it will
be acknowledged that this
opinion might not
be unreasonably entertained by those who did
not understand the vigor and endurance of a
tmly free people. But, much as the world will.
“•Inure Hie power and wisdom which have accomplished such marvellous tilings in the destruction of the rebellion and the restoration
of the disloyal States to their
“proper practical
relations,” it will admire and honor, in far
greater degree, the moderation and humanity
which have marked the conduct of the war on
the part of this government and people, and
which are, I think, without parallel in the
chronicles of civil strife. Herein will consist
the highest distinction, the most enduring glory won in the war.

military and naval
opinion; and when

It will be rmembered, too, that in these
years of vicissitude and trial, when the
tide of battle seemed most adverse, and
defeat followed failure and disaster in quick
succession, the heart of the people remained

..
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was smitten by the same
power that had failed to destroy the Republic,
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of that self-sacrillce

felt the glow of generosity and the joy of
who really thought you had nothing,
and were nobodies,—how have you discovered
that you are really forces and powers in the
world, that you have money and means of which
you had no real conception, and that they have
not shrunken in the using I
Think how many
men have been bom into the world in these
four years. Consider the labor, the toil, the
watching, the giving and the sacrificing, which
have been going on under almost every loyal
roof inoureountryin this time—the constant
streams of charity, making verdant and beautiful the hardest and dryest fields of life—the
fabulous millions raised by voluntary offerings
Sanitary and Christian Commissions,
Souliers’ Homes and Rests, and Cadips
and Hospitals —for freedmen
for our
friends that served and saved us—aye, and for
our enemies,
even, whose hands had but
raised to destroy us—and remember, too, that
while these wonderful things have been done
for those whom the war has
brought to our
care, grants and benefactions to churches, colleges, institutions of art, and general cMaritfes,
have been more free and munificent than were
ever known in times the most
peaceful and
prosperous.
llut the
lesson
of
sacrifice
in this war,
great
has been given by the immediate saviors of the
country,the soedters—the brave and generous and
high-souled,—who, when the alarm
was sounded, hurried to the
camp and the battlefield, leaving behind them the sweetest and
most precious things in life—the dear old home
—the family, the trade or occupation which
were its only
support—and from a sense of duty
and in a spirit of Godlike sacrifice—the though t
of which stirs in our hearts the finest emotions
that kindle there, and brings to our eyes, from
their deep beds, the holiest tears of gratitude—
tendered the priceless offering of health and
life in defence of liberty and native land.—
Many*, O how many of them, sleep where no
eye of wife or child or parent, or loving friend,
shall disconj,he place of their long repose!—
Yet. not a grave in all that South land in which
a soldier of Freedom has been laid
away, but
is “hallowed ground,” or which to the patriots’
eye of faith is not garlanded with amaranthine
flowers, and in his grateful heart, is not moistened by the dews of Heaven’s sweetest and
holiest love.
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The angels, ministers to God’s elect—
The sun, who only shines to light a world—
The clouds, whose glory is to die in showers—
The fleeting streams, who in their ocean-graves
Flee the decay of stagnant self-content
The oak, ennobled
by the shipwright’s axe—
The soil, which yields its marrow to the flower
The flower, which feeds a thousand velvet worms—
Bom only to be prey for every bird—
All spend themselves for others: and shall man.
Earth’s rosy blossom—image of his God—
Whose twofold being is the mystic knot
Which couples earth and heaven—doubly bound
As being both worm and angel, to that service
By which both worms and angels hold their life,
Shall he who^e every hieath is debt on debt,
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4. But even a better gain than I have mentioned, is found in the divine lesson of self-sacrifice which has been so readily accepted and
faithfully practised in this season of deprivation, suffering and responsibility. To know
ones duty and to be prepared to perform it at
whatever sacrifice, is the noblest work of life,
as it is its highest achievement.
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or
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Where he win do a General Commission
will continue to deal at wholesale in

the United States themselves.
And since this debt is held mainly in the
country, is in innumerable hands, and the interest is received and invested at home, and,
since besides, it is the basis of the credit of every dollar of currency (not metallic) that will
be circulated in the country, every section and
every individual is under bonds to keep the
peace and sustain the government.
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with boldest pencil, has never painted—colW
sal, beneficent, Fkee ;—to all who live under
its flag, the otyect of their most faithful attachment and affectionate pride,—and by its
practice of justice, peace and friendship, an
example and blessing to the nations or the
world.

3. Andhere I may, perhaps not inappropriately, call your attention to one of the compensations of the war in which a vast material benefit as well as a strong political security has been
attained. 1 am no convert to the doctrine that
a national debt in itself is a national blessing.—
I believe that the wiser rule is that with nations
as with individuals it is better to be out of debt
than in debt. Yet I can perceive that from the
thorn of our nation’s debt proceeds the flower
of the'most perfect currency that has ever been
devised for the use of man. This currency is
limited in extent, and founded upon the property and credit of the entire country. It therefore must be sate, and will lie current in every

separate
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From the duties and experiences of the
war, I think the virtue, and grace, if I may so
speak, of Christian toleration have come to be
better understood and more faithfully practiced than heretofore. It can not well be otherwise. For the most part, the different religious
sects have stood shoulder to shoulder and
heart has touched heart, during this struggle ;
together they have acted; together they have
fought; one in tire hospital and on the battlefield; one in generous and patient work at
home; one in devotion to the Union, and
what it represents
freedom, justice, and
righteousness upon earth may we not
believe they will be prepared better <5 understand each other, and put up with each
other, in their efforts to serve that kingdom
whose reign of peace shall have no end, and
whose dominion shall be a universal domin-
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Which accompany them, predicts an entire
change in her polity, her aspirations ana her
destiny,
7. T have neither the time nor the ability
requisite for, any sketch, not wholly unworthy
of the subject, of the Hie, character and work

All

filled.

order* in the city

or

from the

country promptly
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ALEXANDER D. REEVES,

of Abraham Lincoln. That great man, who
Tailoi*
and
will form, I venture to think, the highest, be08 EXCHANGE STREET.
cause the most human, and at the same time,
the most dramatic, figure upon the canvass of Manufactures to order and in the
best manner Milisecular history, cai nullum pur eulogium—but
tary and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.
for the intrigues of slavery and treason, woukl
have had no opportunity for the development
septhltm
of those rare and sterling qualities in the exerof
which
he
cise
became so strong and clear.
SINGER’S
The struggle which produced this unique and
admirable character—the most earnest and the
most genial, the most simple and most wise, the
most play mi and most pathetic, the most tender
TRUE St C0-,
and most strong, the most cautious and most
bold, awl above ail, the most fnumtn, of men, j
the completest and fullest
Middle Street.
type of an American ! No«. 54 and 58
that has been gathered atfd preserved in
Needles and Trimmings always on hand.
any inmarl8tf
dividual—was no niggard in its benefactions to
the country and the cause of human nature.
DEAKE & PORTER,
And the value of the gift of Abraham Lincoln !
to America and the world, is more
justly appre- ;
!
dated as men realize that his greatness was of
1
the nature, and his influence of the
And SHIP STORES,
sort, that
perish not with the generation which produced
37 SOUTB STREET,
them, but ever increase with the process of the 1 CHAHRLK8 DEAKE, l
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California Wines.

A

1TVHE unexampled popoularity achieved by our
A
brands ol these now celebrated Wines, I jue
to their superior merits and undoubted purity.
For the sick chamber the “Angell a” will commend
Itself. Where « highly tonic and Invigorating stimulant Is desired our Port Is excellent.
The “Muscatel” Is without doubt the finest Wine
of its clam hi the country, and as a Party or Dessert
Wine, is delicious.

^For

a

Dinner Wine the “Hock” is

See that

CO.

Morton

Block.

deservedly popu-

label and name is on each bottle.
PERKINS, STERN & CO.,

oar

“Pioneer House,”

Dealing Exclusively In California Wtnes
For tale In Portland by Ckoswan A Co.
maySleod&n

Copartnership Notice.

I

HAVE this day formed

a

firm of

partnership under

the

WEIGHT A CO.,
for the purpose of doing a General Commission Busispecial partner haring flirniabed a Cash
Capital of three hundred thousand mil re is (B*.

300:000$000).

Mr. John S. Wright. No. 60 Wall Street, New York,
will act as onr Agent In the United States.
We giy© our Power of Attorney to Mr. G. G. T.
Wright, late of the House of Maxwell, Wright &

Co.

Any business confided to our care will hareeor
best attention.
G. GRANVILLE WRIGHT.
Rio de Janeiro, May 8,18«8.
J unaoeodam
Deal Freights.
at Bin*
Ships wanted to load Deals
Che .nei.

idr

r

Liverpool and Bristol
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A^ILVERY, BYAN
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Machine, which for lightexecution ol business, can-

West Qloucestsk, Me., June
23,1868.
used—these two years past—with entire
satisfaction, and this season purchased one of the ImShaker
Maine Mowers, 1 unhesitating give it
proved
ae my decided opinion that it Is the
very best Machine
for tne formers ol Maine, or of the New England
States, of any Machine 1 have ever used or seen In
operation, and this comprises nearly all the dUerent kinds that have been exhibited In our State.—
What is most important, Is its lightness ot draft, and
the one horse Mower, in my opinion, was never yet
excelled, nor one made that would answer so perfectly in all respects the end for which it was designed.
This notice all Inquiries and
especially those who
have unwarantablv made use of
my uame to tnjure
the reputation of the Shaker Maine Mower, andhelp
sales of other Machines In which parties have largely
Invested.
ISAIAH WENTWORTH.
East Poland, June 23, 1868.
June24eo<LEw2w

for sale Wholesale and Retail by

&

horse

perfect

Haying

PORTLAND, ME.

moral concern, and bearing upon the vital interests of society: questions touching the core
of our best life.
That the South is henceforward to bo open
to a free puiplt, a free press, and free schools,
and to the active thought and vigorous life

IS BE8T.

Shaker Maine Mower,
a one or two
ness ot draft and

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

—

BUT
give

WHEN IT

tew more now are left of the Shaker Maine
Mowers. Those who want a Machine that will
perfect satlsfectlon, call soon and get the
a

either

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

6. And I shall be disappointed if the history of the rebellion and its antecedent causes,
shall fail to impress upon the country a more
clear conviction of the safety and expediency
of free discussion. The Southern people must
have realized that to their intolerance of discussion they may attribute the blindness that
led them into the crime of treason. And the
people of the North will have seen how unwise were all their attempts to hush or gag
the pulpit into silence upon questions of deep

ESPECIALLY

•

KIMBALL,,

MANUFACTURER

ion?

—

Dentist,
No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congresr St,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Luthbk
Jane ldtf

and White-Washing promptOrders from out of town solicited.

ly attended to.
May a*—dtl

PORTLAND. ME.

T> A T^ rV dfc

—

firm, steady, confident; there were no wailings
of despair, no general murmurings of discontent, even. I have never heard or read of anything more beautiftd and grand than the pa- i
tience, persistence and sublime faith which our a*'es:
‘Their echoes roll from soul to soul.
people exhibited during the dark periods of the
And grow forever and forever.’’
war.
Nor scarcely less wonderftil was the
manner in which they bore themselves in sea8. Another fruit of the war is undoubtediv
son of victory and
triumph. The calm, sober, j a better and more perfect natiouaUty the
practical and undemonstrative bearing which heresy of State sovereignty has
been banished
distinguished their conduct at these times, re- * from our councils, and the sovereignty of the navealed the intensity of their devotionand the
tion has been established beyond future ques-

STUOOO AND MASTIC WOBKEBS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

Chainher*, Nam. 1 anti 2 Free Street Block,

i.

FEENY,

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

No. 1#1

June 3—tt
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trac ing-f er title dato*
1866.
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Gray, June 27ib,
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THB FOUBTH OF JULY tS POBTLAJTD.
The morning broke bright and beautiful.
Never have we witnessed a more brilliant day.
There was a gentle wind from the Southwest

the stake boat, the successful champions were
summoned on board the Mahoning and the
Mayor delivered to them their respective
prizes.

Press of to-day- It was delivered in an earnest and eloquent manner and was a performance creditable to both the head and heart of
the orator.
He took the audience with him,
and all were highly gratified with the performance.
Another piece of music from the bandand thus ended this part of the day’s Pro~

the

ty-five

the second.
Four Clubs entered, namely: Eon Club,
Lincoln Club and Howard Club of Portland,
and the Bowdoin College Nine of Brunswick.
They were paired oft' as follows: Eon

REGATTA.

successful afexciting
fair of the kind that ever took place *n our waters. It was witnessed by a" immense conand

This was the most

THE FLORAL PROCESSION

AND

CONCERT.

And first the children of our schools, upon
whom-the government of our country will
At eight o’clock in the morning a
soon fall.
procession was formed in front of City Hall, of
the hoys belonging to the schools of the city,

numbering twenty-four.

The

procession

was

formed according to the published programne
in three divisions headed by the Portland and
Biddeford Brass Bands. The children were
well dressed, many wearing wreaths of flowers and carrying bouquets in their hands.—
Several beautiful banners appeared in the procession. The Marshal and his Aids are entitled to much credit for their promptness in
coming to time. The crowds about City Hall
did not have to wait long before the procession
began to move to the sounds of music. It was
interesting to see so many children thus engaged In celebrating the birthday of our Independence. The procession was very long, and
made a beautiful appearance. They were full
of life and animation, and seemed to feel the
true spirit of patriotism.
They marched up
Congress to Hlgli street, through High to
Pleasant Street, up Pleasant to Part street,
through Park to Danforth Street, and through
Danforth to State Street.

marching through some of the streets,
they were cheered by persons on the door steps
of the houses. Waving of handkerchiefs greeted them. These cheers were answered first by
those in front, and the shouts ran back along
the line as if the keys of some great mnsical
instrument had been touched by a master’s
In

Children know hbw to cheer with a
heart and will, and their voiees rang out| many
merry peals. All was life and spirit.
hand.

The female scholars had gone to State Street
before the procession arrived. Seats had been
the southwest side of State Street
430 feet long, containing eight tiere one above

erected

on

anotherand making 3440 feet of seats. Alprge
portion of them were filled by girls dressed in
white with wreaths of flowers upon their heads.
Soon all tho vacant seats were filled by the
boys, and the street by spectators. A platform
erected on the opposite side of the street
about midway of the seats where the children

was

The city authorities and many others ascended this platform from which we had a good
view of the school children and the dense
sat.

crowd in the street.

first gazed from the platform- upon this great multitude of men, women and
children, we thought of what Fanny Kemble
said when the first beheld the Falls of Niagara,
“Good God! who can describe that scene!” and
with this sentence closed her volume of travels.
But we cannot stop thus short. We say, and
When

we

say it with emphasis, that we never beheld
a more interesting spectacle. There were some
four thousand children upon eight seats rising
one above another and more than four hundred feet long. They formed a picture under
the shade of the stately elm trees which will
long be remembered. It was truly a magnificent sight, and all seemed to enter into the
spirit of the occasion.
After the children were seated, one of the
we

bands struck up a patriotic air, and following,
the children tuned their voices in song. Several songs suitable to the occasion were sung,
first by one division and then by another.—

Never has State Street echoed with such a multitude of voices.
The music was inspiring,
coining from so many juvenile voices, and
with such spirit and animation. The Catholic
children took part in these musical exercises.
AU the songs were of a patriotic nature, and
were highly gratifying to the crowd of hearers.
Occasionally the bands would play, and then
would be heard thousands of voices all united

patriotic

refrains until the aii was full of

The programme was fully
carried out, and ail were highly pleased with
the exhibition. There were some colored boys
and girls among the singers, and no children
were happier than they. No people love music
more than those of African descent, and none
have better voices to sing of redeeming love or
shout the battles of freedom. May God promusical sounds.

tect the race and our government give them
aUthe rights to which humanity is entitled.

After the singing

dismissed,

was over, the children were
and the streets were filled with the

little

one3 on their way to their
respective
homes, for they all have good homes, and may
they grow up and become a blessing to the age
in which they pass their manhood and woman-

1

second

At 15 minutes past 3
on

Eon

2

Howard,

0|0|0|l|l|4|3|2

2

•

5|6|6|2|o|6|0|irio

Bowdoin,

north

21
13

The lovers and observers of beautiful sunsets
were

nature's

Total.
22
26

1 he fireworks let off

For the Second race, open to the organized
city four boats were entered and
started as follows: 1.—“ Union,” by the North
Star Club; 2.—“Una” by the Una Club; 8.—
“Ariel” by the Ariel Club; 4.—“Alpha” by the
Alpha Club. Each boat pulled six oars, They

clubs in this

all got off

handsomely

at the

signal,

the stake boat and came back to 'the

rounded

starting

point
following order: 1, Alpha; 2,
Una; 3, Ariel; 4, Union. It was a finely contested race as will be seen by the time made
by each boat, viz: Alpha,, 14 m. 20 s.; Una
14 m. 25 s.; Ariel 15 m. 6s.: Union 15 m.
in the

10 g.

!

on

the

CELEBRATIONS OF THE "FOURTH.”
Lewiston.—We learn from a friend that
the celebration in the “Spindle City” want off
in the most satisfactory manner. The turnout of the city and surrounding population
was almost universal.
The oration was delivered on the Common, by Rev. E. C. Bolles
of this city, and a gtranger who was present,
informs us that it was one of this eloquent

stow, bow oar.
The third race

for a prize of $40, open
to the boats from the Forts.
They entered
and started as follows: 1. Fort Gorges, No. 10,
14 oars, Capt Simpson; 2. Fort Gorges whale
boat, 10oars, Capt. Smart; 3. Fort Scammel,
No. 4,14 oars, Capt Dutton.
•
There was splendid pulling in this race, the
boats being large and heavy and the crews putting themselves to the work with measured
and powerful strikes.
The Fort Gorges boat No. 10, broke an oar
soon after starting, but she
handsomely held
her place, and but for that accident would
probably have won the race. The boats came
in as follows: 1. Fort Scammel—time 26 m.
14 s.; 2. Fort Gorges, No. 10—time 26 in. 29s;
3. Fort Forges whaleboat—time 26 m. 42 s.
was

The prize of $40 was awarded to the Fort
Scammel boat. But so well pleased were the
spectators on board the Mahoning with the
pulling of the other boat, that a purse of $40
was quickly made up among a few gentlemen,
and presented to the crew of Fort Gorges boat
No. 10.
For the fourth and last race for a prize of
$150 to the first boat and $100 to the second
boat, open to all six oared boats, there were
ten entries, but six only started as follows:—
1. Ariel, by Ariel Boat
Club; 2. Alpha, 2d, by
Alpha Boat Club; 3. Alpha, 1st, by Alpha Boat
4. Una,by Una Boat Club; 5.
Monitor, by T.
Hopkins; 6. Unknown by H. E. Willard.—
This was a three mile race.
rhe boats all belonged here and there was
considerable excitement among the friends of
the various clubs.
At the start, by a collision
between one of the Alpha’s boats and the Una,
the former had an oar broken and she withdrew from the race. The contest appeared to
be between the Una and the Monitor.
The
Una came in first having made the three miles
In 20 tn. 50 So the Monitor
coming in second, in
21 m. 15 s.

%

S. Willard, stroke oar; Niles Nelson; Benj. F.
knew Willard; Daniel D.Fuller; Frederick W. Fostheir names at this present writing wt would
ter ; George S. Jordan, bow.
speak of them. The piano accompaniment
There was quite a lively wind blowing durwas beautifully executed.
We heartily thank
ing th* race3 which created some little chop
the choir for selecting and singing this jem ani
prevented better time being made in some
from that Oratorio.
Nothing could be of the contest*.
finer or more pleasing to all lovers of good
Much credit is
a^e to the Committee of arWell did it immediately preede the rangement# for the
music.
handsome manner in which
oration delivered by Gov. Washburn, fbrit this part of the
programme for the celebration
must have given him a new impulse and in- was carried
out
spiration for the task he so admirably performAt the close of the fonxth
race, alter Captain
ed.
We need not speak of the character of
WWard, the Umpire had returned to the
for
t^s oration; our readers will find it in the Judges boat and reported everything fair at
|

gramme for Commencement atBowdoin College, but the repetition of the following assignment of parts to the graduating class
may not
be devoid of iuterest: Latin
J. A.

Salutatory,
Looke, Biddeford; English Orations, J. E. FulF.
lerton, Bath;
L. Hayes, Boston, Mass.; M.
J. Hill, Biddeford; M. C.
Stone, Jay; Philosophical Disquisition, J. E. Moore, Lisbon;
Literary Disquisitioh, D. A. Easton, Connecticut; C. Fuller, Lincoln; S. W. Harmon, Buxton; H. W. Swasey, Standish; Disquisitions,
J. B. Cotton, Lewiston; H. S.
Dresser, Portland; Discussions, G. W. Adams, Wilton; E.
J. Millay, Bowdoinhaiu.
Washington Long, Esq., has been reappointed Collector of Customs of the
Passamaquoddy District.
The Lewiston Journal
says that on Friday
night week, some wretch entered the stable of
Mr. George W. Bailey at Southwest Bend, and
stabbed his horse in four places, three or four
inches deep.
A murderer is
respectable in
comparison with the flend who can be guilty of
such barbarity, as murder requires
courage;
stabbing horses requires none.

We learn from the Lewiston Journal that on
Tuesday, 4th instant, a disastrous hail storm
passed over Durham, striking a swath of
several miles across fato Lisbon and other
towns, covering the ground for more than an
inch in depth. Growing crops were
leveled,
and corn utterly destroyed. On Mr. William

Stackpole’s
stroyed.

farm every growing thing was deHis 4arge and valuable orchard was

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
A new comic

weekly has been

started in New

York, called Mrs. Grundy. We have not seen
it, but the Boston Advertiser confesses to a feelof disappointment after
reading it
The rebel admiral Buchanqn, with other rebel naval offloers, has arrived at Fortress Mon-

field, but

evenly matched, and we presume the Eons
will challenge the winners, and we trust will
regain the championship for our city.
The Lincoln and Howard Clubs showed
very fine playing in the morning, and both
games at times, were quite critical.

strong sympathy against them will injure the
reputation for liberality of spirit which Portland enjoys in other matters.

roe, on the United States steamer Fort Malden,
and reported to the Secretary of the Navy.
Dr. Steams, President Of Amherst
College,

dience in attendance.

o’clock, P. M., all repaired to the pleasant yard of Capt. Enos Blanchard, close at

week, leaving three separate and distinct widows to monrn his loss.
Some little trouble is

by

some

atrial of Steam

were

of the speakers in an appropriate man-

The services lasted about two hours, and

ner.

ftre Engine Cumberland,—a Manchester machine,—Dr. Wiggins, engineer; and the Port-

to the

evidently very gratifying

large

au-

hand,

where rich and

ample provisions

had

been made by the families in the region, for all

physical wants.
the comer of Green and Portland streets, and
In the evening a large number assembled
was witnessed by thousands of spectators of
to witness the interesting exhibition of fireThere was no contest for superiboth sexe3.
works, which passed off well, though injured a
ority, and both engines worked handsomely little by the strong breeze from the north-west.
and to the great satisfaction of the assembled
On the whole, this was a great day for Cumcrowd.
A band was in attendance which
berland, and will not soon be forgotten.
gratified the multitude with excellent music.
God bless our native land I
our

Finn may she

BIFLE SHOOTING.

Through

ever

stand,

storm and night;
the wild tempests rave,
of winds and and wave,

At the contest in the

morning for a Rifle,
there was some admirable shooting, the wind
blowing quite fresh part of t£e time; but, notwithstanding, the riflemen were, in most every
instance, ready to take their turn upon the
calling of their names. The winner was Mr.
Otis Brown, gunsmith, his three shot3 averaging less than one and one-quarter inch. The
string was as follows: 1st shot, 18-8 inch;
2d shot, 1 5-8 inch; 8d shot, 6-8 of an inch:
the whole string, 8 6-8 inches. The next best
string was 9 6-16 inches; the third, 9 1-2 inches ; the fourth, 9 7-8 inches; the fifth, 16 1-2
inches; the sixth, 12 1-8 inches. The distance
was forty rods.

When
Ruler
Do thou

our country save,
By thy great might.
Bath.—The celebration in this city was of a
high order. The Floral Procession was worth
a journey of no small distance to
enjoy the
privilege of being a spectator. The oration of
Rev. Dr. Hitchcock was of a high order
and did not disappoint expectation. Rev. L.
J. Fletcher of the Universaiist Church, read,
the Declaration of Independence. It is often
mumbled if not murdered.
Rev. Geo. P.
Mathews of ibe Baptist Church, was Chaplain
Mayor Putnam presided. CoL Thos. W. Hyde
of the 1st Vet. Regt., was Chief Marshal. Col-

EVENING.

lation, sentiments, responses, Regatta, trial of
Fire Engines and Fire-works, made up the
other attractions of the day.

In the evening there were brilliant displays
of fireworks at the head of State Street, in
front of the City Hall, and at the Observatory
on Munjoy.
Each place was thronged with
spectators, who were not only gratified with
the py otechnie display, but also with the
splendid music from the Bands,—one being

_

Mass.,

At 5

rand,—a Portland machine,—John Cousens,
The engineers had their machines
engineer.
in beautiful order, and they were handsomely
decorated. The trial took place in the field on

Bangor.—The Oration was delivered by
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, and arrangements
were made for a celebration on a scale of
great

likely

to arise from the settlement of the

es-

magnificence.
Augusta —Orator, CoL Jame3

at each

One of the gunboats ordered for the lake*
was launohed at Buffalo last
Thursday. She
s pierced for five guns, four broadside and one
swivel gun, and will be completed
by the 15th
of August. Three other gunboats are in
progress of construction, one at Tonawanda and
two at Cleveland. One of the latter was launched a few days ago.

The following comes to us from a
gentleman
who gives his name and Postofflce
address, and
says he was one of the loyal men in the South,
against whom the person complained of tried
to excite the evil spirit of a so called
“Vigilance
Committee
and he naturally feels that justice should recognize some distinction between
such a man and those whose ruin for devotion
to their country’s flag, he
sought to compass.

Westbrook, July 8,1866.

To the Editor of the Preet:
What is to be done with those
persons who
went South for the purpose of
aiding the rebellion? Are they to be permitted to return
to the loyal States, and enjoy the same
privileges ^bere as those who have sacrificed so
much to preserve inviolate the
great principles of ottr free form of government ? Such a
man has recently come
us
among
by the name
ofDr. Augustus Mitchell. Uponthe
breaking out
of the war he moved to
Charleston, S. C., thence
to Georgia.
Before leaving here he was most
bitter in his denunciations of the free States
and loud in his praise of the slave States.
On

There was the usual
amount of cracker-firing and discharging pistols and guns in the streets; but we have
heard of no damage resulting from it.
Many of our citizens took advantage oft the
day to make excursions to the Islands and the
various watering places in the vicinity of
the city.
serious.

cient guarrantee that those who attended did
not go away empty.

Farmington.—Rev. E. B. Webb, of Boston,
engaged as Orator for this most beautiftil
town in our whole northern
country. The
celebration was to be a county rather than a
town affair, and a large convocation of the
sturdy yeomanry was expected.
New Gloucester.—This town indulged In
was

BONFIRES ON THE MOUNTAINS.
Editor of the Trees:

pio-nic celebration,
B. F. Tefft, D. D.
a

To the

Agreeable to promise, we last evening had a
fine Uiumination visible, to the unaided
eye, on
the top of Pleasant
in

and an oration from Rev.

mine hosts Messrs. Miel Davis &

Parrman.—Hon. A. G. Lebroke, of Foxcroft, delivered an oration, and arrangements
were made for a grand time.

a fine summer resort and well
furnished house
for board, for they “know how to
a Ho-

Poland.—This town, says the Lewiston
Journal, celebrated the 4th with a mass meeting, and an oration by John F. Rich, Esq., of
Portland. We understand the meeting w®

Mountain,

Denmark, by
Son, of the
Bridgton House, Central Bridgton, [by the way,
I hope you will give their hotel a
good word as

keep
tel”] which dofinitely settles the disputed held on the evening previous to the 4th in a
point of the locality of theUtte Summit House, large school house.
which was destroyed by fire a lew years since.
Porter.—In this town there was a
grand
At the observatory the summit appears a little
celebration, about 2,000 persons attending. An
west of and under Mt.
the
Adams,
sharp peak oration was delivered by Col. Enos T. Lace, of
west of
Washington. At Bramhall’s in front Aubam, and there was excellent
music, both
of J. B. Brown’s, Pleasant has three
summits, vocal and instrumental, from a choir of gingthe center being the highest, and
appears about
ers and the Cornish Brass Band.
1

far north of Mt. Adams as Adams is
north
of Washington. At sunset it is in the shadow
of Washington and appears as a dark
in

relief,

ridge

on

the purple hue, which the White

“Mbs. GBtnrDY’s” advice to Literary men:
If you want to stick to your work, write on

fly-paper.

xotices.

?

Soothing; Syrup,
F°’El

children teething
the Pfoce8a of

Teething, by

«PA^Lr;c,,tgauHi"fl“i“auon“’w,n
action,
“hasmodic

SURE TO

REOUlate

^duponlt, mother.,

and to

THE

BOWELS,

ltwm

re>t to your.

life.
Rel.kf and Health t„
Yodb
“Number Ones” on the examination boards
We have put np and aold this
anvil, for over thirty
may prove to be no tilings in storming a fort- yoAve. and can
say in conftdence su^ TBUTH of
j
ress or in
scaling a parapet Brains and phys- what we ha™ never been able to s», „f
uth(j r
ical energy may need husbanding in order to ] medicine— Never has it /ailed in a singly My
nutance to
a
meet the exigencies of life.
Some one says effect cure, whon timely used. Never did
know
that “as Grant and Sherman did not over- an instance of dissatisfoction by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its
operation*,
work their brains at West Point, they were enand speak iu terms of commendation of Its magical 1I
abled to carry first class brains into the Held. effects and medical virtues. We
speak in this matter
The result is seen at Chattanooga, Atlanta, “what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
Vicksburg, Savannah, Charleston, Petersburg and pledge our reputation for the AiWllment of what
we here declare.
Di almost every instance where the
and Richmond.”
infont is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief
A humorous satirist, who does not believe
will be found in fifteen minutes after the Syrup is adin “the march of intellect,” like Sherman’s
ministered.
march through the Confederacy, sent his son
Full directions for using will accompany aach botto an academy the other day, with the followtlle. None genuine unless the foc-simile of CUBTIS
ing admonition: “Be attentive to your studies & PEBKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
and pay respect to your teachers, but if you
Prioe only 36 Cents per Bottle.
take a first class prize for anything, I will
juneSsnd&wttin
make
with the

pantaloons acquainted
first raw hide I can lay my hands on.” He
says boys who take “first class prizes” at school,
or college, are seldom heard of afterward. As he
wants his boy to go In training for the Presidency, he gives him to understand distictly
that if he becomes a prodigy he becomes so at
his own proper peril.
This philosopher may
be rather queer in his notions, but we are not
willing to say that he has not fact and philosophy on nis side. Our smart boys seldom become great men.
The reason is that they so
overwork their brains at school that they nevtheir tone and power afterwards.

er recover

31U 2d tn«t“h»

Skirt

York

and

Corset

Market Square,

36

Bal.fwl'n,

u-m,foVJIo:

osmtTstcU

Washington DC.
Ar 2d. schs ,J W Vanneman, Sharp. Sarnia 32d ult
for Portland; Fanide A Baixley,
Baltimore
fordo; Henrietta, Smith, Richmond, Va, for Port-

Freeman”

Bush Hirer, Md, Ibr Bath;
Callsta, Hall, ItocklamLfof New York.
Sid, hrlgs Wm A Dresser, Abby Watson, Maria
Wheeler; schs Tarry Not, Marcus Hunter, J W

'a,idLM.V-..DV"h»m.

Vanuatuan, May, and others.
At 2d, schs
Toed, Portia .ml for Washtngton; IJzrieSeyeiitv-Slx,
Guptfll, Guptill, ftn Hor.kland for New
tore; John CompU.li, Long, tin Gardiner for Provif.r New
Vork'%^h“ Melbourne, Marson, Gardiner
Gen

Fannink“lJ’jNj!1®?’ WWUngfor do;and
Spauldin,,LS^'fordo;ptls Carle,
do;

ly pardoned.
NOTICES.

The Blossoms of the gold colored compac on the
of the Indian woman, supply the Sanscrit poets
with elegant allnsions. And Sterling's Ambrosia
makes American ladies enviable for their luxuriant
chevelure.
Jolytsnd2w

hair

Peavey,

Hope,

Mt

AhboU.SuiaV^i^'vJ **«£*“«»*(and aUHesperus,
sailed.)
NEWBESjSJof
KI>—At 3d, nek Helen P, Hlli, from
Saco.

BOSTON—A.r 1,1
Globe, l-racey-AW"' Pcrry. Leghorn;
Old 31,
—

_

Mh

whEy£g^hamnd
Ar 5th, brigs Wm
v£r,*?“- 3Hull’anSurf, Swcelland,
>

NewOrt£?r’. ‘pf1*’

Vienna, »ld: Abby
o’ P"tolu»<-jlv[kln<,
Wheeler, Wheeler, Baltimore^-* rnffisl0' p ’nMar,itt
George NB: Fanny A

St

Hai^eT^r™^’ Hai,Vw' 1.;

Howe, Baker,Georgetown IX:- V
Ellsworth; Ann, Hooper B.'mgnr
*
McKenzie, Portland.
Ar 5th, brig It S Hassell, HaseeU
‘!iCh’ R0b"“"‘'n’ and

l”

**
K^kl^MbUTH-Ar
Sid

Stare,

phn.n

“h

AJa»«“k, Shaw, from

1st, whs Kosclousko, Presser, fbr Thom

uton

Eagle, McFarland, Philadelphia.

Am

36.

.^/'iM»rrSay.
!^"'

Jo,,,,

^Inrisko kn'

J^4r"c?tA

Cynosure,

“

*

Camden.

Parley
<-ld 3d, wh Lucy, Appleby,
Eaztport.

GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.

JuneSOdtv

FOREIGN ports.

PORTLAND

YtooI™t1"rA^ch24b*r"ne
>hiP

GALLLERY,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

in

* 9~W« SnW-

J

Sorrento, Maling, for

*»

New

Buck, for

Bishop,

dec29tf.

manor.

nlt>

At London 21st nlt, barque Carrie
Davis,
Mo Janeiro, (ent ont 2oth.)
Sld to Deal 20th, barque Jane A

Portland, Me.

the beet

nth

„A^?1,nl
xork 24ln.

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Pbopbiktob,

Copying done

PortFowler,from
Addison lor

^?"l.?roILkJ.„,'lora'

.lust Received at
New

M“u'* *“*•.

*ch

Beale,
do;
IC Herts, Gray, Boston tor Richmond,
Va; Convoy,
Carter, Bangor ror Noriolk; Messenger Holden im
RocklaiidGor Alexandria; r> H
Knowiten,
Spruce Head for New York; Hiawatha, tails, RockWreath, Hall, SfachlaefordTo; Charlie ft
for
Willie, Emery, Rockland
do; Catharine, Webber,
Brooksvllle fordo; Catawamteak, Hlx LiiumnCB:
Floreo. Hale, Fall River for Brooklln; (.
son, Rockland for New York; Seven Sisters Crowlev. Addison for do; E'airfiuhl, Verrill.calai* Tor do
•HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 1st Inst, brigs Wui A Dresser, Hatch, Mansanilla for Boston; Abby Watson,
Wnteon, Georgetown fbr do: Maria Wheeler, Wheeler, Baltimore for do; schs Tarry Not, Cottrell, Day
Head for Salem; Marcus Hunter, Orr, Portland Ibr

8TYLE SKIRT,

NEW

THE

No. 80 Middle Street,

Rev. J. B. McFabben, book agent of the
Methodist Episcopal church south, and Judge
John A. Campbell are among the rebels late-

SPECIAL

Queen of Beauty

■“*

lrt

w^S*^rc
John* Frank.

your

“The

Griffin. Ihr

"

aSS^SS?-**

WINSLOWr

softening

SM

Bangor.Ir>KN<

AN EXPERIENCED Nurse and
Female PhyBlcian, presents to the attention of Mother* her

Saccarappa.—A very fine celebration was
got up in this enterprising village; but as a
friend, who promised to aid ns In making up
a report, has been prevented from
doing so, we
defer fiirther notice of it till to-morrow.
A

new

Foundling Hospital is

ed in New York.

Office No. 2 Smith Stbeet, Portland,
juntetatf

8tates.

Maine.

IMPERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS l

McLel-

lan, (.rum Nevaasa) tor Hull.
Off SicUy 12th nlt, ship Reina del
Sud, Weeks, to
London for Zanzibar.
SOAP!
COLGATE’S HONEY
At Newcastle, E, 16th nlt, shin
Persia,
Doane, for
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
Leghorn and Callao, (ent out 18th.)
Ar at Gibraltar 7th ult, barque
Eugenie,
Flr.tcher.
demand, Is made from the choicest materials, is
Smyrna for Boston, (and sld 10th); 13th. ship Bochmild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented,
ester, Patten, Cagllatl for Bath, (and saUj same day.)
At Matemoras 1st ult, brig John Butler, Muowlct
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the si in.
^
for New York; and others.
For tale by all Draygirts and Fancy Goodes Dealers.
Sld to Sagua 21st, barque Helen Angi-jr, S
taples.
1
June31dlyr
New York; brig Russian,
Gotchell, do.
At Arroyo 17th ult, brigs Cosmos, Talbot, for Now
I York; Ida Abbott, for New York 18
Hall’s Rubber Emporium
Ar at Barbadoes 18th ult,
brig Susan Da-ocan.PIllsbury, Baltimore.
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of RubaWCaTtlenas 23d ult, barque T Cu abtng, Ames,
mAj
ber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ pricer.
^Sld,23d, barque Artaona, Coleord, Pa New York;
Their assortment of Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Protrldencla,(Br) Velret, Portland; brigs Faustina,
Harrington, New York; Coquette, ( Br) Percival, for
is
Goods
JuneSStf
really magnificent.

dayT

Sagua.

Sld to Havana 24th nlt, brig H O Berry, (Br) HagPortland; 26th, barque Atlanta, Brain, for Mi-

ptt,

tftnu8.

J^SM to do 24th, sch Alon to. (Br) Haggett, for Port3r.?* MataM“? *«* '-lit, barque Welkin, Blanchard, Havana, to load for Cork.
In tort 27th, torques Aunle M Grav,
Gray, for
New York, Idg; BA Allen, Sylvester, for Boston.do;
brigs Executive, Gorham, for New York, Idg; John
Stevens, Hopkins, for New Orleans; and other..
Cld at Pictou 21st nlt, sch Farragut, Bart’.ett, for
Pembroke.
Ar at Hallfox 28th ult, barque
Cephas Starrett,
Gregory, Lrrerpoor,'
Cld at St .John NB 30th uK, ship fjnl! a, Cf osby, for
Greenock j 1st Inst, sch Arno, Whipple. Providence.

t.

A New

Discovery

in

Photography!

subscriber would call public attention
THE
New and Original process for
making

to

a

Which is superior to anything

before introadvantages being to produce a clear picture, with more brilliancy of tone, and less liable to
lade.
For Copying and Enlarging pictures this process is
particuir. v p/'pptad.
Parsons tst obtain a better picture for the name
price than by ihe aid process.
Exhibition Rooms open at all hours of the day.—
The public are invited to call and examine speciever

Its

mens.

of

June7sn3m
E. S.

GEORGE M. HOWE,
Art, 112 Middle Street.

WORMELL,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Mo* 90 Middle Street, Portland*
fcP Card Photographs at Three Dollar*
per DOZEN,—the BEST in the
City.

may25snd6m

DR. LANGLEY’S
ROOT

AND

MliRII

BITTERS

Great Blood Purifier, the beet Heq)th Restorer,
and the most perfect Spring and Summer Medicine
ever used.
The

They effectually cure Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver
Bilious Complaints, General Debility, and all

and

kindred diseases.
They cleanse tho system, regulate the Bowel*, restore the appetite, drive out all humor,
purify the
blood, and strengthen, invigorate, build up, and restore to health and soundness, both body and mind, of
all who use them. Plica 25,50 and 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all dealers in modicine. GEORGE C.
GOODWIN & Co., 38 Hanover St., Boston.
mchl8d4m.

to be establish-

the location of the Agricultural College in this
County. Several offers are before the Trustees,
and it is probable that two or three others will
shortly be made. The Trustees will make final
decision at their adjourned meeting on the
15th of August. If new proposals are made
embracing the offer of lands for the College
farm, notice should be given, as soon as convenient, to the Prest., Hannibal Hamlin, Bangor, or to the Secretary, 8. L. Goodaie. Saco, so
that the proposed lands may be examined
by a
committee before the adjourned
meeting for
final action.
The proposals should be
sufficiently definite
to be acted upon without
delay. We hope that
immediate energetic action on the part of our
citizens will authorize the Trustees in
locating
the

college in this County.

MdbdebinBangob.—The Whig of Tuesday morning says:
James McGrath a stevedore, residing near
High Head, in this city, was murdered last
evening. His body was discovered lying upon

the sidewalk in front of Dsnford’s stable on
Central street, at about half past eleven o’clock
by some passers-by who at first supposed the’
man to be intoxicated.
Upon exposing thfc
body to the light it was discovered to be lifeless.
An examination disclosed the fact that he had
been stabbed through the heart.
The

body

yet warm when discovered. No clue has
yet been obtained to the perpetrators of this
dreadful deed. At the time of this writing,
(1 o’clock) a coroner’s jury are investigating
the circumstances of the affair. Deceased was
was
as

about 20 years of age, and leaves a wife and

family to mourn his untimely end.

A Point
Out of t

on
*n

it,t find

ote

luvigor:

nta

wbioh all

tli

usav.cl

Physioians Agree

regnl

physicians

w:.o will uot say that

you

can-

Stimulants and

absolutely necessary in medical pracyet In by-gone years humane practitioners have Levitated >o administer them, because the
fit ndirh ngenuity of wretches who make merohantise

disc

are

f human intimites, had

polluted and deterio ated them that the
remedy was deemed as dangerous as the disease.
This perplexity is happily done
away with.
Physicians know, because the ttrst
aua'y lc 1 chcods4* ot the age have demonstrated
the

tact, that

STOHACH
fr

e

Jolm8W^Dan

HOSTEIT

BITTERS

so

K’J

CELEBRATED

absolutely and entirely
from all pemiciou elements. Hence they hare
arc

b??n introduced intothe United States Army, and
accepted whereon the testimony of the wise,the
intelligent *-nd the philanthropic is rated at its just

are

val >e, as the best prot ctive against and cure for all
diseases arising fVom Impurity in the air or other

olimite influences, that have bean tested
by experience. In oa<ws of Dyspepsia and Liver
unhealth

Cemp'aiat,

we

state without

vation, that the bitters

qualification

aro as

or

nearly infolliblo

preseras

thing prepared by human skill can ba.
New York Bonre, 59 Cedar Street, N. Y.
jane24d%w2w

“A Thief Cries Stop Thief.”

any

BOATS,

Yachts, Sail and

Fishing Boat

f

OF Air SIZE.

SOW

TS.FISiPRG DORIES

WHEBHIEft,

SKIFFS, FANCY

SHEL LS, &c..
Constantly on hand, or built to order, t,y a-.e • ebscrloabort notice,

er*, at

an

..

*)r Buenos

Ten

Thirty Days for a 50 T. Yacht,
Days for a Shell, Row or Ship’s Boat,

Ayres—Ex-Gov

Particular attention paid to

Stock, Finish, Model, Speed ,tf S af'ety
PRICES

MATANZAS. Brig Sharon—433 birds 102 boxes
sugar, to H T Machin; 30 dos pumpkins 1 box sugar,
to master.
SAGUA. Sch J W Vanneman—440 bbds sugar 46
trcs do, to Redpath <4 Co.
HB. Sch Highlander—860 ship knees,
to W W Brown.

REASOXABLS.

OARS OF ALL KINDI MADE TO
A*t>

8m

A

LAKOX STOCK

OH

OB'DEB,

HA1TD.

N. B.—A liberal allowance on
freight -will b<
orders at a distance from us,

>

made

on

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
name >
FROM
of Dublin.New Tork.

City

FOE

ST Please mention this adyertlserjent In ad dressing us.

DATE.

.Liverpool.July

5
5
Columbia..New York.. Havana.July 6
Liberty....,...New York. .Havana.July 8
City of Boston-New York.. Liverpool.July 8
Bavaria.New York. .Hamburg.Julv 8
Virginia..New York.. Liverpool._July 8
8
Cuba...New York..Liverpool.July 12
Corsica.
.New York..Havana.July 15
America..... .New York.. Bremen.July 15
Vera Crus.New York.. Vera Cruz... .July 15
Hansa....New York. .Bremen.July IB
IB
York. .Liverpool.July IB
Costa Rica.New York.. California... .July 17
China..New York..Liverpool.July 19
Ericsson.New York.. California_July 26
Persia..New York. .Liverpool_July 28
Hansa.New York. Bremen.July 29

WIFSOR Jb

Asia.Boston.Liverpool.July

OF

Canal

THE

OP

PORTLAKD.

National

Tuesday, July

ar.oouoo

809,408 90
122,082 2*

i,.we,too to
RESOURCE*.
I

Loan.$81(X714 Tl
United States Securities.

k«,189 T a
MO'jO

Estate.

Due from Banks.

92

^P®”®?:.

Sch
Sch

Malanias, Hamillon, Boston.

Utica, Thorndike,

Rockland.

Wednesday, Jaly 5.
ARRIVED.

Brig

-1,W0,'90

Grande, Lawrence, Boston.
Sch Highlander, /Br) Ewart, St John NB.
Sch Ida Morton, Prince, Beimst.
Rio

Sch John H Kennedy, Keene, Bremen.
Sch Trumpet, Orr, Harpswell.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York—Emery
& Fox.
G Roberts, (Br) Barnes, Shediac NB—S F

Brig^tieo

Welcome Home, (Br) Hatfield, St John NB—
Thoe Paddock.
Sch

Barque Hunter, (of Portland) York, at New York
from Havana, reports, June 23, David M Bond, seaman, feu from the main t jpgallant yard to (lie deck,
and died in six hours after.
The new ship Freeman Clark, built by the Messrs
E & A Sewall, of Bath, is a fine specimen of marine
architecture, rating A1 by French Slid American
Lloyds. She registers 1336 tons, new measurement,
is owned by the builders, and Messers Wm D Seo ul],
Thoe M Reed, Frank Sewall, and Oapt Joseph Small,
who is to command her.

CHAPMAN
Bethel

4

18

DISA9TGR9.
Soh Laura France*, of Rockland, put into Lmiisand will have to discharge
bargNS 11th ult,
her cargo oi coal for repairs.

leaky,

The public are cautioned against a base Imitation
DOMESTIC PORTS.
of L. F. Atwood’s Bitters, by a manufacturer of
proRICMOND—Sid 2d, sch Huducrabbla, Gregory
prietary medicines in this city, who has not only Boston.
^ h*r<lae Exchange, Churcopied the label in part and adopted the same style
,5;4^TI?£:)RE—^Ar
Arecibo.
bottle, but states on his label that he has purchased chill,
Cld 1st, brig Yasoo, Call, Bath; sch Idaho Wes
the entire right of Dr. Atwood, and as
F.” are
eott, Boston.
Sid 1st, brigs Olive Frances, Small,for Boston Wm
the only Atwood Bitters ever put up In Maine which
*
Nickels,
Ames, Morehead City.
have gained celebrity, this
evidently leads the unPHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, ship B Avmar <
wary to suppose that ItisL. F. Atwood-who has
never conveyed to him, directly or indirectly, either
Old 1st, brig Olive, Gandy, Boston
the title to or any information
respecting his Bitters.
P°rt Royal
This is the same person who formerly signed M. F.
instead of ‘L.’ F.’ Atwood. He says, “Beware of
Counterfeits and imitations,” which seem to be upHunter, York, Havaiu,
J
n^,Hsinon the same principle that “A Thief Cries Stop Thief."
The genuine is signed I- F. Atwood, and bears an extra label on white paper, headed “Canton, Extra.”—
Countersigned by H. H. HAT, Druggist, Portland,
Bedford for Boeton; sohs S J Llndsey.Wicket, Mill- [
Side Agent.
Harper, Coombs, Rondout for Boston.
CUl 8d, barque George S Hunt, Woodbury, rorks
3aw*wSm
28.
Portland, April
Island; schs Rio, Mitchell, Elis»b«thport; Harper, <
Coombs, Boston.
rp- If you are in want of any kind of PRINTING
NSW LONDON—Ar 1st Inst, sch L D Wentworth,
call at the Daily Press Office.
tf
Dean, Bangor,

”ow

f=3s» Bursts.

HOUfiE,

Hill, Maine,

open for tr anslon t and permanent
It b loca*. ,J In ono of til

Spie»

PlSSgsijsaaBJ ;fe;
Ju.y»^Aeod!^HCHAP*AN'

*<**««•

Valuable Beal Estate!
for

yjjf

sale.

lo<*ud

ner

* W«t

the

on

cor-

State and Danfoi -th 8t».,

Now ovnea and occupied by the eubeorlber.

enqidre^n!'

Fov particular*
Def lois * Jackson, 88 Excb *AUon»yii
ingc Street.

FFYHUKE will be

'Via ^L.
*

Notice?
a

apeclal mectimr

nf

ih*.h

#

ri
&&?S£StSNsSed3i
s ■“
"

sBE&SFWo®?
McKENNEY,
Jy8—dirt

300

JOHN

Set

Molasses.
<-tare<! Mol*
situ™. (Prta“
oUTinroaa, ( ported In .'larch, frr
GEOBOKS.il

„
jy b—dSw

rotary.

a***, bn.
rel„ by

'TNT,

in Coiume

rai-.l

St.

Muscovado Molasses.
HHDS..
A’7'1
*+
/X

Superior Mnecovu
<* Br. Br<
Sierra Morena.

MTierck/e*
Barrels,) i>om

98

OEOROKS.

111 Cub,i,

m Cunur
__

To™ “'<£&,&?’ §aUade".'

briJ? w!^

49

Sfctiil Sniln^, fee Cft\e, Bftbius Screw Am.
g«r JftiU, and other pfa*jM of iptereat. will l>e mud1
pU«d with Kood Warns at ahort -.mUo.
^ «*• «•*■»
of

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE,
Ar at Havana 29th ult, brigs Thos Connor. York,
Portland; 20th, Lorana, tin Mlllbrklge.
Ar at Sagua 26th ult. brig H S Esaanr,-.
Sid fin Cardenas 25th ult, barque Pbilena, Davis,
Crimea, do.
Portland; 28th, brig
Sid 23<1, barque John Carver, New York.

32
6*

UK

86^98 00

B. C. SOJLEBJ i Y, cw Jer.

4.

Sch Waterloo, Wyatt, Bangor for Boston.
BAILEE—Ship St Lawrence.

—

*600,000 00

Befits.
Proflt“.

..

Sagua 23d ult.
Sch Henrietta, Smith, Richmond, Va.
Sch Massachusetts, Kenuiston, Baltimore.
Sch Georgia Deering, Willard, Philadelphia.
Sch C W Dexter, Eastman, Providence.

B ank

LUBIIIIIII.

Stock,.

2S2JS
OanMom.••••.

Jnly G-d3t

ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, St John KB
for Boston.
Brig Sharon, (Br) Smith, Matanzas 18 days.
Soh J W Vanneman, (of Maurlcetown. SJ) Sharp.

VT

_

L«»ful Money.
PORT

yeT0N.

OP PORTLAND, JULY, 188
*.

Beal

Marine istewh

b.

QUARTERLY STATEME

Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool_..July'
Edinburg..New

Miniature Almanac.July I.
Son rises.;.4J9 Moon sets.2.38 AM
Sun sets. .7.39 High water.. 8.45 AM

WHIFFET,

COMMERCIAL WHARF,
July 6.—eod 2m

13

Damascus..!.Quebec.Liverpool.July

Ar d

«

SHIPS’

_PASSENGERS.
LawTenoe’

Advertisements.

^ew

IMPORTS.

photographs,
duced.

SPOKEN.
June 7, lat 23) Ion 33. was seen ship MaearJav.
Rogers, from Baltimore for San Frar,cisco.
June 24, lat ST, Ion 73 48. brig L M Merritt, of
Bucksport, from Trtndad fir Philadelphia.
June 24, NW of Carysfirt Light, sah J J Erase-,
from Matauzas for Portland.
June 28, no lat, Ac, torque 'Helen Angler, f om
Sagua for New York.
Juno 28, uo lat, Ac, brig Ns) de Johnson, from Cardenas for New York.
June 30, tet 32 10, Ion 61 V, ship
Energy, fro m Liverpool for New York.
No date, let 27 28, Jon 63, brig
Bum- •
* Mrartha A
from Portland for Havrum.

In Fairtfold, June 26, Mr John Gilford, aged 79 yrs.
In
April 14. of diptiieria, Emma F, aged
Prospect,
19 years
2 months: 19th, Hannah J, aged 21
years—
c“"*en of Jeremiah and Jemima Crockett.
In Knox, Apitt an, Thomas W
Stevens, aged 19 vrs
J
5 months.
—

M. Stcne of

__

as

MRS.

boys of no enviable standing in this respect
They were not classed as “number ones” in
any single department.
Precocity at the
academy is apt to fail in the real battle of

Temple

■

were

discovered that our
did not shine as stars *f the first magnitude at
West Point
Grant and Sherman were outranked by cadets who, in actual service, have
been mere “nobodies.” In the way of good behavior it appears that Sherman stood 124 while
Grant was 147, showing them to have been

tate.

reaching Georgia he reported that he was
obliged to leave here on account of his sympathy with them: that he was chased and stoned
point.
Kennebunk. This was a celebration got up in the streets and no effort was made
There were numerous private displays of
by the
a
Municipal authorities
him.
But
fireworks in various parts of the city, which at late day by voluntary effort, the Munici- this was not sufficient tot® protect
the
satisfy
cravings of
pal authorities having declined to lend it their hi3 vile nature. He
added much to the brilliancy of the scene in
commenced
immediately
aid.
to prefer charges against nothern bom
the evening.
persons,
and when his loyalty to the so-called Southern
Srowhegan.—Hon.
James
G.
of
Blaine,
National salutes were fired and the bells
was questioned he testified beConfederacy
was the Orator, and a fine
Augusta,
pro- fore
The shiprung at sunrise, noon and sunset.
Judge Baker of Florida, that he wrote the
was to be carried outfirst article ever published in S.C.
ping in the harbor was dressed in the gayest gramme
advocating
secession.
This calumniator, this persecutor
Gardiner.—Hon.
Nelson Dingley, Jr., of
manner with flags, and hundreds were disof
is
now
us.
loyalists,
among
Ought such to replayed throughout the city from stores and Lewiston, was the Orator, and preparations main
?
“King’s Febby.”
residences. Moody, as usual, dressed the Ob- were made CSr a celebration of no mean order.
servatory in handsome style.
Presque Isle.—In tills far off Northern
THE AOBIOULUBAL COLLEGE.
The day closed as brilliantly as it opened. town a good time was
arranged for, and Hon.
Our readers will be glad to learn that it is
We heard of several slight accidents; but none Lewis Barker was to be the
Orator,—a suffi- not too late to make a vigorous effort to secure
that

most successful Generali

ing

opponent’s cards.
The death is announced of
Stephen Alien
Benson, for eight years President of Liberia,
who died on the 31th of Jan. last.
The inconvenience of
marrying more than
one wife at a time is illustrated
by the case of
James L. Clark, of Natick,
who died last

saated a little company of returned soldiers
belonging to Cumberland, who were noticed

TRIAL OF STEAM FIBE ENGINES.

stationed

SPEC tat,

it has been

~

Club.
It will be seen that the Bowdoin Nine carries off the Championship of the State by three
runs, while the Eon Club defeated the same
Bowdoin Nine by two runs at the match game
June 24th. The closeness of both games between these clubs, shows them to be very

wus

Mattqwamkeag and Houlton, from the first of
July. They have bought the stage and teams
of Woodbury and Bailey, the present proprietors. Messrs. Lucy & Sprague have the route
from Houlton to Presque Isle, which is to be a
daily mail service.
We have already given the
general pro-

By overhauling the old records

—

awarded to
the seoond to the Eon

At 2 o’clock P. M. there

The Houlton Timet says Messrs. Asa Smith
& Son have the Maine mail route between

gentleman’s happiest efforts. The Declaration
of Independence was read by Mr. F. C. Emery of proposes to go to Europe soon after commencement, to spend a few months, for the purpose
Bates College. Chaplain, Rev. Uriah Balkamof i nvigorating his health.
The Mayor presided. A collation, sentiments
The last improvement is a sewing-machine
HAMMON & SAWYEM,
and responses followed the oration.
with a bavy-tender attachment—Ex.
A balloon ascension took place from the
U. S. War Claim Agents for Maine,
Boston Stock List.
A writer in the Richmond Republic,
summing
Common in the afternoon, which was very
8ALES AT THE BROKERS BOARD, JULY 5.
Will give their exclusive attention to collecting
up the losses to the Southern States arisii^ out
140
American Gold.
successful, and was witnessed by tens of thou- of the war, puts down the amount at
Jive thou- PENSIONS, BOUNTIES, ARREARS OF PAY, U nited States Coupons. J uly....
130}
sands, the seronaut successfully effecting a sand eight hundred millions of
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881....i. 106
PRIZE
LOST
&C.
dollars, namely:
MONEY,
CLOTHING,
United State Five-twenties, old. 103}
landing in Gardiner. Fire-works in the even- twenty-live hundred millions by loss of what Officers’ Accounts with the
do
small. 103]
Ordnance, Quartermasdo
new. 104}
ing completed the attractions of the day. The was called slave property, nine hundred mil- ters and Treasury Departments adjusted and settled,
Eastern Railroad Sixes, 1874. 106
whole celebration was characterized by good lions by ravages of war, nine hundred millions and certificates of non indebtedness obtained.
30
Second
Mortgage Bonds...
Ogdens burg
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens. 19
order, sobriety, and a becoming respect for the by loss of staple crops, five hundred millions Terms reasonable.
and Maine Railroad... 109}
Boston
sunk in Confederate debt, and one thousand
tST" No charges unless successful.
significance of the occasion.
Eastern Railroad. 88
All advice and Information flee.
Vermont Central R R First Mortgage Bonds.. 71
Cumberland Centre.—A correspondent millions by what must hereafter be paid by the
Vermont Central Second Mortgage Bonds. 22
Office
No.
88 Exchange Street, Joee Block, (old
writes: The “Glorious Fourth” was duly cele- South to liquidate principal and interest on the stand of Bradford &
Hannon).
national debt.
brated here on Tuesday. Early In the mornZ. K. HARMON,
married?
The latest folly of Parisian society is called
W. 8. 8AWYER.
ing a company of “Fantastics” duly equipped
or
the
art of judging a man's
References
Hon. Wm. P. Fessenden, U. S
In this flftty, July 5, by Rev C F Allen, Nathaniel
with masks and flags, and rags and tags, on “Podomantics,”
character by liis feet. We don’t know about
and Mrs Abby Rice, both of Portland.
Senator; Hon. Samuel Cony, Governor of Maine; Doughty
horses, in wagons and hay-carts, and one that, but its seems rational that a
In this city, July 4, by Rev Henry D Moors, Geo
Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., Collector of Customs.
man’s charP Kimball and Mrs Elvina E Grady, both of Portthe
different
roads
wheelbarrow, passed along
acter should be affected by his understandmavl6d&wtf
in this neighborhood, much to the amusement
In this city, July 4, by Dr Wright, David P Peting.
tengill and Miss Adeline Gridin, both of Portland.
of the people. Early in the afternoon a large
Iu Cape Elizabeth. July 4, by Rev E Robinson,
DR. LIGHTHILL,
They whip carpets by steam in St. Louis.
Moses M Hatch andMiss Mary P Delano, all of C.E.
number of men, women and children, from all
A list kept by a Mississippi pilot of the vesIn Saocarappa. June 21, by Rev A W Pottle, Geo
Will be at the U. 8. HOTEL, on MONDAY, July
parts ot tue w,™,
fmm
W Jameson ana Mrs Julia A Garey, both of Westneighboring sels sunk or otherwise destroyed on that river
assembled
until
to
remain
where
near the new Liberty rule,
brook.
towns,
SATURDAY, July 15th,
soring the war, contains the names of M3 10th,
In Saccarappa, July 4, by Rev A W Pottle. SamueJ
erected a few weeks since. A procession was steam oran or
he can be consulted on DEAFNESS, CATARRH,
E McLellart and Miss Rosabel H Bacon, both of S.
descriptions.
formed under the direction of CoL True, and
IrtSaco, June 18, Henry C Tarbox, of Biddeford,
mid all diseases of EYE, EAR, and THROAT. ParMaj.-Gen. Sickles, who has just returned
and Clarrtoa A Whitten, of 8.
after a brief march, a large audience assembled from a mission to the Central and South ticular attention paid to Children troubled with Pi#in the church near by. The services were
American States, brings much valuable infor- charge from the Ear.
PIED.
Artificial Eyes intertod without patn.
opened with prayer by Rev. Mr. Weston, after mation to the Government respecting the conIn
and
this
dition
which addresses were made by Rev. Mr. Jorprospects of the sister Republics on
July 3—d7t&wlt
city, July 4, Lizzie Gertrude, only child of
Addison and Marcia Libby, aged 4 months.
our continent.
dan of this place, Rev. Mr. Lord of North TarB3T“Funer&] this (Thursday) afternoon, at 3* o’clk,
A gentleman who was
at No 32 Clark street.
courting inquiry, was
C. MORSE, M. D.
mouth, Rev. Dr. Pomeroy of Portland, and by
In Westbrook, July 4, Capt Wm J Harmon, aged
found to be wedded to his views.
This is conMr. Carey, a member of the legal
57 years.
Treats Catarrh, Bronchitis, and all street ions ol
profession, sidered a very heartless
I3P“Funeral this (Thursday) afternoon, at 3 o’cl’k,
attempt at bigamy.
belonging to Galena, 111., now on a visit to this
his late residence, at Woodford’s Corner.
»n a
gamming- room in Hamilton, C. W., the the Throat and Lungs, by cold Medicated Inhalation. from
his native State.
The addresses were interIn Pittsfield, J une 16, Mrs Nancy, wife of Asa Taypolice discovered beep holes in the oeiling.’and Success unprecedented. Can refer to thousands In lo., aged 44 years.
with
and
excellent music.
spersed
appropriate
In North Paris, June —, Mr Joseph Rice, aged 73
telegraph wires used by the gamblers to signal this city and State, and all parts of the United years9
months.
In the front pewu, near the pulpit, wera the

The first prize of $125 was awarded to the _We wish our citizens would recollect that a
Aipna Boiti"Club'aliil Che second prize of $75 club coming here from abroad aro ootiiled to
to the Una Boat Club.
special courtesy, and that any expression of
The crew of the Alpha was composed of
Leighton, stroke oar, Charles O. Cole; T. L.
Willis; James E. Brackett; Woodbury Robinson ; Albert H. Gale, bow.
The crew of the Una was composed of H.
C. Davis, stroke oar; K. Williams; D. M. Tolford; J. O. Madison; S. D. Safford; G. A Bar-

the hill

NUMBER "ONB8” AT A DISCOUNT.

seriously damaged, and the crop of fruit almost
parts
city, gave much more general satisfaction than if destroyed. One hundred panes of glass were
broken in his house. Similar destruction raged
confined to one locality.
for miles.
6th.
July
L.

Fred H. Gerrish for Bowdoin.

rqade

on

made a very brilliant show,
and the few persons who were in the observatory had a rare treat in witnessing them. I
think the displays in the different
of the

31
34

? "”ye the first prizes will be
the Bowdoin N n.v,

by the city

City Hall,

and at

_1|8|3|4|5|8|7|8|# _Total.

The awards were not

moon was

duce.

They rounded the stake boat, Brown first,WebMcCarty third, and came back
to the starting point in the same order, Brown
winning easily. The time was as follows:—
Umpire, George H. Abbott, of Portland, who
1st Boat, “J. H. Kent,” Walter Brown, 17.20; gave the greatest satisfaction, and we heard
2d Boat, “Zephyr,” J. Webber, 19.30. The
him complimented by many as being the best
third boat did not come up to the Judges stand
'Umpire in the State.
■»*>e therefore her time was
not reported.
Scorers, Wm. S. Lowell for Eon Club, and
The first pn*„
«*,) was awarded to Walter Brown of Portsmouth, M. n.,_a ♦>,„
ond prize of $25 to J. Webber of Portland.

out for the

safe control, while the west was most brilliantly lighted up with such colors as no painter's
pallet could rival. In the northwest the White
Mountains stood out sharply defined against
an amber colored sky, clothed in that rich
purple tint which they assume after sunset. This
display of nature far surpassed any artificial
fireworks which the art of chemistry can pro-

Total 31.
Bowdoin Nine—Beecher, Catcher, 4; Chapman, Pitcher, 4; Turner, Short Stop, 4; Hill,
1st Base and Captain, 0; Cole, 2d Base, 4;
Bangs, 3d Base, 5; Thompson, Left Field, 2;
Rundlett, Centre Field, 2; Ring, Right Field, 3;
Total 84.

ber second and

The

brought

were

obscured by clouds
in the south with a base of
very dark clouds illuminated by frequent flashes of
lightning, apparently confined by dark bars to keep it under

2.

evident that his superb muscular strength and
fine tact in pulling would give him the race.—

laboratory,

occasion.

%ltuns—Eon Club—Taylor, Catcher, 2; Evans
Pilcher, 3; Means, 1st Base and Captain, 5;
Asencio, 2d Base, 5; McAllister, 3d Base, 5;
Armstrong, Short Stop, 3; Foster, left Field, 3;
Dennis, Centre Field, 3; Howe, Right Field,

but he quickly recovered his balance and pulled
away. W. Brown shot ahead, and it was very

abundantly gratified last evening. It
almost, as if the most beautiful colors in

seemed

and Bowdoin, which came off at 3 1-2 o’clock
in the afternoon at the Arsenal Grounds.
The score was:

took their stations. At 3.25 a second gun
gave the signal to Btart. McCarty’s boat at the
start was struck by a flaw and nearly capsized,

told another

noticed in the western part of the
city
to the north of Mt. Washington which I did
not see at the observatory.

The greatest interest of course centered in
the game between the two winning clubs, Eon

o’clock, at the signal of a
Mahoning, the boats

about a mile

was

for Bowdoin.

board the

lighted on Pudding Hill,
of Breakheart, and X am

er was

Lincoln Club—Catcher, Coolidge; Pitcher,
Taylor; 1st B^e, Raymond; 2d Base Hagget; Sd Base, Jones; Short Stop, Ring; Left
Field, Davis; Centre Field, Bird; Right Field,
Perley.
Bowdoin Nine—Catcher, Beecher; Pitcher,
Chapman; 1st Base, Hill; 2d Base, Cole; 3d
Base, Rundlett; Short Stop, Ring; Left Field,
Turner; Centre Field, Bangs; Right Field,
Thompson.
Umpire, CapJ. Wm. H. Broughton. Scorers,
Wm. M. Sargent for Lincoln; Fred. H. Gerrish

Eon,
Bowdoin,

This

hill is sixteen miles distant. These two were
lighted about half past eight. About nine
o’clock a feint light was seen on the summit of
Mt. Washington, visible only with the aid of a
good telescope. About half past nine anoth-

Total.

The second match scored:
1|2|3|4|5|8|T|8|0
Lincoln,
0|0|G|0|3I6|1|2J4

Seven boats entered for this race but only
three started, and their stations were as follows:
1st “Charley” entered and pulled by
Michael McCarty of New York; 2, “Zephyr,”
entered and pulled by J. Webber, of Portland;
3, “J. H. Kent” entered and pulled by Walter
Brown of Portsmouth, N. H.
gun fired

|2|3|4|5|6|7 | H | it
I 0 181 21 0 j Bill 6 6

Stamllsh, under the management of Theo.
Bradbury, Esq., and our old friend Judge

Lane, recently ^turned from Mexico.

Club—Catcher, Evans; Pitcher, Armstrong ; 1st Base, Means; 2d Base, Asencio; 3d
Base, Hodgkins; Short Stop, Waterhouse;
Left Feild, Dennis; Centre Field, Foster; Bight
Field, Howe.
Howard Club—Catcher, Anderson; Pitcher,
Jack; 1st Base, M. H. Sargent; 2d Base, Haskell; Sd Base, E, H. Sargent; Short Stop,
Litchfield; Left Field, Curtis; Centre Field,
Chase; Bight Field, Haseltine.
Umpire, Preston O’Brion. Scorers, W. S.
Lowell for Eon, Warren T. Libby for Howard.

prize $25.

•

The otheu also
executed
their roles in admirable style, and Vf we

M.

Eon

The first race was for ail wherries and fancy
boats of any description, to be pulled by one
man, with one pair of sculls. First prize $50;

After the race an objection was entered to
awarding the first prize to the Una, on the
hood.
ground that her crew belonged in Portsmouth,
1 he Exercises at City Hale.
N. H., and were not members of the Club
At 10 and 1-2 o’clock A. M. the hall was well
which owned the boat. But this objection was
filled and soon the Orator of the day, accompa- not considered
valid, because the race was open
nied by the city fathers, ascended the rostrum. to al! six oared boats
no matter by whom rowwas music
there
the
band
and
then ed. The crew of the
First,
by
Alpha considered it unprayer wa3 ofiered by Dr. Shailer In a fervent, fair that the Una and
Alpha having pulled in
The prayer wag followed by the second
earnest manner.
race, (and won the prizes) the formchoir.
the
The
music from
piece performed er should be allowed a new and fresh
crew,
was well chosen and admirably
sung; then while the same crew that pulled the
Alpha in
came the reading of the Declaration of Indethe second race
pulled her in the fourth. But
pendence by Mr. Stone the Principal of the the Judges could not consider this
point at all,
High School. It was well read and listened to according to the terms of the
race, and they
with much attention. This was followed by awarded the
1st prize of $150 to the Una Boat
music from the
hand, and then Dr. Carruthers Club and the 2d prize of $100 to the Monitor.
read the Bmancipatioa
The crew of the Una was composed of HenProclamation, after prefacing it with a few appropriate remarks. It ry Pall, stroke oar; Alexander
Dixon; Orin
was read in an impressive
style and listened to Drake; John H. Staples; Charles H. Staples;
with profound and undivided
attention.
Walter Brown, bow oar. They belonged in
Now the vocalists were
heard once more in Portsmouth, N. H., and came down here exa very
excellent selection frota
R^-g pressly to puli this boat, though it-was not
“Moses in Egypt” It was a splendid
oerfonn- known, until a short time before the, race that
and
Messrs.
Shan
and Colby and
ance,
Miss
they were to do so.
Starbird took the leading parts, and did
them
The crew of the Monitor consisted of Seth
selves much credit

in

against Howard, and Lincoln against
of people—the wfjarve9j Grand Trunk
1
doin Nine, and commenced playing the first
grounds and Munjoy bebiS covered with citiuf vessels from the Judges’
games at 9.30 in the morning, the former in
line
a
while
zens,
the latter on the Arvensei to the swkeboat, contained as many | front ofttlie Observatory,
cuuld he accomodated. The barge senal grounds.
persons as
The first match scored, was—
waa crowded with ladies and
i
course

was as

bration.

in

as

the Bow-

Comfort
gentlea Uand on boanl which discoursbland and pure as that which men *,“i
fans the orange groves. The shower the day e(i splendid music.
The Collector of the Port, Hon. Israel Washprevious had thoroughly washed tree, shrub and
flower and made ail the streets delightfW burn Jr., had kindly offered accomodations on
promenade grounds. The day was ushered to by board the Steam Revenue Cutter Mahoning
the booming of camion and the ringing of for the city authorities and the Judges of the
church bells, to say nothing of Young Ameri- Regatta. The Cutter war anchored off Union
at midWharf and a line was stretched from her to the
ca, who commenced his celebration
resounded
city
the
and
street
in
night,
every
wharf, to which was attached floating numbers
with the crack of pistols and larger guns; volcorresponding with the numbers of the boats
leys of musketry were heard in all quarters, entered for the race.
and every inhabitant was roused from his BlumThe Committee of the City Council on the
bers and made to hear and feel that the never- Regatta, consisted of Alderman Thos.S. Jack,
to-be-forgotten Fourth of July had come with and Councilmen Joseph S. York and John M.
all its glorious associations. How truly the
Brown. The Judges were W. H. Clifford Esq.,
poet Drake years ago said:
Qapt. J. A. Webster, U. S. Revenue Service;
11 Viit'ii Freedom from her
mountain height,
(japt. Henry Inman, U. 8. Army; Hall L. DaUnfurled her standard to the air,
vis Esq.; George Trefethen Esq., and Moses
She tore the azure robe of night
And set the atari, of glory there.”
Pearson Esq. Capt, Benj. M. Clark was UmYes, the “stars of glory” are set there, and pire. The stake boat was anchored one mile
from the Cutter, down the harbor, and all
since the sudden collapse of the wicked rebellion, they shine with redoubled splendor, and boat3 competing lor the prizes, were to start
proclaim to the monarchists and aristocrats of from the line from the Cutter, round the stake
the Old World, the enduring character of re- boat and return—making a distance of two
publican laws and institutions. Let them miles. The boats had drawn for places in the
shine on until all nations shall become redeem- line on Monday, and they were to be governed
ed and disenthralled from the power of eve- in the race by the rules and regulations laid
ry species of human bondage. But to the cele- down by the Committee and Judges.
which

which are generally mistaken for
It, called
Peaked Mountain, in the southeast comer of
Denmark, and some six miles nearer to us than
to Pleasant Mt., which is 83 miles
distant as the
crow flie s.
A brilliant fire \As lighted on “Breakheart”

match games of base ball,

ITEMS QE STATE HEWS.

assume.
There are two
summits west of Pleasant Mountain

smaller

Were open to all Clubs in the State. Fifty
dollar* Were offered as the first prize, and twen-

gramme.
THK

Mountains generally

Lout.

i

Mn._

..j&gt

JtJNT
jerri ,| s,

.erclt?Street.

Wednesday Morning, July 6,

Cow Shot.—While the trial of the fire

1865.

VICINITY.

|PORTLAND AND

Sen AArerllwmMU To-Day.
the Canal National Bank.
Quarterly Statement of to
Order.
Ships’ Boats, <fcc., builtfor Sale.
Valuable Real Estate
Lost.
Chapman House, Bethel Hill, Maine.

Found.
Notice—-Irish American
Enr Sate

or

en-

Excubsion.—The Machinists and Blacksmiths’ Union of Portland, No. S, will make an
excursion next Wednesday to Brunswick, holding a picnic on thq College grounds in that
place. Particulars will be given in the adver-

Relief Association.

to Let.

Molasses.
Muscovado Molasses.
RELIGIOUS NOTICES.

0Elders J. N. Andrews and M. E.

tisement to-morrow.

Cornell, of Michspeak at Dow’s Hall, 357$ Congress Streot,
igan,
on Saturday and Sunday, the 8th and ttth, at usual

We woukl call the attention of those desira residence by the sea to the advertisement

will

ing
In to-day’s

hours.

MUNICIPAL COURT, JULY 5.

columns.

The Aiumne of the High School are requested to meet at the school room at 5 1-2 o’clock
this afternoon.

Bartholomew Clary, for drunkenness and
disturbance, paid $6.17 fine and costs.
Thk Saco River Picnic.—Picnics are
picnics the world over, and a large picnic—but
If it were proper to use the word
uo matter.

MY

TELEGRAPH
-TO THK.-

we could say this picnic was
largely patronized.
It was got up under the
auspices of Arcana
Lodge No. 1, Independent, order of Good

p
Gen. Howard at

Getty bury.
The Herald’s correspondence says at Gettysburg the Fourth was celebrated with great enthusiasm, apd the comer stone of the soldiers’
monument was laid with imposing ceremonies. The ceremonies opened with prayer
and a discourse by Rev. Dr. Tyng. The ceremonies of laying the comer stone were then
performed, when Gen. Howard delivered an
eloquent oration, followed by a poem written
and read by Col. Charles G. Halpme, The exercises were concluded by an address from Gorv.

Curtin.

The Cetebrationin

Bangor.

Bakgob, July 6.
The celebration here yesterday was a great
success.
Thirty-five thousand people were
The oration by Hon. Hannibal
ainlin was most able and eloquent. A novel
feature of the celebration was an Indian regat-.
ta in birch canoes with paddles; distance one
mile and a third; three heats. The canoe
“General Grant” won the first prize, and
“Sheridan” second.
Time made, 7 3-4 and
eight minutes.

The grove was filled with men, women and
chiiden who came resolved to have a good time,
andot course they had It. The amusements

Sesent.

dancing, singing, swinging, playing football, eating in groups, walking, laughing and
making love. In looking over the crowd we
were

found all the elements necessary to constitute
a real picnic, and consequently there was a

picnic of a high order, as some count these
gatherings. The cars were crowded each way
and conductor Cousins was full of smiles, and
attentive to ail, especially to the ladies, who

Capture of

Noted Guerrilla—Pursuit
Another.

a

killed him.

Arrival of the Moravian.
Consumption, 8: Dropsy, 1; Unknown, 1:
Farther Point, July 4.
Drowned, 1; Congestion of lungs, 2; Paralysis.
The steamship Moravian, from Liverpool
2: 'Typhoid fever, 2; Casualty, 1; Convulsions, j
via
Rheumatic
23d,
Londonderry 24, has passed .this point
1; Lung fever, 1;
fever, 1; Inflam !
en route to Quebec.
Her advices are anticimation of Bowels, 2; Disease of heart, 1; Disease of kidneys, 1; Stillborn, 4.
pated.
Total, 29.
Ages—under five years, 4; between 5 and
Recent Publications.
10, 0; between 10 and 20, 2 ; between 20 and
30, 4; between SO and 40,4; between 40 and The Conversion or the Roman Empire
The Boyle Lectures for the year 1864, deliv50, 5; between 50 and 60,2; between 60 and
ered at the Chapel Royal, Whitehall. By
70,0; between 70 and 80,1; between 80 and
Charles Merivale, B. D., Rector of L^wford;
4.
29.
90, 2; Unknown, 1; Stillborn,
Total,
Sexes—Males 15; females, 10; unknown, 4.
Chaplain to the Speaker of the House qf
Commons; author of “A History of the RoLouis Dunce,
Total, 29.
mans under the Empire.”
1 vol., small octaSuperintendent of Burials.
vo.
New York: D. Appleton & Co.
In the concluding chapter of Mr. Merivale’s
Rb.sl Muscle.—Waiter Brown of Portsadmirable history, after he has brought the narIT.
who
won
the
in
first
the
H.,
prize
mouth,
rative down to that period when the splendor
race of w.herries pulled by a single man, with
of the Roman Empire begins to decline, file
one pair of oars at our Regatta on the Fourth,
writer expresses the strong desire he had felt to
1

winning

the fourth race, was one of the
of the Una, possesses great

treat at length of the then rapidly rising conHe
flict between Paganism and Christianity.
says : “I had hoped to entwine with my relation of events, and my review of literature and
manners, an account of the change of opinion
by which a positive belief in religious dogmas

crew

muscle and

And no wonder.

strength.

When

invited to “take a drink” he replied, “I never
drink intoxicating liquors of any kind.” “Well
then take a cigar,” remarked a friend. “Thank
you,” was Brown’s reply, “I do not use tobacco in any shape.” This will account for
his great muscular strength, and it is an honor

evolved from the chaos of doubt, or rose
upon the ruins of baffled incredulity." In the
> wish here expressed we have perhaps the best
statement of-the scope and purpose of this seto him.
ries of the Boyle Lectures; hut it should be
Rascality.—On the evening of the 4th i added that in carrying out his idea, the author
another purpose, viz., to make
two men went into Barmun’s Eating Rooms j has kept in view
this record of the early progress of conviction
and called for supper in the private room.—
in the minds of men a means of asserting anew
They were furnished to their stomach’s con- the trnth of Christianity by showing “its
supetent, and the bill amounted to between four riority to all other forms of
spiritual thought,
and five dollars. While the waiters were en- and its
proved adaptation to all the spiritual
gaged in serving the crowd in the saloon these wants of men.”
two scamps cleared out leaving their billonOf the literary merits of these lectures it is
paid and pocketing eight silver spoons. The unnecessary to speak, since the name of their
if
do
they
names of the parties are known, and
author is-a sufficient guarantee of the vigorous
not wish them to be made pitbh'e, they had
the thorough
the
_

Captain and settle

style,
and impartiality
display.

the

meeting of the School Fund Committee
of Sl Dominic’s Church, held on Friday even,
ing, June 80, the following resolution was
unanimously adopted, and ordered to be published in the daily papers of this city, and in
At

scholarship,
they will

which

The book is to be had of

a

Bailey

originality

be found to
&

Noyes.

What I Saw On the We9t Coast of South
and North America, and at the Hawaiian
Islands. By H. Willis Baxley, M. D. One
volume large octavo. New York: D. Appleton and Co.
the Boston Pilot :
The author of this book, acting as a Special
Commissioner of the United States, visited the
Benoloed, That the thanks of this Commit
te be presented in behalf of the Catholic's of i Pacific coast in I860 and the two
years followI’ortland, to Prof. Anthony Werner and fami- ing, aud enjoyed nnusual facilities for studying
at
the
valuable
services
for
their
of
ly Boston,
the customs, habits and characteristic traits of
Children’s Concert on Thursday evening last.
the people of some of the Central and South
Obsequies.—The ftmeral of the late Eben- American States, as well as of California and
the Sandwich Islands. He is a shrewd and
eztr C. Stevens took place yesterday afternoon
thoughtful observer; and his remarks upon the
from his late residence on Wilmot Street, and
causes which have contributed to hinder the
was attended by a large concourse of friends
progress of civilization iu regions so highly faThe services were perand acquaintances.
vored by nature, are interesting even though
formed by Rev. J. E. Walton, Pastor of Hie 3d
the reader may not always agree with liis conParish Church, who made a brief but impres- clusions. His work will be fonnd to contain a

The Mechanic Association, of
sive address.
which deceased was a member, escorted the
remains to their last resting place on earth.

Trotting.—At the trotting match at Ling’s
Park, on Tuesday, for a purse of $50,—best
three in five, to harness, mile heats,—“Greenhorn,’’ entered and driven by George H. Bailey,

straight heats.
Time1 2.52, 2.54 and 3.08. “Kate Jewell,” entered and driven by A. Kicker, was the favorite
at the start; hut, soon after storting, she threw
a shoe, and was withdrawn from the race.
the race

won

easily

in three

Sobriety on the Fourth.—It was remarked at the Police office, that there was less of
intoxication and disturbance on Tuesday than
there had been on that day'for many years.—
But very few arrests were made, and none of
sufficient importance to be brought before the
Mun.ie*Pal Court yesterday. The case that
was befor that Court was for an affair on Sun-

day.
I. O. of O. F.—At the semi-annual election
of officers for the Maine Lodge No. 1 I. O. of

O. F., the following were elected, viz.:—N. G.
George H. Walden; V. G. J. K. Merrill; Secretary, James E. JIaseltine; Treasurer, A. D.
Smith. The officers were duly installed on
Monday evening by Past Grand Master Judge

Kingsbury.
Dramatic.—Messrs. Murray <Ss Wilson had
very large audiences, both Tuesday afternoon
went off
and evening, and the performances
The theatre will be closed for * few
well.

nights, while ihe

managers

are

making prepar-

ations to open the summer season
strong company.

with

a

over

the

city

line and

2,091

over

the

Westbrook line.

Had the company possessed
more means of accommodation the number
would have been largely increased.

Remember,

j

great deal of valuable information, many sug-

gestive reflections, and much graphic and interesting description of the picturesque and
peculiar life of the 'Spanish American nations.
It may be found at

that the Barge Comfort leaves
"Franklin wharf on her excursions to the islands
t»-day at 9 1-2 o’clock A. M. and 2.16 P. M.

Bailey

and

Noyes'.

liis verge that it is much less
ambitious and florid; and consequently such
imperfections as it may have are not made conspicuous by contrast with too much ornament.
This little domestic story is pleasantly told, and
shows quite a nice appreciation of the finer
shades of character, and a fair power of deline-

advantage

over

ation.
For sale

The Man

by Davis

veteran soldiers were out in
large numbers, and
received hear ty plaudits. The oration by Bev.
Dr. R. D. Hitchcock, of New
was excel-

affair.
The contest of the Firemen for prizes was
Spirited. Torrent No. 2, of Bath, won the
prize of a silver trumpet. Yictor No. 1, of
Kendall’s Mills, won the prize of $100.
Nine sloops and two schooners entered for
the sailing regatta. The distance was four
miles and a bait The first prize was one by

sloop Rival of Westport, running in thirtyeight minutes and thirty-eight seconds. Prize
$70. The weather was delightful, and the
celebration passed off happily to all.
_

Accident to the PreMdenVa Car—Several Person a Injured.
Baltimore, July 5.
A serious accident occurred to the President’s car yesterday evening abont 8 o’clock,
at the Baltimore depot of the Northern Central Railroad. The train consisted of the engine and President’s car, and had just arrived
from Gettysburg, wher
ring to the misplacement of a switch, it 1,, into the end of a
freight train standing on the track. Although
the speed of the train was much slackened
several of the party in the President’s car were
injured. Senor Berouga, the Chilian Minister, and C. J. Halleck, who read the poem at
the Gettysburg celebration, were severely cut
about the head. Co). Sampson of the 8th army corps and Chief of the State department,
T. R. Milton of the Executive Mansion and S.
8. Crannz of the New York Times were slightly Injured. The car was somewhat injured,
but not enough to prevent it from proceeding
The accident was the result
to
of the carelessness of the switch tender.

Washington.

This somewhat remarkable extravaganza,
which on its first appearance in the Atlantic
Monthly, excited much attention, has by special

request been republished by Messrs. Tickndr &
Fields, in neat pamphlet form, and is sold at
ten cents a copy,
It will be found at Davis Brothers.
THE STONE OF STUMBLING.
“The assertion that ‘all

men are

created

equal,’ was of no practical use in effecting our
separation from Great Britain; and it was
placed in the Declaration, not for that, but for
ftiture use. Its authors meant it to be—as,
thank God! it is proving itself—a stumblingblock to all those who, in after times, might
free

back into the hate-

people
despotism. They know the proneof
prospmity to breed tyrants; and they
a

meant when such should
re-aprear in this fair
jand and commence their vocation, they
should find left for them one hard nut to crack.”

[Prom a speech
June, 1867.

of Mr.

Lincoln, delivered

O

r

JDK

only'Through

Revolutionary

Hero in

BfOBFOLK

The Steaunrs of this Line are all new. const- uctcd with a great icg&rd to ttnngth, speed ma ssfely, at a very great es poi s«.f coLsisting of the following hist cats kfde-wfeel s;<am rs, supet My fitted
up iu Saloons snd elate Scorns:

p

thes bpaU being entirely new, and of the finest da*cripiion, cannot be surpassed.
• The Fables wii be
famished with the best the
market can gfiord, a..d equal to fftst-cites Hotel

Through Ticket*
Prom Baltimore to Richmond,.*. ...$H,00
From Baltimore to City Point.,.7.50

From Baltimore fco Norfolk,. ..H.OO
From Balt more to Fostbkbs Monroe,... + 5.00
State Moms and Mule hxtra.

•

—:_:_—m>

Pas< fieers taking thol.lfi train from fhilade1» hia, »ill make sure connections with this Line.
Fa .routers taking ihe 8 A. M. train from New
Y ork win have tim t * dine iu Ha timore.
Fa Singers taking the 3 F. II. i«in Item Washington will make sure conu* o^ioas wubth L>n<j.
Fbeioht aken to Norfolk, F«»kii:es; Monroe
ard Richmond up to 3 o’clock.
InPnrmauoo in regarJ t tse LiLe wiil oe iurni-hed
A. W. SHAW,
i>y—
Suo-riutc uient N*w Line, Baltimore.
0. W. Foulion. General Fati.r.gor Agj:t.
juntio trnood.

Joseph.

Wholesale and Ketai
Bv W. D. ROBINSON,
9

STATE

BAY

Commercial College

Institution.
the Ameriembraced
THESE
Chain of Commercial Colleget, and prosent

unequalled taoilitlee

imparting

a

practioai

Louisville, July

4.

New YoOrk

390

York, July 6.

bales Middling Uplands

at 4fi @ 50.
Flour—State and Western 5c better:
bbls. State 5,05 @ 5.95.
Bound Hoop

sales

8,800

Ohio 6,40 &
6,75. Western 5,u5 @ 6,00. Southern steady: sales
600 bbls. at 6,66 (a* 11,60.
Canada firmer: sales 450
bbls. at 5,8Q @ 7,65.
Wheat— lc higher; sales 15,000 bush.
Chicago
Spring 1,20 @ 1,28. Milwaukee Club 1,27 @ 1,28.
Amber Michigan 1,28 % 1,20.
Winter Red Western
1,38 @ 1,39.
Com—lc higher; sales 103,000 hush. Mixed Western 76 @ 784.
Oats—2c @ 3c lower. Western 69 @ 70.

Beef—quiet.

Pork -tinner: Bales 980 bbls. Mess 25,124
26,00.
Prime 19,90 @ 2 J,00.
Lard—firm; sales 1,800 bbls. at 154 @ 194.
Whiskey—firm; sales 126 bbls. at 2,10.
Sugar—active: sales 130 hhds. Porto Bfco 13 @ 15.
Muscovado 11| @ 12. Havana, sales 1,368 boxes at
124 @ 13g.
Cotfee—steady. Rio, sales 3,250 bags on private
terms.

Freights

to

Markets.
Hct

Erie.....i..8ll

Hudson.
M81
Illinois Central Scrip..131
Michigan Southern.62?
Gold closed at Gallagher’s Evening Exchange at

NOT CONFINED
BLACKS.

World Is

one

TO

THE

ground that he can’t take care of himself;
that he will starve before he will work, unless
coerced by that appendage of the “divine institution,” the lash. The World has a specia i
correspondent who has been travelling through
North Carolina, and in a letter from Greensboro’ he lifts the curtain so far as to show
of the

proclivities of the
“chivalry.” It appears from the following paragraph that the negTO has illustrious teachers
in laziness, and is not the only one who looks,
some

a;e

a

World’s correspondent says:
“The destitute ration has been dropped, except to the unemployed negroes, for the manifest reason that it fostered idleness and fraud
There werfe no less than
among the whites.
thirty thousand rations issued at Raleigh in a
single day, and increasing. It is now reasoned that a State which could do so much for the

needs of the Confederate army can maintain
who ought to be at work.
their own
A man stopped at a hotel in New York
[and There are people,
few people at work except negroes.
deposited 825/100. It was stolen by a clerk of
Held labor has been conthe hotel. A court recently gave the ledger There is no' trade.
1 sidered the
peculiar province of the negro,
only 81,000 damages, on the ground that the I except in the upper counties. Coi\)'ederate
first named sum was an unreasonable deposit.
| officers and soldiers are loafing (d>out the

8.1)59.411 60

m-ei/ db
Yori«

uaaa » >o~*

t*

i-sued

in

Beaton

ROOM
A 9I«sl Kxqnisite, Delicate nml Frit*
grant Perfume, Distilled from the

on

Rare

a

ad

Beautiful

from

Flower

B'ih'eriptlotTv 'rfJ tl

which it takes its name.
Manufactured only by PIIA I.ON Ac SON.

fit

BINDING!

Frcm Market

• riitf fej
y i.r Ua/asdroK find h vo ti era bound
W II t d in any 8tyl« —:ul.
L'urkvy, Gilt Jkd ,•©;,
down »o the obeape-1 sty ca. All bind ng warranted
t* b t ttit iig and n'at.
* hahgf. for Plaix
StaaiFiko.—.Ml paper
an
ei vc op.ji» lough' at thh rto o will be Btamred
p aia Althcnt *u d tioni'1 charge,
ttemring matt u-autifally don’t in Biu ,Bed,Porand ether c~Io^ at a 5111a11 aidi’ion* fr ice.

ISP Beware
Ask

of Counterfeits.

fin• Phalon’s—Tale* mo ot/n’V.
by druggista generally.

Sold

J ulyl—eod6m

COOK:.,

received by

b?

THE

PORTLAND

WARE

totba Trade

OFFER
manufacture*

OO.,

Kj.tC3, Tb s

ful' assortment of
ooqH&\iag in t art of
a

One to Six Gallon Butter Pots,
One to Four Gallon Cake Pots,
Quart to Four Gallon Preserve Jars,
Quart to Four Gallon Jugs,
Cream and Bean Pote, Water Juge end Kegs Fltcb
erg, Snittoone. Flower t ota Soaj> Dishes, F ruit J are
Boor Bottle1?,SU Vo Tube*, Foot Waimfre, Ac, &c.

w

S3F*Fost Office Box 2102, Portland.
J. T. WINSLOW, Sup’t.
>pril 0—codSrn

C. H.

Tktj

DENTIST,

ai,d

Clapp’s Block, market Square,
PORTLAND,

FOURTEEN

MAINE.

N

w on our

The

Largest

and

18S

JUST

THE

Button-Hole

Examine
UNION

Sewirg

Evir

Machine!

before cflerod to tbo public.
bo

O

’I

invention In the Sewing tfsccine
fVm$crov>ning
X .i v ;.6ttbhta t al in constructs n, eimp e in ar
rangtmou?, and e-iccl successful in itsopsrfttion,
toiag the m ?♦ d ffidu't branch of no wing v ork with
at incredibly ripiiiftv. end ia a irau: er vrufoh, for
bo’h beaut, aiid cjuiabilit,,

Far

$3,50

$50,00.

cent. Lesa than

HOOP SKIRTS,
SUN

UMB BE

LLASj

«loves, Hosiery, Ac.,
AT

GHEATLY It EDUCED JPEICES.
Remember thfe Number, and call early at

A. G. OLNEY & CO'S,
MIDDLE

ST.

June 23—d2w

29

EXCHANGE STREET.
Get Insubkd.
juo29—lmeod.

b

H.

JONES~

M.itufacturer and Dealer In

Notice.

MEETING of Sotockbolders of the “PLUMED
PATENT LAST BOOT AND SHOE OOMP’Y,”
wui be held at the office of Messrs. J. & E. M. Rand,
on the
ELEVENTH OP JULY,
for the election of Directors and to attend to such
other business as may be legally acted upon.
D. ROBINSON, Jb.. Secretary.
July 3—eodtd

A

Boots,

aDd Rubbers!

PORTLAND, ME.

CUSTOM

WORK,

For I adits end UntTLanLK, from the Tery boat
stock to be f. und in the metropolitan and foreign
market*, made to order, and warranted to give en.
tile satisfaction.

THE

Ik*

MoGILVERY, RYAN Sr DAVIS,
junel6—■dtf
No. 161 Commc rcial Street.

All

first, class Boots made with
Fair Stitch.

Proposals for Delivering Coal.

None but4he test workmen enip'ojed, ted the
shop cQH#is;nt:y Fupt lied with the bc&bof stock, reSwdifeM cf oxpc we.
Mr }.it W1LLKV, who Lai had long experience
,n manuftc
uricg c r.t >iu work in this city, bn*

PROPOSALS will bo received at 102 Middle Street,
A for one week, for the delivery of Fifteen Hundred
or more Tons of Coal.
The right of redacting any
proposals will be reserved.
EDW&B.I) SHAW, Chairman of Com.
™

may22dtf

charge

!\©te 1« Contractors.
PROPOSALS, Inrfortrd “Proposals for
SEALED
furnishing the materiel*, and performing the la*
borin th?

er.ct*on of a Brick Sohool House fo»* the
Dominic's Sohool Hou e. Gr*y St, will be receivby the undersigned, tin'll: Hatuday, 13 o’clock h,
h insfc
Plans, Specifications,*^?, may bo exa ined at the
office of f|t*» AroMtfct, Gho*?ok M
THertvh t rej-ct any -VaR Bids** m-feby res *rved.
kOGENK MU* LEW, V. O.,
Rector of St Dom«nio's Church,
Jant6ed(o u 4

Shoes

tefd.

of the

Gunufacturng department.

Punctuality U tin motto of th^ establisband ail work ready for delivery when prom-

SMT* He; airing neatl done at short notiee.
t.oay26d2m

St
ed
24

MECHANICS’ HALE.
arranged for
\\TKLL
tions.Lcvees,

Concert*, Le-jturea, ExliM&c., may he obtained on applicaRICHARD COLE, Superintendent
JunelSdtf
No. 3 Tolman place.

tion to

j

HARRIS’,
OPP. POST OFFICE.

In

in the business enables

mediately.

FOR BUSINESS to Investigate
new and very valuable INbeing off ered at\he

VENTIONS

now

Fli'UGTT,
Dea!«

INVENTORS’ EXCHANGE, 80 FEDERAL ST.
Such a splendid opportunity to make money rapidly, in a LEGITIMATE BUSINESS, never befrie
was offered in the State of Maine.
Call without delay If you wish a choice of
F. T. CUSHING.
territory.
june30dtf

!

to

IHIrrors aud

*OR

jI

t'heap Store,;

^

St.

POWL^Xt).

copartnership
rpHI
1.

|
p

Al

--

——.

First National Bank, I
Portland, Maine, i
DIVIDEND of four per cent, will be payable on
Monday, July 10. Hereafter the regular dividends of this Bank will be payable in July and JamWM. KDV GOULD’. Cashier.
"XJrl
Portland, July 3, 1869.
July! lw

A

Collet/,

Bifle Guarda

let,

10th and 2«h
Malne reglments arc requested to meet at the
armory
01 the Portmn.l Mile Guard* on Thursday
next, July
6th,at 80 doekr. M., to make arrangement* for the
celebration of tholr coining rimdversarv.

Jn!y4d3t_

'Per

Order.*

M. C. M. A.
A Btate(1 meeting of the Maine Cliarltable
A Mechanic
Association, wfll be held in the
Library Room on Tliursdav evening July 6th,
at 8 o’clock.

July4td

Burnham ,f- Co.,

a he busid by nntoa' oons^nt
this <T*v«
ness wii? M eo-ilnn*** hy Go l*y * Burttham, who
dtjnnndsol Oh* la> ii*m
will «?+*!«
J V COMiEY.
T W
BURN HAM.
Juno 2d,
J»ne'14d3w

onnets & Cassocks!
f

|

/

J- C.

STEPHEN MARSH, Secretary.

IVotiee !

bo

a‘i

June3dlm*

Dissolution

this day disrtolTed by mutual consent. All liabilities Contracted by said firm, since Mar 10th, 1863,
win be paid by BURNELL & CLARK, K. A. Clark
haring Sought the Interest of C. N. Cutter, Jr.
The lirm will be hereafter known as BURNELL
A CLARK.
it

ifAlice.

Dfl'1;"

eXiV8

8.

E. BntXELL.

E. A.

Lewiston, Me., June 28th, 1£63.

CXARK-

July3d3t#

jbLUtl).

■

JuneS9

Proposals for Hay.

_

Invited until July 4*ad. ** the
Portland R. R.
IIP Jt.tOO
or PRESSED
HAY (if pressed It mail he nett weight,) to such
monthly, as desired between Sept. 1st and
TIROPOSALS

PLKASANT
ftunlAM-l.-wtfb bn?"'
ncMardp
Re'weoVtV Uan*i'»»t

turniahed or
0

FftFiSH

Co.,

aocounnoda* d

.Ml,

cpiantitle*,
T?ic

SALMON.
hand at

Thin luxury oonetantlj
FA LTOK MARKET, Federal St.,

>SSE2s3the

Wl^“d

on

P*rPOUIT.'irOPKINs"'
To Let.

OF A 1 10USE, centrally located, to a
and
finally w thout children. Gentleman
preferred.’ R< iferencea required.
June30dtf
Adareee M, Preae Office.

are

1 delivering at the Stable* of the
(in this City and Westbrook,) of
Toks FIRST QUALITY LOOSE

un-

'Jllie?0dlw*

email

between C. N. CUTTER, Jb.,
BURNELL, heretofore known ae

CUTTER & CO.,

cv

I"
or lift
"•
II
for ibricon.
I’anl.n wiOiir? to n^a rn he>' lor
*-bns» cal os Jtb Bator at Mr. V1*'
«tl<>*«IOir*
Vt» n Btoon
LBnoaatrr
e»Ob ■?
4 IT. VV.M. W

PART
wife

Copartnership.

foilin'7

juinJld®^

‘COMFORT"
THftbiiw
\icw*Y BoKJtB

Me.

■

P.

o»

aftj* Friday, J»no 2d.

of

winthrop

rpHE
copartnership
X and 9.

to rvrier,where way
MANUFACTURES
aaso^rrej*
oatrom'tnftde Garment*

nud

a^y hy^letter

Prop. Winthrop House,

46 Middo St,

Brown,

*v*t*of

Attention P. It. G.
pact member* of the Portland
rpHE
f
and members of Co. E of the

under the

Ts

*

Notice.

Lerttoiore

nanvvpf

July4d5t

—*—.—

Ms.

proprietor of the Winthrop House, WINTHROP, Maine, would give notice that he has
pot In Boats for sailing and rowing In Winthrop
Sooth Pond, and is ready to aocommo«late Pleasure
Parties and Excursions at abort notice.
He has
erected on Wood's Island a House for the acc mmodaUoo ef Pic-nlcs, Chowder Parties &e.
™ Pond abounds In PICKEREL and WHITE
PERCH.
TW* Arrangements have been made with the
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO., to convey parties of
Twenty, or more, to and from nuy point between
Portland and Bangor, to Winthrop for HALF FARE,
on the regular trains.
A few summer boarders can be aooowmodated at
the Wfuthrop House with pleasant rooms. There is
also connected with the House a good Livery Stable.
Parties leaving Boston in the morning arrive In
Winthrop the same evening.
Winthrop Village Is pleasantly located on the
Maine Central Railroad, Detween I o it laud and Bangor ; it Contains about 2u00 Inhabitants. It has a Telegraph Office and all the conveniences! of somo lar ge
planes.
The Boats, and House on the Island, are under the
^
management of CAPT*
§* HODGBON.
or telegraph
For further pnrtk'ulars

Dissolution cf Copartnership,

following

Instructions, which will be rigidly enforced:
Hbadquabtebs Dept, op the Ea»t,
1
New York City, June 13.1865 |
ClHCVLAB.—Pursuant to Instmettous from Lieut.
General IT. 8. Grant, commanding the Armies of the
United States, all sale of liquor r.t the several draft
rendezvous for discharging and mustering out troops,
will be suppressed until troops are ell dispersed.
Bv command of Major Gen. Dix.
D. T. Vax BtJREN. Asst. Adit. Gen.
C. Holmes. Cant. U. 8. A., Mustering Officer.

ANY

PouTLaNU,

THE

*(

NOTICE.
MosTHM«i Offce. Portland, Me., t
July 3d, 1885. (
A LL PERSONS are requested uot to sell intoxicaA ting liquors of any sort, (or furnish it in any
way) to soldiers now in this city, or arriving hero
hereafter. In case of refusal to comply, with this request, all places whore Intoxicating liquors arc sold

Wanted to Kxcltange.

Miror A Flo tore Frames,
MAJiKf T SQFAKE,

jmnelStf

give

person having a Korkll convenient house In
the city they would like to
exchange for a small
&rm, will correspond with box 6*<t, giving location of
house, &c. The ftxm Contains about thirty acres of
excellent land, well divided Into fields, pastures and
wood lot; first class buildings,
large orcnard; within
ten minutes walk of two churches and school house,
be exchanged with or without
crops and tools.
Portland, JuTy 3d, I860.
julytdlw

of

To Pleasure Parties.

dlw

accordance with the

■

.Vo OS

U. S.

suppressed In

lhotoiirapliie floods,

Special

C. R TJNDLETT,
EXCHANGE,
STREET.

In

Mauufi 'lure

BEAT

the
me

Em

Wanted

Repaired

80 FEDERAL

TEETH 1 TEETH 1 TEETH 1
D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain.
Persons haring decayed
teeth or stnmps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite Invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines fcr sale
for Itamily use, with thorough instruction
Dr. D. can accommodate a few patients with board
and treatment at his house.
Office hours from * o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from l
to 6 P. M.. and 7 to 0 In the evening.
Consultation free.
novltf

LOOKING
the merit* of the
MEN

BOWEtf,

&

swimming

^w^taartert

Colored

INVENTORS’

June30

>•«*,

LOT of HATS,

julyMlw

entire satisfaction in all work entrusted to my care.
Sole Agent for FAIRBANKS’ CELEBRATED
BURNING FLUID. This Fluid is warauted superior to any ever offered for sale in this State.

8.

and weak backs: nervous and sick headache; dizziand
In the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels: pain in the side anil back;
lsttcsmifea, (or whites); litUing of the womb with internal cancers; tumors,
polypus, and all that long
trad to I iHseases will find In Electricity a suie means
of cuts.
Wot painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladles, Electricity is a certain
specific,
time, restore the sufferer to the
ness

fo* yourselves.

see

AT
GOODS!

! "\7I7RINGRS of all kinds repaired
VV possible manner.
Long experience

Sqiiil

Ida rfi «t

circulation maintained.

LADIES
Who have cold hands and feet: weak stomachs, lams

EVER OFFERED AT RETAIL IN PORTLAND,

June‘22—t 2v.»

VO. Ill FEDERAL STREET,

Bails and Bigging for Bale.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks of tie
new Brig Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement,
can

|

active

Dr.

2 a-'rcfc St. Bi £ «V.

mo.

will be

133

ana

youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
presented; the calamities of old age obviated and an

The Largest and Best

AI*o F.*»e
CaftinfcMK Mid Dr<rWr2;
Tab e Linen, NapKiat, a -rl Lin n Hdifj, i’a aso p.
A 1 1 wu Cl V* »M te eoM fie low as tho uiarlet wl !
:it*0

Wringers

MANUFACTURERS’ PRICES.

JOHN E. DOW & SON,

May 20,1866.

T1

Eeing 60 per

TOURISTsT”

The draft of the spars

Black

—

JittitH lw*

•

Varying from

TNSURAceCE against accidents in traveUingon your
A summer excursions can be effected hi reliable offices. as follows:
cents we will give you a ticket insuring your
me for $3,900, which your heirs will receive in ca£U of
death by accident, and $15 per week compensation in
case of injury in travelling. Tickets good for twentyfour hours, longer periods in
proportion; or for $25
we will issue a policy on your fife for
$5,000, and $25
per week compensation against all and every description of accident, travelling or at home. Less sums In
proportion.
All persons are invited to call at our office and receive farther information.

__

13

And

SILKS and ALPACCAS.

garments

GARMENTS IN PRICES

attention:

saved in perfect order.
at our store,

No.

GOODS!

VICKE2Y

It h ch out i»rj3ti«sa« t'u
S**ing Ala
dii-na kfl iwn to ex st
An xs mi nit tlon of it at t iw
Ro -m wi J convince »ou 'f i s value
fST^tiim I B'.f* o k«m b mil whenever rc*
-HMwte )i
We hive a’ao fir t c’pm gewdoc Machines for lam-

TRAVELLERS AND

These

A'*a

flow

/HI

ttiie

No Old Rubbish,
But all a(CB SjtfVF GOODS, dirt it

Commercial Si

1>KE88

&U34MF1E

WITHOUT REGARD TO COST.

Surpasses the Best Work Done by Hand.

seen

People prelbr to bay li ir

CHEAP! CHEAP!! CHUAP!!!

Anotfee.* lot of

Ladies Silk & Cloth Garments,

The Kheumatic, the gouty, the bune and the lazy
leap with joy, ana move with the agility and electricity of youth; the heated grald le cooled; the frostbitten limbs restore I, the uncouth delormities removed; Alin Cnees converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the (tainted farm to more upright: the blemishes of

NEW GOB' «! NRW GOODS!!

11ECEIVED!

Assortment of

and

Q-ooUs

&€o..

NEW
Best

complaints.

JtliiCoy Button Store!
Bscaueoihey got GOOD GOODS, r.nd get’th.m
CHEAP.
june29 tw*

Wharf for sale.

j inejlc3w

DAYS,

tion, constipation and liver complaint, pile*— we cure
case that can be presented: asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

every

By Electricity

Fancy

That the

Lumber!

Lynch,

et.

that he has

dyspepsia,

is”it

Eemlock Pianfrs,

Portland

o

PAYSON,

EXCHANGE STREET.

"■WJbi7”

S3C" Orders fhr Dimensions filled at
short notice.
#

$Al.«'Tn»

H.

*

Artificial Teeth Inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite bale. All operations warranted to Eire satisaetton.
Jnne3Q,«4«o<lts&wly

Call

FROwT

3 and 4 in. Sprnce and

ft

vicinity,

they

maySOdtf

jiy STOCKS and BONDS. GOLD and SILVEB
COIN, bought and sold.
Junel6d6w*

fr. Spruce Boards and Scant-

500,000

'“-’tr

under i^noi effer to the Ladies
vicliuty fer He xujct

CHEAP!

p. M.

Electrician,

removed Ills office from Clapp's Block to
111 MIDDLE STBEET,

! of the worst forms of disease In persons who have
tried other forma of treatment in vain, and curing
patients In so dhort a time that the question is often
asked, do
stay cored? To answ er this question
we will say that all that do not stay cored, we will
doctor the second time.
I>r. D. has been a practical Electrician for
twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated
physician.
to chronic diseases in
Electricity is perfectly
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsv or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy of speech,
indiges-

BANK,

186$.

FGK

M.

ortunitv to all

o

!

adapted

chance

it

L,

(PdEMING,

citizens of Portland aiul
WHERE

B. C. SOMERBV, Cashier.

Portland, Feb. 16th,

lie g

SACKS,

At 133 Middle

oi’»

A

O

permanently located In this city. Daring the two
years we have been In this city, we have cured some

card.

500,000

A5 d Cassocks!

OSGOOD,

NATIONAL

M

Nearly Opposite the United Slates Hotel,
he would respectfully announce to tho

SALE AT THE

--

ANl>

CLOTH

now

32

GOODS

Lumber,

CASSOCKS

FAOTOBY BO. END DEEBING’S BBIDGE.

CANAL

—i—^j-i-*—y*.

SlLK sacks,

their

this

june27d2w

60 a<d58 Exchafue Ht..
r to Lowell & Seuicr’a

Has

2m^

30 per cent.

to

Very Respectfully,

Next do

junjl2i6.v

FOE

Thanklut for past favor, jour special attenllcn is

directed

....

VlAOK.
O^OBT »- toJUNG,

v

E

DR. W.
IVLeclie&l

DAYS,

I take p'r-i.ure in
cfferiDR
who may wis*i,to bnv

.fcT’ T'EMHIBBR

R

the

may I9isd h

SEXOUJU EQUALLED.

DRY

Each <rf the vessels Is well found, and wlU be sold as
she now stands, with rigging, sails, boats, cables, anchors, furniture, Ac. An Inventory of the articles to
be sold with each vessel can be >een at this
Navy
Yard, and will be exhibited on the day of sale.
Five per centum of the purchase money must b3
paid on the day of sale, and the remainder before tha
vessel is removed from the Navy Yard, which must
be done within six days after the date of salt
T. BAILEY, Commandant.
Julyletaw2w

tfatj .pal Bask qf Port’and
Witni Nitfou..! H..u!t Of Per Jv i>.
Cdhil tyui,na! XittQk of T’Ctll u-id.
21 r.hautv’ SatiOuti Bank oi Pwtlind.

'O

ilenuction o£20

a

tonnage law.—length 142,10 feet, breadth 3o,75

new

feet, depth 13,94 feet.
Tne Schooner Henry Janes Is of the
fallowing
registered dimensions required by the new tonnage
law: Length 109.75 feet; breadth 29.65 feet; depth 9

iiTs Y;ho~ loan,

^ »KING cIcu.gua io change v v lu*ir.6ts I
13 e; my entire Stock of Good f r

At

—

The Bark XU nan Allen la a lino modelJ*
vessel
of tl*o allowing registered dimensions required by the

First

Executed.

THIRTY

Rnebnek is of the following registered
dimensions required by the new tonnage law,
134,28
feet, breadth 28,43 feet, depth 14,41 feet.
length

Kay 34,18*5.

HO 1-2 FEDERAL STREET.
July 4—2w*

PAPERS!

feet.
The Bark

Ko iH Bo ith Luud iitn jt,Phi.u-

TEN WEEKS

Order Box and Slate at

We aak part cu'.ar attoniiou o a'4l w ho a e ir. want
Wo have the best
of.Movtti Papers to oar uto;k.
ratte vs. ee eotud vxprpssly for the Retail Trade
and such Ai cannot fail to giro. at.afaction.

—

‘Tubsoription Agent,

Refebences—Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, Bangor;
Hon. W. A. P. Dillingham, Waterville; Rev. H. B.
Abbott, Lewiston; Rev. H. P. Torsev, Kents' Hill.—
Addres.s
G. W. JEWKTT,
d2w
Kent's Hill, Maine.

or

CoitAAifda!»t*§ Office, June 29,1*65.
U, S. Steamers Dnwa* ArkuuMiia and
YVainauttu, and the Barks Roebuck and
Ethan Alien, and the Schooner Heary Jmh€«.
Will be bold at public Auction, THUkhlftA^ July
304863, at 12 o’clock M., at this Yard.
The Dawn is a Screw Steamer, with two masts,
schooner-rigged; one vertical engine; diameter of
cylinder 48 inches, stroke of piston 3o inches. She is
ot tlie following registered dimensions, required
by
the new tonnage law, viz.,
length 132.24 feet,
breadth 28,57 feet, depth 9,61 feet.
The Arkansas is a Screw Steamer of light draft,
schooner-rigged, three masts; has one vertical engine ; diameter of cylinder 40 inches, stroke of piston
30 inches.
Registered dimensions required by the
new tonnage law,—length 147.70 feet; breadth 30,06
feet; depth 19 feet.
The W tnuniu Is a Screw Steamer, tchoonerrigged, three masts: has one vertical engine; diameter of cylinder 24 inches, stroke of piston 30 inches.
Registered dimensions required by the new tonnage
law,—length 127 feet, breadth 26,79 fee*, depth 8,60

F|7HB
JL

Popnlar Loan of tho People

JOT

July4td

use,

__

ffarket

in

LIKEWISE,
prs Matched Horses; 6 Homes suitable for

U. S. Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H.

cfmmtioiis oi (his

Congress

HILL

secession of

Neatly

t

Le*a Jbtaa 9280,000 00b of.tha*Ln*n authorized by
are now on the market.
This amount, at
the rafe at*rfhWhft f» being absorbed, wi.l be tubeoribod for wftfcin sixty days, urtfek^tta. nctea wilt
URjou’ tcdy oummuot; a prvniiiw, iw&a* .riioraily
Ketn th<« .case on cfoilng tin t>iAt\jcr*»tfovw to othw
l&nsf*.
^
tuwn and seotiow oi
In order that citizens
Ibr
:•!
Aoiiitiue
(akirg ths
tlyicon*
t^n, ♦ he Nation%\ Bc-uks, btate Banks, aud Private
Bankers throughout the country lia$e‘ gsuernlly
a^reei to reepivo subscriptions at par Subscrife-s*
will seleot the r own agonis, in whoua they have (on*
udoaco. and who only are to be rewpowsib'e ihr the
ttto notgs or which they reoe-ve order*
ieiivery

103,215 44

Monday, July 17th.

and half
good an

Sear

industrious

upon work—honest toil— as an evil more to be
shunned than wretchedness, squallid poverty
and incipient starvation.
June 16th the

Great

FOB BOYS,

Ail the New Publications

cratic or

the

Loan

Only

&c.

Uvery or Ihmlly

olTored by GoTerBB><i*t, aud in suo-trior ,dvintages moke it the

Presidext.
July 41 w

.SOULD, Cashier.

commence

Two

affect only tve xna te? oi iqt*rest —»
The pa .ai-.ni in gold, it made, will be equivalent
the currency iuterett of (ho higher rate
Thergiana to specie payment**, in the event of
which im will be tho option to pa interest in gold
bo a.ailcd of, wgptd so reduce and equoliz* prices

FAMILY SCHOOL

Tit© book buying public.ere rc9peetrul.’v infbrrnlfl
wnlewe a way* ol odi tha.vce on, of th1' Fullbtui#ur u«jk h
u c tv, wh oa are
spceialiy selected to a com ncdaic the retail tta:e.

of the Demo-

Copperhead journals that preaches
daily homilies on the innate laziness of the
negro, and resists his freedom from control on

SMITH,

KENTS’

Wlil

heavy double harnosaes, 15 sleigh robes, blankets,

halters,

8BRIB8

The

I****.-. 1,151,67108
U. S. Securities,. 1,625,067 40
Due from Banka,... 526^612 31
2 00222
Expenses,.
Specie.
4^04 78
State Bank Monev.
20,320
Lawful Money. 327,33490

BOOKS,

Stock of a Livery Stable at Auction.
y\N Saturday July 8th, at 10 A.M., at the stable
V/ on India street, formerly occupied by Taylor &
Boothby, the entire stock without the least reserve, consisting as follows: 2 hacks, 4 top buggies,
20 open buggies, 1 two wheel chaise, 1 skeioton
Wagon, 1 large passenger wagon, 1 double sleigh, 0
single harnesses, 2 setts light double harnesses. 1 set

Hour

RESOURCES.

Price*-*-—

c

AUCTIONEER, la Exchange a;

£. M. i*ATJJCN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange St.

tha« ; aroh- set made n ith «ix perej nt. In go! would
be fully equal to thosu made with sovon aud three-

3,558,411 64

»

Fsi uMiii

6.

Second Board—Stocks dull.
American Gold..1384
United States 6-30 coupons.106
United States 10-40 coupons...971
Treasury 7-30.
99:
United States one year Certificates. 9ft
New York Central.. 06

I

466 T70

Profits,....

sT

••

$5000

The«»lghtcb'n£®msdeiwtbe

Deposits,—net,.2,336,426 20

Wm. Edw

“

«

Tfli ».d

8660,000

Circulation,.

RETAIL,

«

PATTEN,

tal tjbt lt sixtv-gtx hundred -quart test'
Inis property being o the p
lmip,. ,boron hf.te
ot the oily, is
cutty too easmg in v It,. tng „ge.s .
good oppor.unlly for invet-taitut.
Iter PArtioutSfi nnd plsu of property, call at the
offioeof he Aon tonoer.
Jmeacttd

tenth*per obnt.ih currency.

Capital Stock,....

fen*

•«

Army.

30—dtd

ON

“

*500
#1000

..

U. S.

VnluaMe Krai Estate on IWitldln
St, at Auction.
Friday, July 7thgut 13 o'clock, on the pmni**"• u very rulusbl: otot
iund, wltn the bu dtugs Iheienu, situated on the urew.url. side ot Mildl.-. miner ot Usrnp hire s rert. Tnj, lot b.. «lro t
on Mid tie stre t ul about
eighty ",o teat sud con-

note.

#100
J

PAPERHANGING

raaySOeouSm

York, July

CO,

ft

?t, I ho mud Block.

«

dato.

OP PORTLAND, JULY, 1885.

Miscellaneous, School and Scientific

ilv u-eauo manaiacturic^ i-nrp ks
33^~ Ago oyfor Main* *«2j Exchange street, Portland, Prx Bl« or, over Te'eg’aob Office

Liverpool—quiet.
Stock

AJVH

such as Ledgers. Journals, Dav Bo k?, lull
boun ot any siz), always on hand, and as
assortment as can bo found in the State.

Markets.
New

Cotton—higher. Sales

80 :Jomrny.c’a:

-•

ACCOUNT

BLANK

Wo. 8

^

ry

rqninof
BUKGE3S, Fi>3KS

I^oring,

WHOLESALE

E. M.

Tho Not, t of this Thiid Serial ere precisely similar
in form and privileges to the Sevaii-rJurtiia already
Mid, exnep that th, Government rcretvej to Itself
th option o r nyltg intere.t in gold ar in at 6
per
ceu ,ins ead cf 7 ."Mothsin currency.
Subscriber,
will deduct the interest in currency op lb
July 15th,
at th, time) when they rabmribe.
Tue delivery .f the notts of this third series oi the
seven-thirties will ocmmtnoe on tic: 1st of Ju: e, end
will be made promptly and continuously after that

The First National Bank

hand a large *i«o tm«vrt?ef
ai.d ambkioan Station-

Lowest

6.
subscriptions to the 7-30 loan on the 4th
and 5th of July, amounted to $5,668,500.
-t.

on

June

Notts of nil the denominations named wiM be

QUARTERLY STATEMENT

AT THE

Philadelphia, July

.’g

For ter®h

Jutt»9d2ia

..

*50

oa s

Quartermaster

Ass’t

promptly for. ish«d spoa receipt of subscriptions.

Toe good Stcarer CASCO can I c
charto;cd ♦ e«»iy txcurOon ai.itg
r~
*ti*r ri&Q+r
the Ulnml'i or to t-arpawoil, ou
*UliHl>AYf», iVunSUAYS AK!» FHIDAIS of each
wieW. Sabba h boho >l
tn i^ocVipp, intending »o
a'gv.o oveta -ei
* th
(oci’i-g sei 4 >n vill do well to

*pp»y

<•

jO
SI

Excursions.

Exchange Street,

KEP.P cons.aiitly

The 7-30 Loan.

£

Ac

French, Kmjlish
ery, which th y o»:e*at

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

STONE

A splendid banquet was given to Gen. Sherman at Masonic Temple Monday evening, at
which he made one of his happiest speeches.
The Fourth was appropriately celebrated.

Out; cent per day
Two eenl*
Ten

BOUSES,

EIYW'd It. PATTEN, Auctioneer, la
Exchange St.

,

Tha interest at 7-30 per cent, amounts to

juue2tid2m

—

Banquet to Gen. Sherman.

1.

o o

DAT!

PKK

June 21,1865.

PORTLAND, MK,

NEWraXtFCTME

Washington.

The United States
Commander Williams, sailed yesterday for the
eastern coast of Maine. She will return here
in a few days.

g

THU’S

I*

9.45 A. vr.* <; 2 15 P M
k. u mng will
leave the Pool at lu 45 A. M. an t b. 15 P. !W
Fare far the Exirr-ioo down Rod ack trnni Saco,
Di etd
C ildroii un er t«?u >ea>. li if price
SHi tio orv^rriican be m
trrthiSo
Itadrui4 ii»d boat for Sib atb fcchy'I* an.! ctlnr
/.8?oc‘*Hi
Ltl Paith-t? rh triav whh to go to the
Pool from this City.
F- r iii lieu tusinquire oi LU UKIi BRYANT,
BI (. e ore, of
R033 ft SI URD1V AN i\ Portlan l.

Stationery ]

56 and 58

WORTHINGTON, WARNER & CO
At either of theabors plaoes.
Jan27eodSm

Washington, July 5.
The Govemmeut yesterday contributed its
share to the 4th by firing cannon and the exhibition of fireworks. The only oratory of the
day was furnished by the Colored National
Monument Association on the grounds south
of the Executive Mansfbn.

z

t h o

<» *■

—OF—

Short

business odnoation.
Scholarships good, for time unlimited thoroughou' the entire chain.
For Clroular, So., address

Corpus Case again.
Philadelphia, July 5.
In the Cozzens habeas corpus case to-day,
Judge Thompson of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania ordered the release of Cozzens,
and delivered an opinion that the right of the
President to suspend the writ of habeas corpus
is only given to him by Congress during the
continuance of war.

*

HARRY BAKER,
Manger.

Stable,

The property ot the United States Government.
vsr Term# CASH In Government Funds.
By Order of
C»pt. HENRY INMAN,

are now wor' h a handsome premia nt,
are exempt, aau.ro a.i the Uoreomant Bondi,
from State, (Jointly, and Municipal
ion, which
addi/rom mtt- to three per cent. per annum to their
value, according to the ra+e levied upon otborprop*
erty. The imerort is payable aemi annually by coupons attaeliod t-» each note, which nnj be cut off
aud sold to any bank or banker.

Ferry) at

Bank.

'Gilson's

Thew Bonds

The*areond aw.lt-t-oing 3 earner
V'Vl};, Uoldlliwailb master, will
unr i jartber notice ?esve
Factory
I«lanU Wharf, bato. lor ihr ’rool. (touching at the

in

tor

The Cozxens’s Habeas

Belfast, July 5.
steamer Tioga, Lieut.

rods of the

few

a

AUCTION,

10 n’cloeh A. M„

at

TWO SERVICEABLE

i.

GQtB-BEABiNG 8UM0S

can

Orleans.
New Orleans, July 1.
Mr. Kennedy has been reinducted Into the
Mayoralty, and appointed a committee which
has announced a programme for the celebration of the 4th of July.
In the cotton market there have been no
sales of moment.
The sugar and molasses
market is at a stand still.

Gunboat Tioga.

within

w. 3-m ?»si Per

PUBLIC

AT

Monday, Jaly 10th,

jr*

U

HOLD

BE

on

7-80

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

TWO

ROOM PAPERS!

From New

The

F

run

▼

▼

ht«e notes ,4re isflaed mod or th# lata u!
Jaj ^
1865, an are jayablo three year* ir«M tr At
curreuoy, or are oonvuriibl at u« option r.r u,.
kclder nto

LIABILITIES.

Oonoord,.F. H.

tenth^sr mut. iutereitper annum

and

AND

are

the Island.
The Horse Cars

July 3—dtf

16-dj/

HAMPSHIRE

'l*TILL

tLe

as

HOLMES, Awct oneer

AUCTION SALES.

s«ri-, 0f Treasury Rotor, bocring

three

C SABLES E. TOE U S.
junc.Otf

«' w
L.
tv.

i

on

TICKETS

pommeroial Golleg©.

From. North Carolina.
Newbebn, N. C., July L
It is reported that the government is about
to make an important seizure In the direction
of the North Carolina gold mines.
Recent orders instruct Gen. Cox to remain
in command of this department until the return of Gen. Schofield.
There is a great rush of political sinners to
Gov. Holden for pardon. He has appointed
J. F. Hough Mayor of Newbem.

the

^

Bradford.,

Books,

Washington St., Boston, Mass.
MEW

years.

Sailing of

ington,

®*No 3oo Tore Street —g
Jane

the t’.ir*
and

knows

LEAVE

CarpentcrtA Ship-Joiners’, Coop< rs’ aud Uttlken’ Tools, Ac.,

St.

public
seven

and Saturday.

Manufacturer of and Dealer in

^Exchange

#f (),„ So jretary of the Treasury,tlio
the isen-.raisuhscrip'.i:n Agert ter the
sale ol the United fita
es Securities, oilers to the

(4RAND TRUNK WHARF, Wednesday,
at9Aaiid 11 o’clock, A. M., and at 21 P. M.
REFRESHMENTS will be nirulakrd r*y Mr. Part-

Has removed f om Ms o'.d stand In Union Street to
No 200 ForeSt, where he is prepared to till aU orders for Carpenters’ and otter Tools, of the very
host quality, at short not ice and on reasonable terms.

years; and James Basham Missouri, aged 102

From

Traders’

Avon ob SaLBm crory evening, ••nil Wo In dny
Ladies aie inriiid to at-

Caiurday altorneoua.
jntt
tend tho naira

nndorsboied,

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,

From ‘i t Union to 200 Fore St,
and

rsci*io3,

Ify authority

TO PLEASANT COVE !

EEMOYALI
urers'

for Portland, at

BARGE COMFORT,

for Portland sad VioinUy.

Opposite Manniac

aubtcrlber hrs taken theS'cre No IC9 atdtrtt, near the United States Uriel l,r the au.
Uu>! and Commission kual eee, ar.d ia prrntrtd "to
, rtO'ire eon.|gnmenrs ot D'i nnt!
Facer otcds
Boot* and Shura, Furniture, Au, Liberal oath adrancca on gooda consigned for po*:tie« aale.
halt a
of Kurnitaru Ileal Estate, or any liud
ottrojcity
promptly attends to. A good am.it rent utiny
an ]
Fancy Goods conatantly on hnt d lor pm ate

JMIIC
I. al

--ON THE-

LITTLE, Agent

juue.itfU

FIRE WORKS!
ipWeottm

D.

Island

P. M.

Sales.

▲notion and Commission Store.

”

1330,00 0,0 0 0.

EXCUH SIONS

information eh orfu’lr pfven oii appli

W.

Tmrd.

Leave Cusliing’s Island, touching at Peaks, at 11.15
M., and 5.15 P. M.
Tickets Down and Back 25 eta; Children 15 cts.
June 16—tf

tsenr

All needful
oation to

I

A.

paid.

r

FIRE WORKS,

Hittle, Agent,

seuse ofth? ie?m, a d 01*0 a
1
1 e
<d*pr.sed of to
the company for the r eiju obi v’*u .* in cash.
Ma .v Po'icjo? tvker, otil attl l*» ageiuy have fuel eased more taan
b\flg p r cent v, :h_* aem original; y Insured as nuottHr* ol cur best 'it.zens cin
tesfi y.
Dividend* are now declar'd annually ard may
b applied in pay meet of Pr-mioms ot to
augment
thrt insurances* h«K*.oh»ie.
To tho e who pret«.r tlieTKN yearly payment?,
n
other corapan present a su- h ndva ttage as h a
gives icoie than 00r*pou d interest fir fiio money

Fare,

STsl'TJF S

7-30 XSX&

Cushing’s Islands,

Returning, leaven Cushing’s

9.46 A. M. and 2.46

■

an?State Booms of

her trip, to

Auction

■_

M.

“irfet,

Tht Cash Atari art larger, being more than
dcitbli tiio .o ef uuy ether'
It Liab liry >« Its In prooorUuu to a*seta.
Its Lit i ends are
larger, being trtnty per eent.
on
participating p umaics tor t e past 5 yearc, or
moiethau was ever tool red by any oth r Life
Company ii»h»wo M.
It fnruiahe? adv^nta^es over
he Note system,
without thedisadvantages of'No es and accumuiutlog l-ita eat.
It* Policies are eoastaitt y inor
a^ieg in value and
amount by the additi n of the L)iv dead?
Its Policii? ere non fo FKir«.H'.r, in the true

rive in Kiohu ond the ue«t aft moon
Tun Steamers M this Lino navigate the James
Ki/er entirely tj tin car-tune giving pa sene era a
liuocpp-.ruaity of s-ei •gti e tort fixations, Du to a
U*p, and all othir otjec o of interest.

furaiiuse in toe Saloons

YORK,

lnng;

'

THIS DAY, June 16tb, running as follows, until
further notice.
Leaves Burnham’s Wliarf for Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands, at S and 10.30 A. M., and 2 and 1.30 P.

This Company, (>-s h well known) pre*enfs advantage 8 such as uo other company in this couniry c.tn

GEOKgE LEAKY, ‘Japi. Blikemav; JAMES*.
BRADY, Cspt Landi*; CITY FOlNi, t.apt. Talbot; DICiATOK C« t Untniso
Pass ng rs F*arin? Ba t more ia the evening, ar-

The

xi

and

Financial.

XX_\

■

UNITED

.1.*,

'wiU commence

Peak’s

(ESTABLISHED IN 1843.)
Its Cash Assets being: $13,000,000.
Its Annan Income more than $3,000,000.
It s Nett Increase in ’65 nearly $1,800,000.
Its Surplus Dividends to Policy Holders the
last Five Yeats $3,000,000.

JblOiiMONjJ,

Bangor

Bangor, July 5.
Mr. Hutchins of Penobscot, the only remaining veteran of the Revolution remaing in
New England, participated in the celebration
of the Fourth of July at Bangor. His mind
remains clear, and his health is good. But
three other revolutionary patriots remain to
welcome the return of our national anniversary : viz., Samuel Cooke of Clarendon, N. Y.,
whose age is unknown; Samuel Downing of
Edinburg, Saratoga County, N. Y., aged 100

W. ID.

Daily, at 0 P. M.:
From Cbuksb’s Whabb, foot of Frederick Street.
and

?

Wo. 31

j-JLINE

For FOBTHSda MOWBOBi,

Agency!

Mutual Life insurance Go.,

Mnc

Ini'

Fine Steam-

and

l

GREAT

OF THK

The

»

j

tiltl foitiatid

•^■11

For the 1*1,,.;,

r
YOU I1STES J TO INS'
LIFE
ttrfak
rn,arJt rxistinfi P licit:, apply a tl.o I
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PrompUy, Act Wisely!

Act

the u, 8. Mull to Riohmond, Va.

NEW

Entertainments.
k

OF XKW
'il»e

Halifax, .V. 8.
Halifax, N. S., July 5.

The Fourth was appropriately observed by
the few resident Americans and visitors here.
The fine yacht White Wing of New York,
Constant commander, was gaily decked, and
fired a salute in the morning and evening. In
the evening the loyal Americans partook of a
dinner, at which Judge Jackson, U. S. Consul
presided. Thirteen regular, and many volunteer toasts were given, Among them one to
the Queen of Great Britain and the Lieutenant
Governor of this Province. The proceedings
were continued until a late hour.

Miscellaneous.

As there are few people working in North
Carolina except the blacks, would it not be a
good idea for the WorUi to read a few lectures
on the sin of indolence to the lazy, loading
whites of that neighborhood? Thirty thousand
rations a day given away by the Government
to the whites around Raleigh, who were too
lazy and loaferish to work!

The Fourth in

The New York

Country."

street# waiting for something to turn up, but
not trying to turn up anything”

York,

lent. The dinner was good, and the sentiments offered for the occasion
appropriate and
patriotic. The school children, some 1,500 in
number, also had a collation, which was a fine

IDLENESS

Brothers.

without a

8eek to turn
ful patlia of

6.

Naval Stores—quiet.

Alfred Hauart’b Household; By Alexander Smith, author of ‘'A Life Drama,” etc. 1
voL lfimo. Boston: Tickuor & Fields.
The prose of Mr. Alexander Smith has this

ness

Portlasd Railroad.—On the 4th of July
10,308 passengers were conveyed over the Portland Railroad. Of this number, S.212 were

conveyed

Bath, July

T,

The Fourth was observed here on a
larger
scale than ever before, Brig. Gen. T. A. Hyde
of the 1st Maine Yet. Yols.,-officiated as Chief
Marsha] of the procession, which was
very
long. The floral display was very fine. The
firemen were out in mil ranks, and presented
an attractive feature of
thefprocession. The

was

~

better call upon the
affair.

Celebration of the Fourth in Bath.

of

ClNOLNKATI, July 4.
A dispatch to the Gazette from Lexington,
love to see smiles Instead of frowns on a man’s
Ky., announces that the notorious guerrilla
lace. In common parlance, the picnic was a Pete Everett has been arrested and lodged in
jail in that place on the charge of murder and
“complete succest*”
burning railroad trains.
The Gazette’s Nashville dispatch says Gen.
Iiows.—At the City Hotel yesterday afterJohnson is in hot pursuit of the guerrilla Mcnoon some soldiers were making a
disturbance, Wall and a squad of outlaws, with every prosw.ien policeman Meserve was called in.
The pect of their speedy
capture.
set
soldiers
upon him, knocked him down and
kicked him in the face, and then escaped.
From Savannah.
Shortly afterwards some soldiers went into the
New Yore, July 5.
The steamer Nevada, with Savannah dates
United States Hotel, and kicked up a disturb
of
the
1st
insL, has arrived.
ance, a tempting to pull thaclerk over the countThe Savannah Herald announces the arrier. Officer Eastman went in, and they resisted
val at that place of Gov. Johnson, and his corhim. He broke bis cane over the head of one
dis! reception by the people. The City Council adopted resolutions of welcome, and requestof the men, and finding they were too many
ing the Governor to deliver an address, which
for him, blew his whistle for assistance.
Offi- was
complied with. The address was to be
cers Sterling and Wyman soon came to his
delivered on the evening of the 1st.
and
three
of
the
Boldiers were
assistance,
arrested, one of whom was discovered to beThe Stabbing Affair at Bangor.
long to the party that assaulted Officer MeBangor, July 5.
On the evening before the 4th, a stevedore,
serve.
named McGraw, was stabbed on Central Bridge
Mortality of Pobtland.—The whole
by a colored barber, named Williams, and innumber of deaths in Portland during the stantly killed. The latter gave himself up,
mouth of June was twenty-nine—the smallest alleging that he used the knife in self-defence,
and did not know at the time that he had
number for any month for many years—oi
these there died of

TO THE DAIEY PRESS.

the

EVENINGPAPERS.

Templars, a temperance organization of this
city. The grove where it was held is a rough
place, but the more rustic on that account.
The grounds arc on the banks of the Saco,
which is now a full “flowing river,” the water
being much higher than usual at this season
of the year. Soon after we entered the grounds
we saw a large hogshead full of good water
which was dipped up in mugs through a square
hole. That was a good sign of temperance. The
mugs were to constant use during the day, but
the old cask did not give out. There was
enough and good water too.

and who, in

HI TELEGRAPH,

gines was progressing Tuesday afternoon, a cow
belonging to Mr. Jose, which was with a held
in that vicinity, was shot through the neck,
from the discharge of a pistol in the hands of a
cowardly fellow, and who will be likely to find
that it was a costly shot.

July

J

right

to

reject all

propi «*l»re«rv oil
J. W. OLRBISII,

Supt.

3—dSw

nirrSlt*1***’

Bank.

of »S per-B re will bo paid to t'.e
Stockholders of the 'tte Here nt>' Hi>l na
and after J*'/ 3“/>on the iurre-d ref )Ai- cir-

A

DIVIDEND

tiftcate) rf •lock

CHAU. FAYSON, Cashier
Portland, June 8d, 1866.
Jar. lit,

>

Railroads.-—

Wants, Lost and Found.

Miscellaneous.

•"■■Hotels.

For Sale and to

Let.

Medical.

Medical.

__

SELii’s

W anted

Agents

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

J

—worn—

hai r

LIFE !

The Secret Service, The Field, The

Dungeon,
B

A Magical Preparation

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

STAINS8t*As aU

HAIR DRESSING,

THK

most

Tribune Correspondent-

unsurpassed.
customers, after using one bottle,
DOZEN BOTTLES for their own

llshed, embracing Mr. Richard®®®,8
experience for four years: travelling through

t^!L*

CKWTS.

Julyl—lra*

Wholesale and Retail,
-BY-

&

815 Reward.
Gen. 6hep'ey*g, June 28th,

from
a middle friza Black S!ut—answers to the name 02
“Bess'*— four while feoi, whi e breast, aod white
ring nearly r >uud theneok, shaggy cuily hair; has
been partially shaved. Whoever Mill return her to
Gen. dhcplev, or give information leading to his recovers. hail receive the above rewatd.

SIBAYBD

For sale at

OffSTIS

Btlrring

jni

Lost.

CHARLES

the
at the

Louth in the secret service of
outbreak of the war; with ouv armles and fleets, both
two years of the ReEast and West, during tbf
his confinement for
bellion; his thrilling capture,
uinerent rebel prisons; his
seven
in
months
twenty
miraculous
journey by night oi
escape, and almost
events,
nearly 400 mile®* 01 the abound in
fact, incident, and romance
and contains n*ore
other work yet published.
of the war
Teacher* ladles, energetic young men, and especially returned and disabled officers and soldiers, in
wans of profitable employment, will find it particularly adapted to their condition. We have agents
P®r month, which we will prove to any
Send for circulars.
doubting
Address
American Publishing Company, Hartford. Conn.
Scranton & Burr, Agents.

use.

PIETY

2Ter1P,*kr
unparalleled

interesting and exciting

applicant.

It is

PRICK

RICHABDSOE,

."*t

rTIHIS preparation will free the head from Dand-I tuft and RESTORE THE HAIR TO ITS
NATURAL COLOR. It ih NOT A DYE, but operate# on the roots—restoring them to their natural,
*8 perfectly clean’ a"d NEVEB

of our
come and take a

and The Escape,

ALBERT D.
N. Y.

DRESSING THE HAIR.

Many

Y

CO.,

Rent Wanted.
central
immediately,
WANTED
part of the city, good rent of eight
family wit outchi'drtn.
in the

ern

B

I>.

W.

OFFICE,

cents per lb. for all Pamphlet*
delivered at the oflloe ot the Portland Sugar Co.,
oornor Commercial aod Maple *t*.
J. M. BROWN.
janildtf

pay

1W1LL

CLARK,
FOB

ICE

THE SEASON

tkh

..

..

Forty

*6.00
8.00
10.00

.<

lbs.
When wanted tor a longer time than the above, it
wlU be delivered at the same rate per month, but
when not wanted for the full season It will be charged at the rate of *2 per month for 10 lbs a day.
Notice of change of Residence, if given at the Office, Instead of the driver, will always prevent disappointment.
Anv customer leaving town for two weeks or more
at one time, by giving notice at the office, will be entitled to a proper reduction.
Confr:.Ial;:t“ against the Driver for neglect, carelessness, or any other cause, must he made at the Office,
and will be attended to promptly.
may22d2m

FORTES.

Flour, Beef, Pork, Lard and Hams.
UTJATAPSCO” Family Flour I ST, LOUIS
i FAMILY FLOUR and a large assortment ot

Choice Doable Extra, and Extra Favorite Brands.
CANADIAN and WESTERN
Heavy Mess, Clear and Ex. Clear Fork.
MESS, EX. MESS and PLATE BEEF.
RODDIS* LARD IN TIERCES.

The undersigned begs leave to anthat they are manufacturing and
rp-essyB
lL- * U.keep constantly on hand

Piano Fortes,

&

New York.

All instruments sold by ns are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
March 8—d&wtf

CAYUGA

CHIEF

MOWER !

NUMBE R2
4{ inches,

built wholly of Iron and
warranted to be the lightest draught Machine In the Market, and is sold ait the same price as
all others which cut about four feet.
4 feet

CUTS
Steel,

The Cayuga Chief9 No. 4,
Is really a One Horse Machine, not only in name but
in practice. It cuts 31 fbefc, and Like the No. 2, is constructed of Iron and Steel. Every Machine is warranted—the No. 2 to cut ftom 10 to 12 acres in ten hours;
the No. 4, with a horse weighing ftom BOO to 900
pounds, wil| cut with ease from 6 to 8 acres in ten
hours.
Send for Circulars to

H. W. LANCEY ft CO.,

Agents,

HARD WARE DEALERS, PORTLAND, MAINE.
Manuifcctured by

Woodman & Burnham, Biddeford, Me.
YOU

H. W.
A

WILL ALSO FIND

O

AAA

Pine Plank, suitable for
Cisterns, 12 feet long.
100 M Clear Pine Shingles,
100 M No. 1 Cedar Shingles,
FEET

500 M Pine and Spruce Laths to arrive in a few days.
Pme, Spruce and Hemlock Dimensions sawed to
Order. Doors, Sashes and Blinds constantly on band
and made to order.
For sale at prices to suit the

Coal, Coal.

\

i 1A TONS fresh mined Georges Creek Cumd Vdld berland Coal—a superior article for Blacksmith use; shipped from Baltimore, now landing anil
for sale by
RANDALL, McALLISTER & CO.
No. 60 Commercial Street.
aii
o-'iorg by mall promptly attended to.
ap29tf
HHDS. prime Grocers* Sugar.
351
30
15

Hhds.)
Tcs. } Choice

Congress st.,

CORNER OF CASCO* CONGRESS,.
Hare opened

a

First Class Oyster
The bestof New York and
on band.

TRAINS
From

From

Saloon.

landing, and

P.M.

Freight trains leavo Portland

and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
A
edtf
Portland, pril 3,1806.

for

E.

lw

landing

brig
Roberts,
CHURCHILL & CO.,
No. 4, Portland Pier.

and for sale

Scotch

Canvas,
SALE BY-

JAMES T. PATTED &
BATH,

CO.,

ME.

t)f If \ BOLTS Superior Bleached

Delivered

..

1*“’

Arbroath.

ap22dtf

Salt.

JPortlandl

I
Ovviob,
Maroh 11, 1866. f
OF PORTLAND Six per oeat, Bonos are
for sale at this office, in sums to suit, not lets
than S600, on one, two, three, fowr, and ten years'
time, with interest coupon, attached, payable semi-

all other

CITY

mar 13d t

HENRY

P.

LORD,

f_Treasurer.

ECONOMYJS

inlorra. his

lVNllY

DMSORIPTIOM

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES'
Bo (hat Money can be Saved in these War Unit,
J.

B. STORY, No. 28 Exchange S'.

Ang 27—dtf

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River,
On and after June
tween Portland and

J

1, the fhre be-

Bangor will be
83.00; Rockland $2.00; other landon
the
River
reduoed in proings
*
portion, per steamer Regulator.
A. SOMERBY, Agent.

Portland, May SI, 1886—dtf

New Bedford Copper Company.
mHE undersigned agents of the above Company,
prepared to furnish suits of

are

YELLOW METAL k OOPPEB

SHEATHING,

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal, Spikes. Nails Ac.
short notice and delivered at any port required.
MoGILVERY, RYAN & DAVIS.
Sept 6—dtf

at

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have
'pHE
A
under the

this day formed a copartstyle of
nershlp
S. R. JACKSON & SON,
tar the purpose of
doing a general COAL BUSINESS,
at Sawyer's
Wharf, foot of High Street.
S. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.
tf

_

Portland, June 12,

JULY

€,1865
Fire Works, Bre Works !

ORAS. day. J.
114 Middle ft.
from the &B8T
u,**««rs

Our Works are
tea ranted to give satisfaction.
Oar long stick Rookst,are preterabln to the
one
as the, do not lose the train in pasKngHhroa.1,.
thsatr
june24eoAkwtf*“

BIGELOW t

SARGENT,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS!

aid.

44
I Marcy Dedham
T Hill W W aterville
Geo W Winchester Fail " WC Stevens Dixfield"
River Ms.
Mrs A P Larrabee Bath "
“AD Merrill Cambridge* John Locke E Po and
Me.
W Vf Willard Brownville"
port Ms.
44
S A Cashing Shrews- Kev8 D Elkins Cambridge
Vt
0 A S'evens Lirroln
bury Ms.
44
W F Farrington New- 44 M Adams
W' fton
Bedfbrd Ms.
H Clark Norti fold "
"
DK Banister Ludlow Ms 11 M Bullard Derbv
“
44
C R Harding E Salisbury " S
Quimby Newbury "
“ N
Goodrich
So
Covingu N D
George Southbridge
ton Cc.
Bis.
J Lov^joy Rockville Ct.
A P Bailey Newton Up- ** 8 S
Cummings W Thomp
per Falls Ms.
son Ct.
“FA Loomis So Tarm’th
JB Weeks Oneida Ct
Ms.
tK Dunham Tolland"
PT Kinney £ Bridgewa- " tt Parsons Rockwell"
**
ter Ms.
y II Brown Burnside
BK Bosworth W Sand- “GW Corttis
Stafford
wich Ms,
Springs Ct.
John S Day Lynn Ms. " J Bee< her Binmimgham
J L Haniford WaterCt
“
town Ms.
W McDonnal Provident
J Stephens Newburyport Ms
HI.
Geo Childs Lyden
“08 Simmon?
Qnakez
Dr B F Abbott Melrose
i
N Y.
Springs
RevitNewhall NGraham NH
H Harris
Root
NY.
**
"
A Kidder Unity
**
CKLittle Clintonrillo**
NM Bailey Uenniker '*
‘Ell Covey Masonvilie
N L Chase Candia
“
Wm Cluett& Son Troy'*
u
D VV Barber Qilmanton *' OB Ford New
York
N H.
11
W Robertson Newark N J
BF Bowles Manchester " HC
Henries Anapolta Md
N II.
I TGoodnow Topeka Kas
“CM Barres Colebrook ** A Webster U S
Army
N H
Robt White Georgeto wn D C
"LB Knight W Durham K Brown
Washington
Me.
*»
Geo A Bassett **
"RR Stlnchfleld Seco Me Dr S
Ingalls U S Surgeon
"
JM Woodbury Newfleld
44

Some of the above named Clergymen may have
changed their Pastoral charge since the publication of the
above.

PRICE, 60 CTS. AND $1 PER BOTTLE

BALTIMORE,

K.

Melrose, Mass.
F. Phillips & Co, and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
n**1"* Port lane, and sold by Druggist? and dealmoh25eod<reowflm

^V«ed,
HD.

KNIGHTS, Proprietor,

sregHLs^Hy

Weed, Weed!

for Family and ManuTHfiL^tau\Wil'« Machine
A180- tte Florence and

Shaw &

CUrl

^sta»en

Md

oxiWijNQ

bbferbncbb r
N. Boynton A Co., Howland, Hinckley A Co. A.
J Benton Cashier Nation*! Exohange Bank, Boaton; Roee Broe ,p0 tland; Cobb, Knight A Coae,
Rockland; Thayer A a argent. New York.
ap8eod8m

new

daily.

"lie

S^ew-Dri™?

Trimmings. Machines
Office 187} Middle St,
june33eodlm*

dolUr

MSt, Twist, Thyead,

itnSnSaSP 0*03*1’ vrir/ihi^
Machine

r“aiS?*a£d^r?K
8‘

OYEE,

Agent.

Neck,

Maine.

delightful location,

Vest, South,

_i

...

>

D.

o-t I’ur

transient and permant n* guests

ST.

WILLIAM

above Hotel isI he la*gest io the low-

Province*,

LINE.

SiIteftSM- Si,'*!:

notice,

WEDNK8nVe*T0 ?rt?7S!f JT.h*r^ Portland, every
*nl1

leave f>er

Ld°8lTUBl^YN^4'o“ltocrpryMWEDNKSI>Ay
These vessels

fitted np with tine
aecojnmodaU*» most speedy,
route for travellers between
*“d
sage, in 8tate Room,
*
86.09. Cabin
passage M OO. Meals extra.
Goods torwarded by this line to ana irom Mon°be0’ B“lgor’ Bstl1’ A“P“ta, Eastport and

H£B/^pa6ee?g6.r^,maiu*this
5Jf® *£d eomfortjhU
3?m T?.
M“n®„

their freight to the

to send

for freight or passage applyto
h

B,r°wn’l,Wharf.
'fc
No'

nrso

New
Mav

d‘^‘ ««?

th®

CO.,

Portland.

86

Wc>t

Street,

29, 1865.

The
—»

|

Calais and

TRIPs" A

TWO

roBMBBLY KNOWN

AB

house

THB

McClellan house,

Be-opened with Now Furniture ft Fixture*,
WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors,
pie publio are respectfully inlormed
spaoious, convenient and w«l»

(known House, situated at
MORRILL’S CORNER,
—Jes lrom Portland, has been re-furnished and
open for the reoeption of Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will he given to the comfort ot

guests.
MTTho Cars from Portland every hall hour.
WINSLOW ft THAYER.
Westbrook, Oot. 16—dtf

Why Persons

Should

MUTUAL
Insurance
OF NEW

leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday morning, at 6 o’clock,
touching at Rocktund, Camden, Belfast, bea^sport,
Bucksport. W interporc, and Hamr en, both wa>s
1
ticketed through on the Boston, Maine
andavengers
Eastern Railroad at the
Depots in Boston, 8awill

Lynn andorLaurence.

,h*

WbV‘'

THE STEAMERS

Lewistpi
:ODtU

and Montreal,
“»««•.

™>

Atlantio Wharf. Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at7 o’olrok P. M.,and India Wharf, Boston,
“<*

Freight

Cabin.

taken

as

.»

on

and may be used

as

<*»»h

V. 8. WINSTON. President
HALE

REMINGTON,

Agent (hr the New England Slabs.
Of All information given by application in per■on or

by letter to

WHITE OAK KNEf.8.
Arm Dot lets
Body not 16BS
thau
Biding size
than
moats.

s* lost.
it

7
8
9
10
11

5 feet.
g «

••

Druggist should sell them.

Will prevent the Asthma If taken early.
good for a cold in the head.
Oiten core Bronchitis.
Are an effectual remedy for Catarrh.
Always cure Hoarseness.
Will relieve a Dry Cough instantly.
All Vocalists should use them
Will always clc-ar and strengthen the voice.
Ail Public Speakers should use them.
More in quanHty for the money.
The largo boxes are the oheapest.

Siding
6

inert

7
8
9
10

'*

LANGFORD, Agents,

22 EXCHANGE ST, PORTLAND.

June 17—dtt

Union

til.
Illuminating
hesitation
under-lgned Juts

Itoon umeses slow a- Keroeene, when
It is a perleet substitute tor
used in those I amps
Fluid, safe and non exploeire.
For sale at No 183 Fere street, bx

JOHN PURIMTON.

Portland, Mag 4,1881,—oodlm

P.

BY

Druggist,

KIH BALL’S

41

PRICE PER INCH FOR
White Oak Knees,
Haekmataelc Knees,
square and in-square. square and in-squaro
106 cents,
60 cents.
146
60
176
70 "
195 •*
80 •«

its length dea- of the
of the knee is to be consideted the net Mdlng o- the knee
The length of
the arm will bo measured from the centre of Iho
body, and the moulding szeo: the end of'he bedy
must be equal to tbe net
sidiog of ihe knee.
“The knees are to be me from all defects, and
subject to the nsual inspection of the Yard. The
price of ont-equate knees will be 20per cent less than
the prices named lor square and ia-aquare knees.
“By order Commodore T. B AlCtsV, Command-

me.

/hereby certify, thit I have used, the past season,
th© Kimball Jump-seat Carriage, on wiiich Mr. C.
r. Kimball obtained Letters Patent on the 16th of
Nov. 1864. I take great pleasure in saying to all
persons desiring a good, genteel and wervicoubJe
Family Carriage, that, in my opinion, the Kimball
Jump Seat far surpasses any thing at the kind ever
befj e invented—being very genteel in style, as
light and well adapted tor one or two persons aa any
single Carriage, yet roomy end coiuiortabie ior/our
*%Ulgrown persons—U also one of tbo easiest riding

!_PIAI# FORTES!

tbe agency

for the Planoa

YORK

PIANO

FORTE

CX).,

price,

on

application

to

C. P.

Old and

young should use

STERLING’S

fv

^
V

B R O s
O!

The

7

^

Mowing

Manufacturing Comp’y,
PROPRIETORS.
w.

YORK.

SYKES.

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OP

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, I.ARD, BUTTER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention (Iran to 'hipping by quickest
and oheapest route*. -Vo. lgg South Wmtor St.,

Chicago,

to the people, via., tli > t—O—D
STAMP and the good thiu a tut
ares enreu to a I who hare f.Tth
in it* ptoml *s, *nd s*<• hat the
Stump* arsonall the shots they
buy. The* damp is ono of the
‘troubles that worry tbo I ewror
The people o Maiael k-»
(.'te,ue
them loo well t r the benefit of
tbo U,nuor oncers, iOMIG or
wbooi buy tbo LHAVJKUS ni.,f
Thiud QuAHTr ot C...OI* that
the 0 —i *—D Man wilt not aoo. pt
minute.ttuers. In fast, this Is thr PRINCI-

from
PAL RCABIN for the t H)oBCHHEaT(/<Ae bawters and Pe Idlers Act, for since good warranted

itnl 1866 ilkv

Goods

Whit

Atlantic V lite Lead
and Linseed Oil

and in Oil,

LITHARGE,

LEAD,
Red

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav,

Boiled

Lead,

aor worn

etc.

For 9ole

18.

Which are much lighter than heretofore, yet remain
all Farmers who intend to purohaso the

MACHINE,

tbo subscribers, or to
any ©fth*»ir local Agents. We weald caution ail to
beware of the many new machines now in the market, and ad vis them to buy those only that have
bee tried and proved faultless.
to

and

&

by

Pearl

“Thera la

St., NEW

day

on

of dune,

186c, it

was

That the Directors be, and they are
instructed and authorized to surrender the Charter ot the
Bank and to organize a National Banking Association” under the laws < f the United States, ai.d ,o
make all certilicates and papers, and ro do and j ertorm all acts necessary to carry into effect tho object
of this rot*.
Pursuant to said vote, the Directors have procured
the assent of the owners of two-thirds of the Capital
Stock, and voted to surrender its oharter and to proceed immediately to orgaolze a “National Banking
Association.”
Voted. That the oapitai of the National Association b» divided Into shares of one hundred dollars
each, instead of fifty dollars each, as they now
stand in the Manufacturers and Traders Tank, and
that the Directors adjust the matter with such sloes
hoiders as own odd hares, by fixing a price whioh
they will give or take fo tbe fractional part.
EDWARD WOULD, Cashier.
J une 281886—dim

hereby

70 Tower
•y

,

1.

Copaiba,

mod

Compound Extract qf
Copaibs

Cubebs and

MEVER

FAILS-

Manufactured only by

TAB KA ST

X

CO..

»7* Greenwich $
New York.
Sold by DraggWu ail over the World.

Esq; A. & S. E.
Lynch f Co.

msTfifiSdl

*

FINDER OF PROVIDENCE, lion
ul taper enee seem to point to

t

THE
Teachinvs

Ship Chandlery.

THE GREAT IIL'MOIt

taken the Store Ho. 199
of Central Wharf,
Hemp and Manilla
A so.
the Gang or Retail.

oorner
or

BOWABD’S

keep constantly
Cordage, of sll sis**, by
Anchors, Chains, Cables, Duck, tiakum, Windlass

«

REMEDY,

VDOaTiBCB CANCER
cask kb aracp,

AA D

As the great and ce-iain core for *1 these I'eir nl
and deatroetlve maladies wuiob ari • f« m a. i.
u,e
The wonder u! su.ee m v.Liih
state or tne b.o. d.
has in a I cants, where it has bien tairly tri o, fo
lowed I is use, .eases no room to dt ubt tbe blceetd
faet that e anot re may be cvrtd
Sufbrers frcm the seuaige may Iherefcra > o 1, tiger dread the feat tul alterualivis o: tbe bar eon7s
halt) or tne grave. Ttev have a speed- a id ce lam
reme iv, which r. mov, s th in T *<iy, root and hraueli.
which In thouo.uds ot *vee theoper ting krdt. <'u •*
not. uanc r um t be cured by reined •• wl ich hr.
ongh’y renova e thj cnustir tton, and bat a. n only
be don* by puttf/iny the e t re mass of the uircutatinr fluid. Th t tstlfta'ed by t e Syrup, at thousands
have testified.

Purchases, and Nrval stores togotber with a complete assortment of Ship Chandlery, at wholesale or
retail
He Is also Agent for the Revere Capper Company,
and will keep on band a lull and com pie aisornnebt
of Copper and Yellow Metal Bolts and Sheathing,
Composition Spikes Nails, fc.
All of which is offered for 8a!e at the L weet
Market Price*, and to which the attention ot those

parch* e

Certain,

Copaiba

Continent, and In the sale of eonsitnm« nts ct Lumber and other prodnoo, on which he wi.i make ous
J. 8. MILLAR.
tomary advances.

to

3

Tarranft Compound Extract of Cubtbs and

acdrese in Liverpool, he is prepared to transoot a
general oommission business in shipping and forwarding merchandise to all 1 arts ot the American

is invited.

Portland, May 22,1866.—d3m

1ST T

j

there Is no need of confinement or change of dietLn Its approved iorm of a paste, i‘. i-eutirel- U*teleas, ana causes no unpleae *nt teasa ioa to the paIt la now ao cnnwiedxed by
tient. and no txpssure
tne mo-1 learned in the frofeaslou that in the above
clans ofdisease*, Cubebs and Copaiba are tho only
two remedies known that oan be rolled n* on with
any certainty or success.

The undersigned, for many years past a renident
of this city, respectfully begs to inform bis old
friends that, having established himself at the above

Rvershok*—-fit. John Smith,
A Co; John
May 12—d8m#

fTa.

Fail.”

bn

Speedy Cure for all dlaea*.
Bladder. Kidntyt and Urinary
guns,

Tarrant's

Building,

1—

tack Word

either in the male or female, frequently performiu<
a per,ect cure in the ahort
apace of three or our
days, aud always in lea time than any oilier preparation. Jntheuaeot

Liverpool, England.

wiehing

MILK STUEET

Cubebs and

And Oommission Merchant,

Spring; H. Winslow

vot-

unreason-

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

YORK.

MIL L A K

bo

TAB

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,

a

Bank,

d be

Jnneiodlmfcwflw

Dealers

undersigned hiving
is hereby given that at meeting of the
THE
Commercial Street,
NOTICE
Stockholders of the Mannfkoturers and Traders
wiil
sale
hold
the 26th
td,

wou

BOaTON.

by Druggists

18

unsold, and

soon

and 44

40

a 9nrt,
ea of tne

Buckeye Mowers,

ihtroduoed ihto

OA1IOY,

HGYKY

287

THE

VERY BEST

to that extent that K

and Refined.

generally,

laboily

O—O Man
able to expect a new pair, andthi
will yiee thesame to 'hi retailor who takts t ern
hack Bom yen.

General Agents,

subscribers hereby inform those who intend
to puchase a Mowing Machine this season, that
limited number of the celebrated

Will do well to apply

ED

Glass-m.- cr»’

*

so

subsetiber is deiermi* ed to stand by the people of
warranted goods at reduced
Maine and give them h
prices. Don’t fail to demand a new pair In evtry
ease where year boots oi shoes pr ve dcr*c lve, if

Manufacturers of PL' E WHITE

LEAD, Dry

bish

at Maine for th doubling up ol their custom sioee
the "Banger Mr rob ants" exhibited their wholesouleda d liberal policy qf -’live and let live,” the

C.o.,

of New Y

J.S.
a

Lead.

;

havs

Maine, the miserable shoddy sent out iron Bin*
gor don’t sell s*iv U ’. .' Re alien of Maiuo, seed
ih tour oudkbr, or uall whin you c mi to Boston, nnlesathe Bangor Jobbers get an amendment
passed to ehapter 44 that "no man sbailbe a.lowed
to leave the State by any boat or railroa t, who Intsnds total" money out qf the State to hay any
goods not owned by men five years reiide.it In tt e
Btite o< Maine.'
Thanking thepeep's ami dealers

Machines \

C. O. FILES,

Academy

successor

to

J.

H.

O. M. H \KKErr.

The CANCER and CANKER SYRUP infa.li.
bly eradicates and cures the worst cates of
Canker, even when given up as incurable by

Illinois.

P. O. Box 4T1.
Rtferencta—kfeears. 8. O. Bewdlear h Co, Maynard k Sons; H. k W. Chlck.ring; V. U. Canun a<i
k Co; Chna. H. Mon.; Haliett, Dari, k Oa; Beaten.
1. N. Bacon, Esq, Pra.ld.nt Hearten Natleoal Bank,
MawtonJtnasTc. B. Coffln.Eeq. N Y.City. fbbSMly

w

ii

MAN SON.
Mr

H.

be commenced

MONDAY MORNING, June 20th.
Masters and Misses of aO ages and attainments icoeivod at any tiuao in the term. Terms ror « mm r
term of live weeks, #5.00. School Room at Union
Hall, head Of Green 8t; entrance on Free 8t.
C. O. FILES. Pune pal, 28 Hmovor at.
Post Office aidross, bov 103.
ju ue23if

Sanitary Commission.

Office nf the U 8. Sanitary Conunittian I
823 Broadway, N. Y., Dec, 20, IS04,
I
isk vkl washburn, jr„ »t portiwd.
Maine, has consented to aooept the duties of
General Agent of the Commission f< r Maine, and
is hereby appointed such agent by authority »< the
Commislon.
lie will be raady to furnish adrioe to the lYiondi
of the Commission's work throughout the 8'ate.
All money contributed in Main, tor the use of the
Commiss on should be paid to Mr Washburn or to
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Waahburo is the sol. agent recognlwd
by the Commlaeion tor MaineJ.POSTBK JBNKIN8.

F promptly never require incraaw? ai do«e, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movare Just the thing.

ren,

Warranted
the bowels once the next morning.
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
of
the
Dtspbpsi
a,
promise a cure for all symptoms
such as Oppression after eating, .Hour Stomach, Spit-

ting of foodpalpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness,
Pain In the’ Back and Lotos, Yellownese of the Skin
and Eves. Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Bilious-

ness. Liver Com pinto t. Loss of Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers Jind Ms Lozenges
Faintness, <tc.
what they need, as they are so compact and inodorous
that they stay be earned in Ms vest packet. Trios 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
8. HABBISON * CO., Proprietors, No 1 Treniont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
Julyldly

Just

Hon.

decJSdhwtf

General secret ary

miraonlous.
all
tyOns trialof Istbs

eiu5r

Immense ssts

Prion SI ■» pur bott.'e.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY!
OF PITTSFIELD, MASS,

where

sn

I

ettmM itrpHc Uum

ma,

..I

banner

IMOI

Endowment Policies for *L0OO to *10,000,

set!

subject to loriaUtue,
Payable Twenty Yeen from
with toll eerOW*if. »
Tse sr

•eaa

»P*M*m

that is needed to prove the
pcsyrup Its repu alien Is 0..w
mom need not he nul.t.
|u
rseummsndatn.u

jrOtVA&DW IIKALINS HALVE. In all eases
esnosr, L' lours, Burns, Scalds, skin Euruptl.ins

•

n
(Jmceseors
Co.,) 9 *!«• »tmi, Horton
Proprietor*
W » PUILUP. k

to Reddln

for

K’lol

CoTJSSTpurS W.

(nMvMaJns.

For Sato Cheap.

pteOla. Prsetsu revsni# Is ow, Otr,
**r
At, nasi flftnanu. sad
•
the p oportioa of
relss. fa, fe,
pre slum paid, fw

at short acI at he., and
tio. Orders solicited.
Offlos 'omm.ratal »«re*.
JABKZTKCB, Treus r.
sou's Wharf.

virtues

Shed that
so wsll sstshl
Is Its best

THE BERKSHIRE

OF.nprWdBBM.,

LUMPER!
*
TSflBSxSSS
Pickets,
Boards, Sfamgiee
Partlaad,April».

It banishes Bait Rheum entirely and
permanently. In Erysipelas its effeots are surprising. All eases, however virulent, of Ferofula or King’s Evil, White Swelling, or Tumor?,
are dissipated speedily.
Old Ulcers ere cored
without leaving bad effects after closing them.
The most terrible Scurvy ccmplaiuts it bnnishes
from young or old.
Distressing Neuralg o
Affections soon yield to its power. It elvers the
Complexion from Blotches and Pimple
renders it brilliant. It curee Jaundice and Dyspepsia, and all Eruptive Disease* In all cans
of Female Weakness and Irregularities produo
ing General Debility. Pi'**, etc., its erteets are

1

announced by
THE
having ended, ashjrt Summer Term ot five weeks
vacation of two weeks

Sterling’s Ambrosia

NEW

prcpeity made holy under -unction (f th»
and Peddlers Act, chap. It
Bn* suppose we ohaoge this sable jt, which
ay be
go ting tiresome, to one that is always refreshing

B.—Ladle* desiring may consult one of theii
A lady of experience in constant atte*-*

anoe.

f

11a* kers

doctors.

Hair.

ap!7d6m

kind

sex.

Preble 8t. Portland, Me.
np!4d8m_
Buoltoye

Portland

It prevents or
stops the Hair
from falling; Cleanses,
Beautifies,
Preserves, and renders it Soft and
Glossy, and the Head free from
Dandruff.
It is the best Hair
Dressing and
Preservative in the world.

SOLE

H.
own

KI1IBALL,

Manufacturers’ATradei s’ Bank.

HOWE,

a id -ample* fiom Banger, and then it’s all
right tv
rudiment into anybody shoddy shoe* or any other

oortam of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all eases ol obstructions after all other remedies have been tried it
vain
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing Ii
the least injurious to the health, and may bo taUro*
with perfect safety at a?! times.
Sent to aay part of the oe'iutry with i«U direction*
OB. HUGH E8.
by addressing
No. • Tempi* Street, corner ef Mi Jdl«, Portland.

Manufacturer and Patentee,

The oompany being composed of twenty of the
best won men that could be found In the first class
manufactories in New York, principally in Mr.
Steinway's Factory, every part of their instruments
is done in the very best manne-, and this enables the
oompany to furnish P;ano. which if equalled ean
hot bo surpassed for vuality and
power Of tone,
easiness of action and beauty.
Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
call at 112 Middle st, Portland, Maine, any time
during the day or evening, where two Pianos are for
sale, and judge lor themselves.
OT A Good Bargain is warranted.
&

muddle and he Don’T wairrths it ate o: Matre
"Ime tod with oomaierclil trensaotfens" or "rudiment*,
nil m the runner* get their inspi e.lon

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

KENDALL A WHITNRT,
May 18,1886.—d*w2m

SCHUMACHER

which the coun'ry
Vsr, you ignorant counter-lump.rat
YOU HAVB worried n gcod, worthy, ana very wise
"Bangor Merohsnt" into a kvqular hudia XTAl

isinfestid"

DR HUGHES particularly 'nviteH ail JUdics whe
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. t
which they will find arranged foi
their especial accommodation.
Or. fib's EJoctic Renovating Medicines are nurirai*
ed in effleaoy and superior virtue in regulating au
Femalo Irregularities. Tbeir aotion is specific and

Prices as low as can be afforded—being inuohl* ss
than a CarryaP and but little higher than a
good Top
BQgXJ''-wh<le thev make a beautiful Top Buggy and

perft otly genteel Carryall.
Sold only by the Patentee at Portland,
Maine,
aud by Kimball Brothers, 110 Sudbury Street.
Boston.
All persons are oautioned against making,
selling
or using the Carriage without first
securing the
right to do so.
Fine engravings of the carriage, sent by mail, with

tinmunicstlon

of commercial transactions mirk

fileclicHcdicxI Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.

Richard Harding.
C H. Southard, Richmond, Me.,
"
W.C. Brown. Sacoaruppa,
A. D. Smith, Jr., Providence, R. 1.,
C. W. Rob-neon, New York,
Mo*»s Blaisdell, Peori, Illinois,
J K Hamilton, Montreal, C. K.,
James Thorborn.M D Lorouto, C. W„
J, Kich'd Thompson, Barrister, Hamilton. O. W.

“A word to the wise is sufficient.”

Agents lor New York Piano Forte Co., 894 Hudson
fbblMtf
street, N. T.

ante

DB. J. B. HUGHES,
Addrees,
No. 8. Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland.
EX' Send Stamp lor olronlar,

Family

We would cal! the attention of the publio to the superior quality of these instruments. They aie equal
to citeinways’, Cblckerings*, or those of any other

oorntry or Europe.

Kinally, tbsyiiifsAinp touch 1s put on to the wlib'e
by the statement about "eohoterjumpere who never understood the tint rudiments
c

in such cases, and t
Mil and healthy restoration of the urinary organs
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr
can do toby writing in a plain manner n description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately
All correspondence striotly confidential and wP
be returned if desired.

I nave ever seeD, either with two or four
persons. Th* seats a» e so constructed that even a
child can shift hem, and so well proportioned and
made that they do not get rut of repair.
1 advise aU to examine before
purchasing any other kin
of
Carriage.
JacobMcLo>Ian, Mayor of Portland, Mo.
<•
Rev. Alex. Burgess.
•*
C. H Adams, Landlord Preble House,
•*
W. P. chase, of Chase Bros. & Co*,
•
W. V. Moses, Bath, Me.,
Thomas Lambart, Augusta, Me.,
O. M Sha w, Bangor Mouse, Bangor, Me.,
T. J. Southard, Richmond, Me
K. C. Soule, Freeport, Me.,
William Gore,
George Thompson, Portsmouth, N. H.
P N. Blanchard, Yarmouth, Me.,

ant.1'

PIAJfO FORTES

perfect

a

Carriages

body

M. t. WBNTWOBTH,
Naval Store Keeper.
maylOtf

buses

need

The attention o- the public Is respectfully oalled
to my bew style Patent jump-beat Carriage
used for two or lour passengers—invented and

86

ll
210
96 "
The bodies ot the kmec to he sidid to th diameter of the arm, taken at the m ddle of the length of
the arm
“The j oi the diameter of the arm at I of

May 8,1866.

passes oui »- iro consulted by onor more yuuug man with the a..
disease, some oi
whom are as weak aod emaoiatea a
cough th> >
had the consumption, and by their friends -opposed
to hare it. All such cases yield to the proper am:
only correct coarse of treutmeut, and inaction tim
are made tc rejoioe in perfect health.

Temple Street,

—as

patented by

wui

charge made.

day

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

PATBUT

8}"

206

SALS

Complexion.

HO W MAN Y THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY T(
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.
Young men troubled with emissions iu elsep.i
complaint generally the result oi a bad habit ii

weakening

erally*

7

"

SEEK rOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEA80N.
The Faina and Achee, and Lassitude and Narrow
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait or the consummation that is sure to fellow, do not wait for Unsightly UUsers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of beauty

MIDDLE ABED MEN.

Wuolcsa'e Agents J. W. Perkin* & Co, 86 Comlueto'al bt; Wuoiesale >*nd Retail, E. L. stauwooc,
corner of Fore and India. H. H. ilav. juncti ,n Free
and Middle, M. 8 Whittier, ooiner Free and Congress streets; Wm. W Whipple, No 21 Market
Square, and all druggists in Portland and vicinity.,
June 23 dfcw 8m

8

5J

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

warrant

communication,'

to

•

All who hare committed in ewceaaofanyklnG
whether it be the solitary vioe of youth, or the .tin,
tag rebuke of misplaced oonlidenoe In matnrer year-

can

’•

me
the
garni
Bangor dionlar, and It a Wholetale Dealer, and van, liilhit a Boot and Shoh
Dealor. 'For rnrther particular* ace Book of
J.O.B.)
If «o, then biaceTttlontcthe inter*.t.of
thepocide/'enceless Jtetallere of Maine, who, according 10
hi* idea*, get Impt ted upc* tj the arm La VillAiaa, 8MA0K* A Lima of te'f interns, and at*
la not bo pure and ditirili rested a
re,»rd for the
welfare 01 the retailere a* ho wonldhava ui
•uppoita.
Now that the people anil retailers or Maine have
taken hold-oftli. ma'te', *nd tbe tide of e-asun,
ha* tarned rather etrong on the Harngor kingtrs,
the “M rohaiu of Boston'oan hear the doabt o: hi*
being 'regular and honotahle,' wi heat a large
amount if suffering, on I ha ground Ui ‘let those
laugh who win.’
The comp tint about "any quantity of
‘ycnog
squirts,' with which the oountry is flooded, udwlio
sell
on
generally
goods
commission,1' snfl similar
statements, arc the great staple akoumcnts of all
the articles written fo justify the driving out
Bom Maine ol terry body soil A samples. Sensible
men are not a > ea-ltv
imposed upon by "Yotnst#
Squirts,” and IN ML tbo Hetaiters rf Maine
ask protection by late, the e will be bat Utils » noor
that the 'Banger Merchant’) assertion is
oerreot,
that the retailers‘map be sieixrf/ed and hrbnbugged
without mercy by lb* numerous
soallywog* and
broken-down merchants who cannot command a ras
tna'len
at
h-mo."
speotsbls
The "Boston Merchant” has abettor opinion of the Re niters of Mai.*
*5 an to suppose them to be such fiats, ready to to
tooled by e.tr> body and anybody, as dtsiribed by
ibe 'Bangor Mertha. t;"-sno is it not an insult to
the in 1*1 lig neeol ike Betailers ol Maine to insinuate that they cannot late torso' themselves'! Now
if such a state o< iff ir- could cairt, is not the
remedy so plain, that whether the swindleis wdh
samples were from Hangar or elrewbere, would
not the Re'tilers sot under tb* simplest miss ol
common sense, to rrfnseto buy or order of thn
'young rqn’rts'nnlees tlr.y ecu d produoe satisfaction evidence that they represent responsible

treatment, tu most oases making an indiscriminat
of that antiqu ated and dangerous weapon, Her

a

shaded with truth than hit v.oold

a

Now tobegiu
with, as guesting seems to be tbe
order of the
dag, allow tie "lloeton Merchant” to
* ** 1 |h-ola
Judge, ftom the styleofTII18 B*ngor Mercham’11
that *e U one ot

There are many men at the age of thirty who art
troubled with too frequent eraouations from thi
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting oi
the system hi s
burning sens at kiu, and
manner the patient cannot account for. on euaaun
tag urinary deposits a ropy sodilnent will often b<
found, and sometimes small particles oi semen c>
albumen will appear, or tho color wilt be of a thu
miiklsh hue, again changing to a dark and turb
uppoaranoo. There are many men who die ofthii
difficulty, Ignorant of tho cause, which to the

Under Revere House, Bo ton, and by Druggists gen-

C.

ton

onry.

or no

heavily

greater t ff ot upon the business community
iu tjiis ioiui y. 1 should
judge from tbe style ot
this ‘Boston MerobaatV communication, that he la
not one of that clues of Bostm Merchants
appealed
m*he letter ot tin Bangor correspondent, *P/
Tl*. ‘The regular and LonorabJe Merchants o Bos-

patients,
general

und

“Mei^Jbtcf

as

more

have

CAUTION TO THK PUBLIC.

youth, tn ated scient Hoally, and a porlbot cure

Are

A. CHOATE,

cle

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies uanded out lor general use should
hare their efficacy established by well tested exper
ienee in thu hands of a regularly educated physiwhose orei *r»tory swales fits him lor all th*
duties he mustfluldll; ye theoountry is flooded will
poor nostrums and oure-alls, purporting to bo th*
best in the world, which are not only useless, but always Injurious. The uniortunate should be pahtio
ULax in selecting his physician, ai it is a iarsentabU
yet ineonirorertable fact, that many syphilitic
are made miserable with ruined constitution/
by maltreatment from inexperienced phys’eten* it
practice; for it is a point generally concede*
by the best eyphilographers, that the study and man
agement of these complaints should engross th
whole time ol those wiao would b*» competent ano
suooeesful in their treatment and our*. The in*x
perienccd general piaotitioner, having neither opnor time to make himseti acquainted w»tL
thuir pathology, commonly pursues one syatom 1

ranted

They will cure Coughs aud Colds.
They will cure Sore Throat.
Always cure Tickling in the Throat.
Sure to prevent sleepless nights from Coughs.

HENRY

ton”

OCM.

Hardly

8J“
•'

"

6

1.

burning.

*

t»er^Taaiuo,
qurntitiee ol
upwards at th*- following schedule

Gen.

THE

ANDERSON,
and Civil Engineer,
laru inm.

Cent.

payable ansvally, the next

no
in ottering
this Oil to the public
It will burn In eommon
Fluid Lamps, and emits no unpleasant odr while

OFFICE, CODMA.N BLOCK,
aeklTdfewtt

YORK.

payment of the premium tor any cu rent yrur,
which gives all the advantages of thj note eysiem
without having to pay interest on notes.

usual.

JOHN F.

Surveyor

from 12 to 20 atul
piiocH, ris:

I

in

J. T. <e W.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860in value, and tnatner.
sonul, unless notioe is given and paid fbr at the rate
°*'
for ®™ry 8600 additional value™
>eh. P“?«”Fer
18,1888.
dtf
L. BILLINGS. Agent.

are

being February 1st, 1866,

“

Leave

KKjfss&Kr
Fare in

Per

4th—Dividends

PorfSsnd and Belton Line,
Foreit City,

Ship Knees Wanted I
will be rdc<
lor at the
ifrfPnnd paid
KNFES
Km Ywd K
in

$13,000,000.

70

Agent,
°“

Company

2nd—The Rates lor Insuring are leas than most
oi her Companies, as may be seen by refemce to
our published tables, while the Dividend* ate
larger.
31—And all important to persona * ho wish to insure our Dividend for the la*t live years uas
larger
in amount, and in proportion to premiui&B
paid,
than was ever declared by any other life Insurance
Company in the world, being over

passatro apply to
A. SOMEKBf,

,i!21,1866.-ltf°<BOe

rago, Aittery, Maine, 1
May 6,1866. )

now

Over

“REG-

ton*

Rowland, A.

A

noted manufacturer in this

IN THE

after Mon’av April 21th, the

*’Capt. W. H. Mower, wiU leave RailWharf, foot of State Street. Portland, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evening, at 10
o c<ock,
connecting with he3r m. train from Bos-

For freight

ONE and a half story Hois*, in good order,
pleasantly located, together with tb< let 3d by
80 feet Price lew—terms liberal. IlouI: e o
JOHN C. PROCTER.
apl6d3m

394 Hudson Street, N. Y„

THEIR LIVES

States, being

road

Ieni.

For Sale.

NEW

1st—It has more than double the CASH ASSETS
or any Life Insnranoe Company hi the United

Ro'urning,

r,Kfcfr*°VlJtom

one fhjusand to firteen hundred bbls or vt»of»«»p«r vear
Also, about 40 acres of i.and, si ua'nain Westbrook
For furth*r particulars ar pi v at
JOHNSON A CLOYES BROS,
380 Congress St, Porth nd.
may25dt:

HAYING
manufactured by tbe

Portland and Penobscot River

r

For Sale.
Vioegar Wcrks on Fore sfr<etwil be so d
L at a bargain, if applied tor soon. This >s a cod
fcr
auJ 0De ^Mngto enter iuto business
ThVlS®

received

INSURE

Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o’clock
P*M*
c.c. Eaton, Agent.
,,
Portland, March 20.1865.
mcMltl

And why everybody should use, and every

JUMP-SEAT CARRIAGE I

?■.

Life

Summer Arrangement.

Stroudwatgr.

fflHE

Proprietor,

forbst’avemiie

lirnswick and Canada Railway for Woodstock and

Steam

juue21dtf

7*

Moulton stations.
S age Coaches also connect at
Emtport tor Machi&s and intermediate places.
AtSt. John the steamer Emperor
wdcconnect, for
Wind- or, Digby and Halifax, and with steamers
for
Frederio and the 8t John River.
tickets
Through
procured of the agents or the clerk on board. No

fast-going

to twelve aerct of land, situated, near
Str< udw*ter Village, Westbrook, o.po-itethe
well-kQOWD Bond Farm, on v three miles from Portland; said knd being de. lr ably sit na'ert, aid affording a beautiful location tor building, teinghigh and
pleasant, and commanding a fine \ lew
Referred cy permi-tiou to Capt. Fitta, on the
Bond Farm
NAHUHBlCiiETJ,
one

ME.

WEEK.

every Mokday at 6 o'clock r.u: and the Steamer
hEW Bbdkswiok, Capt E B.
Winohester.wlilleave
THtmeDAY at 6 o’olook p.k, for Eastport and
every
8t. Jobe.
Returning will leave St. John every Monday atd
Thursdays at 8 A. x, fbr Eastport, Portlahd and
Boson.
A t Eastport the Steamer
“Queen" will connect
for bt. Andrews, Robinston ana Calais.with the
New

and
and

ap29dtfIndia at.

HOTEL.

REASONS

~

MAGIC LOZENGES!

Daily

“^Morrnant

Betfollows.— *•! wish to decouooo some of his
statements, ana inform said Mtrehant that on arti-

on™,

use

Six Bottles for $5:

PREPARED AND FOR

For Sale.
ACHT NETTLE, 20 tons, built oi white
oak,oop
X per fastened, and ocppered one year ago; new
sails and igging. Balkand with 6 to 7 tone iron.
For iurther particulars inquire of
B J. WILLARD, St Laurence House,

whethlv
'nttl^u

Bavoor Daily

Whig and Courier ot May 80t?r, from
of Bangor.” who pitches into the

“

or recently oontracteu,
drejj. oi diMut from the ly.Um, And m Ik hT,|*
perfect and I'KLMAXhti T CORK.
He would sail the attention of the afflict^
,h
r«t
o\Uia lone sUnaute and well earned rBp»,,tloi.
farnith'nx raffioient aasuranoeof hi* skill anuaao

tho

I

5 feet.
6 11

—

St. John.

$1 Per Bottle.

standing

of the

Courier:

and

It appear* that the communiomtion ot ,4p,” and
tbe act For to he tame, in tin Boston Daily Advertiser, has called ont an article in tbe Bangor

a

“Pde£t*1'

portunity

Druggist,

Under Severe Bouse, Boston,and by Wholesale and
Retail Druggists generally throughout the country.
%* To be euro of the genuine notice this trade
mark on eaoh bottle.
(OTihe Circular Trade-Mark enclosing a Buohu
Leaf on each bottle.

House Lots.
ts, comprising 45,000 feet oi
Emery, Cushman cud l ewis sc, fur sale

HACMA1ACK KNEES.
than
I
Body oot less than

ajfixm

Ihat this

HENEY A. CHOATE,

W. H. STEPHEN SON.
by
Portland, April 26,1866.—dtf

FROM

ce

than oay other similar preparation.
Sold at wholesale and retail by the proprietor,

IIou?e L

on

BUCHU,

OF

Children.
Sold for .1 per bottle, 6 bottles for <6, by all druggists and apothecaries everywhere.
Is Better in quality, moro In quantity, less in prioe

ft

Arm not less

Co.

On and after Monday, March 27th,
a.
r .wik
JafiSaEaCthe Steamer Nxw Yobk, Capt. Chtsiioiui, win leave Railroad Wharf, Hoot of state 8t

guJlC!Sj^ new

For Sale.

ELEVEN
Land,

EXTRACT

Impure connection or the
Uevotin* hi. entire time to th», p,
the ".edioai proleaeioD. lie loti.
ahtbwbu a Curb ib all Ca*/-

Kkadbrs

tbi

Whio

cian,

Curia Gravel, Dropsical Swellings, and nil disea
of the Urinary Organs in Men, Women and

The two storied double tenement Brick
y Block, situated on Stevens' Plains. Wcstbrok.
LSaid block ooatains 14 rooms in each teno * ent
Lot 8 rods on t e street,and 18 rods deep, on which
id a stable 24 by 40 eet.
TnU property 1b offered at a price which insures it
a good investment.
Apply to N. K SAWYER, near the premises, or
to J C PROCTER, Lime St.
juneStf

ohoioest Snppers served.
HEO. W. MURCH.

This spacious and finely furnished hous
jrtKWI, *|a8t
t’,een °Pe“ *o the public,and it will tv
pt m al1 retP®«f8 aB a first class > itcl. It
I'i®!*!.
M's
located
-ithin a tew rode of th depot, in
}
11 eMSUte8t >Dd m°8t "J Tin* ^hiages o:
thcStato
flvo miles of the oelebrcted Polatd
„?*£ ®ittliD
Mineral
Spring, the waterof whioh is kept constantly on baud at the house. The mcUities lor trout
nshjug and other sports are excellent.
_Msrch 37, 1865 dtf

dtf

Eastport,

to

JKFPKHSON COGUGE A CO
Cor CommorcUl aui FratikliL st(.
apl9itf

IHouee*01*86

J

are

P’

T AKGE CHAMBERS,over 110 and 112 Federalist.

lj Apply

TUBES MILKS FROM PORTLAND.
The publio are respootfully inlormed tha'
(it Is tho intention of the Proprietor that
eha11 b® kept 8 flrst"cl*!B rctd

A. T. PIERCE,

The splendid ard last Steamships

8

ST.,

MECHANIC FALLS,

New England Screw Steamship Co

are requested

I

o

STEAMBOATS.

P’M,»

jauo37d<f

CAP1SIC POND HOUSE.

REGIONS of Nkw
aaeaHatrouK Pknhbylvahia, Ohio, and sit
parisoftho West, vie tho Ekib its ilway, for sale
at the lowest rates, at the Union Tickxt
Office,
3i EXCHANGE STREET.
mariSdtwIstf
D. LIT1LE, Agent.

? North<,rM»T^SDA1v>

EA

JAMES MoInTOSH, Proprietor.
St. John N. B. 1st June, 1866—d3m

Tickets.

HALE.
HOUSE, ciutaiuir*

NEW COTTAGE

_

JOBS, NSW BRUNSWICK.

tThe

OIL

™SEf™WO°1'' Will untilfarther

regard

and is first ci iss in all its department*; ii convenient to the United
States and Nova t*catia8tenmtoatlandiuas
er

Moil Steamers and Panama Railroad may ba secured
by early application at this ollico.
March 20, 1886.
margOd&wtf

SEMI-WEEKLY

FOR

FULLER’S

CHOATE’S

Blue room*, s.tuated at No. 97 Fr nklin St.—
Frioo 83,680. Terms euy. If cot so,d befpro
the loth ol July, lobe rotted.
For p.r.iculare apply at2j Myrtle et.

Opposite the Custom Hour e,

PRINCE

DR.

Exchange St.

59

STUBB^HOTEL
146

partioofar.

terras,

—

for

Poeitively cioeed to transient viill ore on the Sabbath.
CHAMBERLIN ft HILL,
ma;, 81d3m
Proprietors.

Railway Ticket Office* 3laExchange .Street, inp stalls.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line

For the

aplSdtf

Batliing, Boating and fishing,
m L- -v«

FIRST CLASS HOTEL.
We feel assured that onr exertions to. ether with
theunnsual attractions of the House i'sel'.wiu stout® us the approbation ana
patronage o the pub-

Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay
Quincy, St, Li uir, Louisville, tndisuapoiis, Cairo,
•1c., and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland te al. the principal Cities and Towns
in the leyal States and the Canadas, at the
LOWEST RATES OP FARE,
And all needful information ohoeriuily furnished.
Travellers will flDd it greatly to their advantage
to procure Through Ticket* at the

r

Ac, application may
Gi-O. E U JACK ON, Administrate

ies lo.-

the pleasure and oomfort of Its
patrons with
te Hie requirements and character of a

Agent for all the Great Leading Routes to Chi
J8oago,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee,

Through

HOUSE!

Thursday, the 1st day ${ June.
Every desirable ovuvenience will be sut plied

LITTLE

5'

FOR SAXE.

This v ell establi ,he I Watering Place,
pie i-antly situated cn tha cuter verge ot
!Cap* Elizabb h, with nnriva.-lod tscili-

North-Vest and the Canadas.

W.

Valuable Real Estate Tor Sale.
on Fleaeant >t, ’ho lot1

Southgate prorerty,
THE
containing .bout J2e0o square Ibet.
be made to

T. SMITH, Proprietor.

J.

RE-OPENED.

Travelers!

to

2med

OCEAN

^ c
at
6.46 A.

-**<i

1I1AVE

sible.

May 29,

TO THK

gi“

V

po

the

BUCHU,

OF

Pure Fluid Extract,not a weak t»a ot infusion;
Is the one thing needful for .all
eomptalnts
incidental to females. (For
senl for circular,)

the convenient house with

SUMMER RESORT!
Facilities for bathing, boating, fishing, and othei
amusements unsurpassed by these ot any Hotelin the
State of Maine..
Applications for rooms should be made as e&rlv as

EDWIN NOYES,
Superintendent.

April 27, 1896—aprSOtf

Important

depot iV*

machines.

MacN aught Cotton, and

Harnswell

oa

WILL be open on Monday, Junk 12th,
1118 aoooirtinodatkHr of transient and
bermanent boarders.
1 *rij*1 I he House contains
accommodations for
one hundred and filty
persons; and the proprietor
wul “Pkfe no pains to make the guests feel at home

ot* er.
tlrnd to connett with trains
at8SO,a. a, and every day

a.

P

Freight Train loaves

Prepared by 8. Seavery,.
E.

SEASIDE HOUSE.

located

On and af or Monday next trains will leave Portland oaily for Bath Ajgusia, Watervillo, Honda i’e
Mills, and Skowhegan, at i p. Jt, and on Saturdays
The ram
only for Bath and Augusta at 8 16 P. M
from Portland at 1 p. a, connects at Kemia l’s Mills
with the train for Bangor and other stations east,
Sarny nlg^t.
Passengers fromPort’and desiring to
take this route oan purobasj tiokets to Ken. Mills
and inform the conductor in the oars that they go
through to Bangor, and he will so arrange their
fates through as that it shall ocst them no more by

InteraationaFsteamship
The undersigned, having experienced the beneBeffects of the ‘•Larookah's Syrup.” donothesitai to recommend it to the attention of the
Public
the bestMedieine they ever used
Rev J C Ingalls,Melrose,M». td C
Me
Munger
Augusta
"
NP See lee Melrose •*
Wm HStrout w ilton
44
**
A F Herrick Lynn
Swanton Hanks Portland
44
J M F Barnes M a den44
Me.
44
J W Bailey Ltomin-t’r4* ** A Turner W
Harpswell
44
NP Phllbr’k Taunton44
Me.
44
Dan’1 Atkins Mil b’ry44
J ltlce
Lisbon
Me.
44
WH Stetson Nant'ckt44 ** A Hatch Solon
44
£ B.t- tubbs Lawrence *4 “DB Randall
Lewiston
44
oia

—AND—

Ship Brokers,

—

■

loare&TIy“

The proofe of it)
-ajnerous, so well
authenticated, and of such peculiar character, that
surterers cannot reasonably hesitate to receive the

DR.

on

—,

THH

a

To Let.

broad Verandas on allsides, and good airy rooms,
make this adesirablc place for

Shippers

plaints fcend-

profiered

Closed

B.

on

RUCUU

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

FLUID

for Sale.
in my hands, for sale, several desirable
Houses
in
Dwelling
good locations, and varying
in size and value: the latter ranging from $700 to
to
JOHN J. W*. REEVES,
$6,600. Apply
496 Congress Street.
apr8 tf

resort, situated

th# Sabbath to transient vi itors
JAaO* BEKttr, Proprietor.
.i
*
Portland, Jane £2,1855 d2m
N

PORTLAHD AND KENNEBEC K. E.

SWohn

oom-

Me.

ESSScE’
■

following

WEALTH.

subscriber respootiUlly
frlen la
in general that he will
THE
Repair Gentlemens'Garments
OF

made for the

General Debility and the variThroat Affections and
ous
Hoarseness to which Publie Speakers andSlngers are liable and

Tbbaspbbb'8

annually.

ever

complaints:
Colds, Conans, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh Bronchitis, Spitting Blood,Pain
in the Sum, Night Sweats, Humors,

CITV OF PORTLAND,

aad

Vegetable

Pulmonic

SYHUP.
Toe beat preparation

summer

DR.

JanSldtf

j

regularly.

Sle,

M.

Terms of payment made easy.
For particulars enquire ol SCOTT DYER
Premise!, or through Poetlamd, P. O.

OE

Carts

located
Lola in Cap Elizthreo minutin' walk from the Cape Bridge.
E. N
at the Sheriff'* Uffiee,
where a plan ot Cap Elizabeth loti may

cordsdreeaing.

To

mt

to^ r*°

daily,

nm'w,^ ofMlf ubmn

FULLERS

Pain or Weakness la the Back, 8tr..tares, fee.
Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Tremb'lng,
Dimness of Vision.

Caret

Is

mUE mbieriber offers hi Farm, situated in Cape
X Eliaaboth, about three and a half utiles from
Portland bridge, containing 70 Acres Land, Buildin* * good, Fences substantial 6'onewall, you' g <*rchard, choice gra ted Fruit About 900 cords wood,
hall Oak and Walnut Also Farming tools, and 10

Fo.tlaad.via:

tv o Atu a half mice from th;
city, ia n- w opfcn foe
the Hccjonwilaiioii of trariii.nt s»Ld liO.uiAtent
boarder*.
Porter* in att ndance on arrival ofTiaics in Portland, to convey Laascnnia and baggage to Bumbarn * vvharl, where aaTtnncer .cave* for the
Island

Stanaish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Browniield, Frycburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson, Limingtcn, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaion, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton,
Bonney Ea*
South L>m:ngton. Limington, Limerick, New*
e!<l, Far sons held, and Ossiyee
At Saocarappa. for South Windham, Windham
Hi ! and North Windham, c'aily.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt. *
dtf
Portland, April 6,1866.

DR. LAROOKAH'S

31—dtf

City
6 per Cent. Coan.

X.

Consumptive Remedy

Indian

I his celobrated

EAGLE

THE

at

DR.

EXTRACT

FLUID

may]8tf

Temple Street.

Ur. 11. addroaseathou.who•Vo.niivJ
®
nn
aflliotlou of private
i®”?®*111#

A!l diseases of tbs Kidneys and Bladder.

FLUID

No61.2 Union Whari.

CUSH1MGS ISIiAUD,

Leave Saco River for Portland, as 6.46 and 9.20
A. M., and 8.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saoo River, at 7.46 A. M. and
1.60 and 6.20 P. M.
The 1.60 P. M. train out and the 6.45 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
oars attached.
Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,

VIC T ORY!

CALL ON COOK ♦ BAKEB.

ma

n-Arm.

Portland, May 20,1865.-dfcw2ra

Great

la per

as

H O USE
Portland. Harbor, Me.

On and after Monday, 10th Inst, 1865,
will leave as follows, until fat-

-avuiimri

1000 Hhds Cadiz Salt,
In sto’o and to arrive; fbr sale in lots to suit
purchasers, at lowest market rates, by
E. G. WILLARD,
Commercial Whari.

are the same
east and ae-t.
e

on

LIVERPOOL SALT
HHDS. Liverpool Salt.
1200
700 Hhds Lisbon

and Fruit,

mail faciliti

Portland

300 do All Long flax "Governmeut contract,"
300 do Extra AU Long flax
300 do Navy fine,
In Portland or Boston,

Bath, April 20,1863.

Virginia Oysters always

o

Term of Tears.

Farm for Sale.

OCEAN,

OTTAWA

UMMER ARRANGEMENT.

t

Portland,
becoan.

day
Address,
OUNNISON & C'O.Fropil tors,
June23dSw
Atlantio Home, Oak Bill, Me

Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 3
P.M.

EATON.

GROCERY SUGARS now
QliQ HHDS.
from Br.
G. G.

tJVJl)
by

In tbeir season, together with a variety of pleasant
luxuries.

of

l
two

a

s

PtWafejy and will
\ytllLHi*.,**1°?Bi,ult®d
*'
*1Ulot®J'
and from s

Enquire of

house.

for Boston, at 8.40 A.M. and 2.60

Portland

.Leave

Porto Rico Sugars.

To supply the thirsty and refresh the weary.

May

On and alter April 8,1866, Passenger

SScSKS Trains leave as follows;

N°.

Hou<e
finely
SEVERAL
abeth,
PERRY.

most Beautiful Btach
imaginable, and witha-licit di.tance ot itai road communicat on
to all parts of the United States.
Beautiful walks,
fine drives with good toads, and a
splendid grove
ol lore, t trees directly in the rear of the haute, the
icenery ol tea anti land viable from all points, are
among its attractions, and this combined wi h ail ]
andsurf Latkiu.-.perfectly sate even toe
achlld.ret tiers it at onoe the most eeautitul and cruvenirnt
of
all of the in a y sea-side resells iu tte vicinity.
The house is first class in ail its appointmei ts ;futniture and fixture new last season and rooms at once
large and airy', and arranged mostly in suits for the
the ae ommodation of families, and pcs tivtly eloeed on the Sabbath to ait transient visitors
Tourists from Canada can take the U. T. Bril
way
and, without change of ea'S txceptat the station of
the L.stern ft. B, procetd
directly to Oak Hbk
Station (upon the lalterroad) where carriages w 11
be iu attendance to oenvey them directly to the

PORTLAND, SACO At PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

for

a et or Lease

HOUSE! LOTS
For Sale.

on the
in but

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value, and that per*
ecmrI, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BitYDGE8, Managing Director.
U. BAILEY, Superintendent
Portland, Juae 22nd, 1866 —dtf

♦hjaptnie ih-nb.-un,o
BostolTolPS,*"

AAA BOLTS of “David Corsar & Son’s” Leith,
dmiVJVJ a sail-cloth of superior qmflitv, Just received direct from Liverpool, and for sale by
McGILVERY, RYAN & DAVIS,
No.-161 Commercial Street.
sept24dtf

Fountain,

Confectionery

ATLANTIC

8.17 A M.
2.06 P. M.

hour*

MILE? FROM PORTLAND.

The attention ot those at eking for a Seaside tesidence during the summer mouths,
i- soiidted. No situation upon the whole
_coast ot Maine poase.-ses more advantages,
in toiut ol beauty tr facility ft scc.#t, it being di"
rectly upon the

MOREY

ONCE

AT Hie

To Bent.
TENEMENT, ctutxaUy located, to a Jaxnily
without childien. at one hundred and ally
dollars per ytar. A4.ply to 1*. S. W
No. 374 Middle Street.
jnneietf

nuy35dtf

me.

fOPlD

BR

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS’ HAWKING and PEDDLING!

flAHE S ore and Whari now oo-'upiod by Charles
A 11. Merrill, situated betwie.i l nion Whari and
the wha.l ouutai
Meinl.’s
about .600 square It,
-ith a two story > uildiug ihereon. 30 by 75
For
fu toer partuiuiiue etqui e ol
JOSEPH H WHITE,

•t

AS JVOLLOWB :

Montreal, Quebec, kc, at
do.
do.

We have also

A Soda

ARRIYB

WILL

11*11,

EIGHT

Rt turn Tickets, at Reduced Prices, will be issued
during the summer season irom Portia d to Be.hel,
Gotham, Island Po d, Montreal and Quebec.

Scotch Canvass.

New London

823

now

_HOPHNI

-FOR

COOK & BAKER,

—

7 00 A M.
Mail train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebic, at 1.26P M.
Beth of these trains coud? ct at Monti eal wi’h ex
press trains for’lorcnto, Detroit, Chicago, and all
other places west.

for
at MO

Muscovado Molasses.

Bbls. )
Cargo of brig J. D. Lincoln,
sale at No. 1 Central Wharf, by
march ltf

LANCEY & CO.,

Tflton'e Pinned Bakes, Stearns' Patent Clasp Bakes,
and Van Orman Hay Forks,
juneltf
So. 21 and 28 Lime St.

~

Trinidad Sugar

julyl

Scythes, William Jordan's
Scythes, from $10 to $16 per doz.

follows

as

run

Morniagi xprtss train for South Paris. Lew'stcn,
Gorham, Island Pond Montreal, and Quebec, rat

RUFUS DEERING,
maylTdSm Hobson’s Wharf, 291 Commercial St.

AT

TOOLS.

Oak

Monday, June 2001,18(6,

times, bv

full assortment of all kinds of

HAY

Rem-

Lumber, Lumber.

T

the

from

H. T. MACHIN,
Galt Wharf.

QQ HHDS. new CLAYED MOLASSES ex-bark
OO Trovatora from Caybaran. For sale by
M. T. MACHIN, Galt Wharf.
aprlPtf

are

Sons, of

landing

New Molasses.

Bounce

with all the modem improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, of the
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano

now

Crow,

for sale

L_|

Steinway

W—itraina will

Molasses.
Molasses
32212 HHDS.) Muscovado
James

mayl2dtf

Fqrtes, among which

On and alter

r-«.-;22gaB3

OAH

and soft—it is cakuiatul itr ote or two tamilie*— it
is pleasantly aua ceutialiy located in an excellent
neighborhood and every way desirable. The lot U
40 by 10$ teat. Enquire on the premise*.
June 19—dtf

To

HOUSE!

Boots and Shoes.

DR. J. B. HUGHES

good water, bard

A

Scarborough Beach,

RAILWAY.

Of C:inada
*3 UMMER ARRANGEMENT.

CHASE, ROGERS A HALL,
61 Commercial Street.
July 3—dim

Tierces) ex-brig
by

C. M. MOH8K, Supt.
juae28tf

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

SUGAR CURED HAMS.
For sale by

edies,

ATLANTIC

line.

TRUNK

re-

pleasure-seekers.
Families wishing good
rooms will make application immediately.
CUSHING & JOHNSON.
T
Camden, July 1st, 1865.
jnly3d«w

sort to

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
turning is due in Portland at 1 P. M.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of the towns North and East of this

UUANII

SITUATED
ry wooden
rooms, good c’oset-s fine cellar,

Terms reasonable,
connected with the honse Is a good Livery Stable
Billiard and Bowling Saloons. Facilities for sea bath-

ing, boating and fishing, are unsurpassed.
No pains will be spared to make it a desirable

House

ea

—

Boston.

ga—□

cents per 100

PIANO

MONDAY. JUNE •26th, 1866
CSKBsESin Train* leave Portland, Grand Trank
l*'j3™eMwi Station, lor Lewiston and Anbnrn, at
T.uu a. in. and 1.26 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.25 P. M.
JtKTUKNiKO—Leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. M and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.80; A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.15 P. M.
Both these trains conncoi at Portland with trains for

Merchandise.
1866.

lbs a day ftom June let to'fltetober 1st,

■*!*

junelftdtf

WANTED I

ICE HOUSE-SILVER ST.

y_i

or

a

NO. 32 EXOHANOE ST.,

PRICES OF
10
16
20

westten

or

a

rooms, lor

Address Box 165 Portland P. O.

m

TO COMMENCE

Waterville, Jane 22,1865.

fbr Sale.
on CheeUut St.. No. S9, is a two »toha use finished throughout—14 fitish*

Camden, Maine,
known as the most delightful Water(WellPlace
In Maine, Is now open tor permaing
nent and transient Boarders, (htullfes and
tourists.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

june29td

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 1—dtf

Hay View House,

Valuable

Sontor*,ubJ*

/S»A

CiraaUr
TMOS. F. FLUKFFfT' p"aidant.
Bsu.Cnoiuus. Soanetrys

"«ewd-l*»oa

F1EK

n(-

_

EDW4HI1 SHAW, l|ral,
101 Middle Bt. Perused, Me.
BhfltoodfwtB

rf

oj

land Pin

Dapartmeot

H°~

•'

juneMi

